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This dissertation argues that contemplation is often overlooked in studies of British Romantic 
poetry.  By the late 1700s, changing commercial and agricultural practices, industrialism, 
secularization, and utilitarianism emphasizing industriousness coalesced to uproot established 
discourses of selfhood and leisure, and effected crises of individuation in Romantic poetry and 
poetics.  Closely reading poems and writing about poetry composed between the 1780s and 
1830s by William Cowper, George Crabbe, Robert Bloomfield, Charlotte Smith, William 
Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and John Stuart Mill, I probe the relationship between 
aesthetic, ethical, and emotional responses to depictions of toil, idleness, and leisure.  I argue that 
ecologies of contemplation champion poetry as essential to a modernizing culture rethinking the 
conditions and meaning of everyday life.  Drawing not only from discourses in literary criticism 
and theory, political philosophy, economics, psychology, and theology, this dissertation’s 
interdisciplinary approach stresses the broader significance of robust academic debate on the role 
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THE LODGE IN THE WILDERNESS: ROMANTICISM, POETRY, AND 
CONTEMPLATION 
 
Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness, 
Some boundless contiguity of shade, 
Where rumour of oppression and deceit, 
Of unsuccessful or successful war, 
Might never reach me more!  My ear is pained, 
My soul is sick with every day’s report 
Of wrong and outrage with which earth is filled. 
There is no flesh in man’s obdurate heart, 
It does not feel for man. 
       —William Cowper, The Task (1785), Book 2, lines 1-91  
 
O for a lodge in a Land, where human Life was an end, to which Labor 
was only a Means, instead of it being, as it [is] here, a mere means of 
carrying on Labor.—I am oppressed at times with a true heart-gnawing 
melancholy when I contemplate the state of my poor oppressed 
Country.—God knows, it is as much as I can do to put meat & bread on 
my own table; & hourly some poor starving wretch comes to my door, to 
put in his claim for part of it. 
      —Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Letter to Thomas Poole, 23 March 18012  
 
The ethics of contemplation, or of the contemplative life, necessarily come under scrutiny 
during periods when social upheaval and political crises call for urgent engagement.  Such is the 
case in Britain during the Romantic period, when fears—real and imagined—of societal decline, 
disappearing values associated with agrarian traditions, rural depopulation, exploitative modern 
 
1 The Poems of William Cowper, vol. 2, edited by John D. Baird and Charles Ryskamp, Clarendon P, 1995. 
2 Collected Letters, vol. 2 (1801-1806), edited by Earl Leslie Griggs, Oxford: Clarendon P, 1956, p. 709. 
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labor practices, vagrancy, revolt, ill-begotten wars abroad, censorship, and invasion by 
revolutionary and then by Napoleonic France, dominated the attention of the populace and 
contributed to radically innovative responses in literary aesthetics.  Varied, often ambivalent 
efforts to define the generative possibilities of contemplation in British Romantic poetry are at 
the core of my dissertation.  What does contemplation mean to a Romantic poet composing at the 
end of the rational and secular eighteenth century, and what does it look like in representation, in 
theory, and in practice?  What is the place of contemplative retreat (the lodge in the wilderness) 
in a sociocultural environment that seems only to reward action and the active life? And how 
does poetry offer new examples and modes of contemplative experience in conjunction with the 
poetics of the everyday?  I propose an approach to reading Romantic poetry as secularized 
iterations of contemplative attention or prayer rooted in a new emphasis on particularized 
descriptions of stillness, silence, solitude, a sense of continuity between the mind and the 
physical world, especially in rural, wilderness, or sublime landscapes.   
In recent years, scholars of Romanticism have shown increasing interest in the poetics of 
attention, often framing Romantic attention as a commons threatened by the effects of population 
shifts from the country to the city and an unsettling of the traditional cycles balancing labor and 
leisure.3  The expanding marketplace of the printed word, led by the rise of the novel and 
 
3 One of the pioneering works in this scholarly tradition is Raymond Williams’s The Country and the City (1961), 
which critiques the conventions of British pastoral writing, especially the nostalgia for a lost Golden Age after the 
agricultural and industrial revolutions.  Williams notes the migration of displaced and dispossessed rural laborers to 
urban industrial centers also brought about changes in how rural landscapes were registered in poetry (55).  Recent 
studies of Romantic literature’s transformation of attention into a crucial modern mental category have drawn out 
tensions between the pastoral idyll and everyday workaday life.  Notably, Mary Favret’s War at a Distance: 
Romanticism Making o Modern Wartime (2010) locates these tensions in “how war becomes part of the barely 
registered substance of our everyday” during the Romantic period (9).  Margaret Koehler’s Poetry of Attention in the 
Eighteenth Century (2013) and Lily Gurton-Wachter’s Watchwords: Romanticism and the Poetics of Attention 
(2016) explore the deployment different modes of attention in Augustan and Romantic poetry, respectively, and put 
these modes of attention in conversation with theories of materialism and aesthetics from the period with the aim of 
demonstrating attention’s significance to aesthetic receptivity, made more precarious by its susceptibility to 
interruption.   
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newspaper, generated new problems about the value of literature: the question of how one should 
devote one’s limited leisure time amplified the dilemma of attention.  Changing commercial and 
agricultural practices, the rapid uptake of industrialism, secularization, and a burgeoning 
utilitarian ethos which emphasized the virtue of industriousness coalesced to uproot established 
discourses of selfhood and leisure time.  Despite this emphasis on attention as a vulnerable 
resource in studies of Romantic poetry and poetics, the importance of aesthetic contemplation, 
understood in broad terms as “the state of mind proper to the aesthetic attitude at a well-
developed stage,” undergoes a revaluation during this period, raising the question of whether 
more can be said of the human person, newly understood as an atomized homo economicus, 
when the binary between states of work and non-work receives a more nuanced treatment 
(Hamilton 69).  Furthermore, debates in aesthetics and moral philosophy become increasingly 
particularized and complex as the convictions of Enlightenment rationalism met with new 
challenges from Immanuel Kant and the German idealists who followed in his wake.  Thanks in 
part to Coleridge’s role in introducing these German idealists to the English-speaking world, 
these forces also play into crises of individuation in British Romantic poetry and poetics.  Much 
of the poetry of this period positions the binaries of action and contemplation, labor and leisure, 
industry and idleness, and retirement and community in tension with one another.4  As it turns 
out, Wordsworth’s cultivation of his poetic ego within the framework of “present gifts / Of 
humble industry” contributes to Romantic poetry’s repositioning of contemplation as a practice 
no longer limited to the intellectual, religious, or leisured elite (Prelude, book 1, lines 143-44).   
 
4 The Romantics luxuriated in their rejection of Enlightenment models of industry and efficiency, often celebrating 
indolence and idleness as ideal conditions for poetic receptivity.  Two exemplary studies, Willard Spiegelman’s 
Majestic Indolence: British Romantic Poetry and the Work of Art (1995) and Richard Adelman’s Idleness, 
Contemplation and the Aesthetic, 1750-1830 (2011), convincingly demonstrate how such posturing effected both 
generative and damaging outcomes for the Romantics.   
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Accordingly, by bringing together poems composed between the 1780s and the 1820s by 
William Cowper, Robert Bloomfield, George Crabbe, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge, this 
dissertation argues that the relationship between aesthetics, ethics, and emotional responsiveness 
in the period is inextricably bound up with representations of toil, idleness, and leisure.  It is not 
a coincidence that much of poetry I attend to in this study is set in open or enclosed fields, in 
working landscapes, seascapes, or townscapes, or in wilderness settings in the process of being 
recategorized as tourist destinations.  When the tensions between labor and idleness or labor and 
leisure are set within clearly demarcated places (e.g. a landscape garden, a fishing boat moored 
in a murky estuary, the Suffolk countryside, a coastal headland, the summit of Snowdon or of 
Sca Fell), that staging often coincides with a vexed defense of poetry as an essential vehicle for 
contemplation in a modernizing world, and in this way the poetry of the Romantic era casts itself 
as the spiritual pulse of an everyday life that need not always be entirely “productive.”  In 
eighteenth-century Britain, indolence was viewed as a failure of the will, preventable by constant 
activity or busy-ness.  But many of the Romantic poets saw indolence as a necessary element of 
the creative process. For these figures, poetic composition entailed a process of breaking out of 
malaise and into a state of noetic vitality that would facilitate the visionary imagination and in 
turn allow for seeing the world anew.  
“The Lodge in the Wilderness: Ecologies of Contemplation in British Romantic Poetry” 
seeks to reassemble the Romantic outlook on poetry as the quintessential expression of 
imaginative creativity, an internal process that both responds to and is often constitutive of the 
perceivable external world.  While the Romantics—most ardently and systematically, 
Coleridge—typically viewed contemplation as the highest of human mental powers, 
underscoring the poetic imagination’s essential role in the process of thinking, the accusation that 
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Romantic men and women of letters, particularly poets, were unconcerned with material and 
moral issues was not foreign to their own day and was a major source of anxiety.5  Reading 
Romantic texts in consideration of the historical shift in value away from manual and intellectual 
work and towards bureaucratic, physically disengaged, and utilitarian notions of labor conceived 
in terms of productivity, as well as the broadening gulf between wisdom traditions and scientific 
knowledge, invites a focus on the period’s apprehensions surrounding the presumed dignity and 
value linked with the production of art—the ways that the preparation for and even the 
composition of poetry can look, from the outside, to be mere idle wayfaring, or distraction, or 
daydreamy withdrawal from the busy world.  I locate these trepidations chiefly in the 
locodescriptive, georgic, and didactic poetry of Cowper, Crabbe, and Bloomfield, which 
anticipates the more well-known Romantic poetics of nature and rural life in the work of 
Coleridge and William Wordsworth. 
 
Contemplation in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics 
Aesthetic contemplation is a difficult topic of inquiry because of, among other things, 
shifting ideas of the connections between sensory experience, cognition and judgment in 
enlightenment thought.  In secular terms, contemplation is the act of looking at something 
thoughtfully.  Its closest relatives are meditation and imagination, and each of these categories 
can be said to involve the others.  While contemplation can seem to be a straightforward mode of 
focused attention, Lucy Alford proposes that in contemplation, “attention is actively paid to its 
 
5 Once again, see Spiegelman and Adelman, who both show how this anxiety maps onto the lives and writings of 
authors from the Romantic period.  Sarah Jordan, in Anxieties of Idleness shows how Cowper and other eighteenth-
century figures also struggled to overcome the stigmas associated with idleness and to rethink it as pregnant with 
generative potential.  M. H. Abrams’s seminal work on the Greater Romantic Lyric in “The Correspondent Breeze: 
A Romantic Metaphor” identifies, in several major Romantic poems, a paradigmatic progression from an initial 
listlessness accompanied by moods ranging from agitation to despair that, when met with an experience of the 
sublime in nature, is replaced by a reinvigorated imagination.  
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object, and all else is (more or less successfully) filtered into background. Whether pleasurable, 
painful, relaxed, or effortful, contemplation entails an active and sustained attention to an 
internal or external object” (53).6  The Romantics would have had access to Samuel Johnson’s 
1755 Dictionary of the English Language terms it, contemplation’s primary meaning aligns it 
with speculative reason: simply put, it is “Meditation; studious thought on any subject.”  It is also 
“Holy meditation; a holy exercise of the soul, employed in attention to sacred things”; and 
finally, “study, as opposed to action.”  Similarly, to contemplate is “to muse; to think studiously 
with long attention.”  Romantic writing also seems increasingly interested in combining these 
three meanings: after all, the Romantic period is synonymous with individual celebrations of 
indolence and the search for sublime experiences in art and nature that might elicit a response in 
the beholding subject often equated with religious experience.    
Shorn of its classical associations with intellectual activity for its own sake—Aristotle’s 
ideal of perfect happiness—we see Johnson’s definitions of the term reflected in the aesthetics of 
the eighteenth century, which rejected the Aristotelian interpretation of reality and its 
magnifications and distortions in scholasticism (MacIntyre 81-82).  In turn, the eclipsing of 
contemplation by action in the realms of early modern science and Enlightenment philosophy 
becomes a major part in the process of the instrumentalization of knowledge and reason (Arendt 
290).  In An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, John Locke finds little recourse for 
contemplation, except for its partial role in the formation of the faculty of knowledge retention.  
Instead, he draws a fine line between idleness and activity of the soul—by which he seems to 
mean the mind—and the body: 
 
6 Alford specifies that this is the case for contemplation as “a mode of poetic attention” particularly (53). 
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I confess my self, to have one of those dull Souls, that doth not perceive itself always to 
contemplate Ideas; nor can conceive it any more necessary for the Soul always to think, 
than for the body always to move; the perception of Ideas being (as I conceive) to the 
Soul, what motion is to the Body, not its Essence, but one of its Operations.   
(Book 2, chapter 1, § 10; 108) 
Contemplation is useful insofar as it keeps “the Idea, which is brought into [the Mind], for some 
time actually in view” (book 2, chapter 10, § 1; 149).  Memory, for Locke, is more important in 
the process of retention, not to mention more interesting (book 2, chapter 10, § 2; 149-50).  
Given Locke’s enormous influence over British philosophy and aesthetics during the eighteenth 
century, it can no longer be said, with Aristotle, that “we are more capable of continuous 
contemplation than we are of any practical activity,” such as work, politics, or warfare (Thomson 
trans., 328).   
Nevertheless, contemplation appears to retain its popular associations with solitude and 
even monastic retreat from active life, including as the epigraphs from Cowper and Coleridge at 
the beginning of this chapter suggest, retreat in the face of social and political strife.  In the first 
part of Enquiry into the Origins of Our Philosophical Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757), 
a young Edmund Burke allows “that we are creatures designed for contemplation as well as 
action; since solitude as well as society has its pleasures” (37).  However, Burke quickly 
distances himself from fully embracing the possibilities of this claim, qualifying his defense of 
contemplation by warning, “an entire life of solitude contradicts the purposes of our being, since 
death itself is scarcely an idea of more terror” (37).  Like other contemporaneous and similarly 
subversive mid-century developments in aesthetics on the Continent, Burke’s notions of 
contemplation emphasize the necessity of a privileged position of detachment; his association of 
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contemplation with solitude is representative of ambivalent eighteenth-century positions on the 
“entire”—yet presumably voluntary—life of contemplative solitude in monastic retreat.   
As arguably the most philosophically engaged of the Romantic poets, Coleridge, whose 
views on contemplation have recently attracted heightened scholarly attention, plays an integral 
role in my project.7  Coleridge’s rejection of Lockean rationalism reopened pathways for treating 
contemplation as a dynamic, philosophically significant mental power.  For Coleridge, the 
highest attainable operation of the mind is in the contemplation of the ideas of reason, in essence, 
of encountering these noumena face to face (Wheeler vii).  Many of Coleridge’s ideas about 
contemplation, however, developed out of his efforts to reconcile Platonic notions of Ideas with 
the theories of the imagination he encountered in his study of the German Idealists, especially 
Kant (Hedley 223).  In Kant’s Critique of Judgement, contemplation is foundational to the 
process of making a judgment of aesthetic taste.  “Now, where the question is whether something 
is beautiful,” he explains, “we do not want to know, whether we, or anyone else, are, or even 
could be, concerned with the existence of the thing, but rather how we judge it on the basis of 
mere contemplation (intuition or reflection)” (36).  According to Kant, we determine whether an 
object is beautiful through a judgment of taste.  Any judgment on the beautiful that contains any 
interest is an impure judgment of taste.  In other words, a precise judge of the beautiful remains 
neutral.  To deem something good, one must prepossess a notion of what sort of thing the object 
of perception is intended to be; the beholding subject must have a concept of the object.  On the 
other hand, one need not have a concept of an object to judge it beautiful, for this type of 
 
7 Peter Cheyne, editor, Coleridge and Contemplation, Oxford UP, 2017; Cheyne, Coleridge’s Contemplative 
Philosophy, Oxford UP, 2020.  Both of these books attempt a comprehensive survey of Coleridge’s writing, 
although the emphasis falls more heavily on Coleridge’s later, philosophical prose.  My intervention focuses 
primarily on Coleridge’s poetry, letters, and notebooks from roughly 1801 to 1803, a period of vocational crisis that 
also comes immediately after Coleridge’s first reading of Kant in the winter of 1800-1801.   
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judgment of an object presupposes neither its usefulness nor its concept.  Aesthetic 
contemplation of this sort “allows the subject to conceive of himself as a representative of 
universal man, the fundamental move in Kantian ethics” (von Mücke 203).  Kant’s positioning of 
contemplation as the essential movement in a judgement of aesthetic taste in the “Analytic of the 
Beautiful” primes aesthetic contemplation as an escape from the hard materialism of empirical 
observation.  “The judgment of taste,” Kant continues, 
is simply contemplative, i.e. it is a judgement which is indifferent as to the existence of 
an object, and only decides how its character stands with the feeling of pleasure and 
displeasure.  But not even is this contemplation itself directed to concepts; for the 
judgement of taste is not a cognitive judgement (neither a theoretical one nor a practical), 
and hence, also, is not grounded on concepts, nor yet intentionally directed to them.  
(41)     
Kant carries with him the predominant view of Enlightenment thinking that contemplation is not, 
as it was for Aristotle, in the words of Christine Korsgaard, “the source of value that justifies 
other things”; rather, as Kant says in the passage above, the agreeable gratifies, the beautiful 
pleases, and the good is what is esteemed because of its objective worth (Korsgaard 488).  But 
Coleridge and the Romantics share with Kant the belief that contemplation is more valuable than 
Locke and his followers would allow but need not entail a return to the Aristotelian conception 
of contemplation as the endpoint of happiness.  For Coleridge, however, the religious dimensions 
contemplation holds for the Platonists warrant revaluation and recovery (Hedley 228).  Not 
content with relegating contemplation to a purely aesthetic realm, Coleridge attempts to account 
for the ethical factors involved in the contemplation of nature or art as well. Although he 
formulates his philosophical and theological ideas about contemplation in more granular detail in 
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his later prose writings, several of Coleridge’s poems composed during the spring and summer of 
1802—written while he was still steeped in Kant’s philosophy—contain crucial insights into his 
notion of the religious dimensions of aesthetic contemplation, as I will discuss in Chapter Four.   
 
Enclosure and the Romantic Recovery of Contemplation 
The contemplative life invites associations with certain ideas of monastic enclosure that 
during the eighteenth century might have seemed exotic to a thoroughly Protestant British 
culture.  However, the Romantics, through their innovative merging of georgic conventions with 
reflections on the powers of imagination and contemplation, challenged the assumption 
propagated during the Enlightenment that monastic enclosure entailed a cowardly retreat from 
the responsibilities of work and civic engagement (Fay 148).8  The secularization and 
aestheticization of contemplation occur contemporaneously with the acceleration of enclosure 
and radical changes in access to land and labor.  This historical coincidence is important for the 
aims of my project because I see the two elements frequently juxtaposed in the poetry I study in 
this dissertation.  If the loss of the commons and localized commoning practices coincided with 
the breakdown of the England’s monastic economy after the Reformation, it has effects not only 
on how land is used but how it is seen and understood.  In her reading of William Cobbett’s 
History of the Protestant Reformation in England and Ireland (1824-26), Katey Castellano 
 
8 A representative example of anti-monastic, anti-contemplative polemic is Edward Hyde, the Earl of Clarendon’s 
An essay on an active and contemplative life: and, Why the one should be preferred before the other (1765).  Anna 
Letitia Barbauld’s essay “On Monastic Institutions” (1773) offers a mixed opinion of monasticism but ultimately 
finds more to praise than to criticize, including the charitable structures inaugurated and maintained by monastic 
institutions, the neglect of class distinctions by religious orders in accepting novices, the preservation of knowledge 
and the arts through the Middle Ages, and the opportunities monasticism affords for women who had no prospects 
of marriage.  In Wordsworth’s Monastic Inheritance: Poetry, Place, and the Sense of Community (Oxford UP, 
2018), Jessica Fay convincingly shows how, “in presenting himself as a Recluse working laboriously on a 
philosophical poem that will benefit mankind [The Excursion (1814)], “Wordsworth reverses this assumption” 
(148). 
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argues that within the old monastic economy, “[t]he organization and distribution of common 
property was the central habitus of the monastery, just as enclosing and privatizing land was the 
distinguishing habitus of the Reformation” (579).  The monastic practices of hospitality and 
celibacy provided built-in checks to unmanageable population growth and provided relief for the 
poor.  Castellano notes a passage in Malthus in which “one of the simplest practices 
of commoning, the celebration of sharing a common table with others, is recast as a dangerous 
threat to communal happiness” (581).  Bloomfield mourns this loss of commoning practices in 
The Farmer’s Boy, where the traditional harvest home feast, at which the farmer and his laborers 
once shared a table together, has ceased to exist.  As Bloomfield’s example of Giles shows, the 
figure of the solitary wanderer, bastilled by brooding meditations and restless idleness, is not 
limited to sublime wildernesses, but can be found in Romantic writing in an active, working 
landscape.   
This new version of subjective self-enclosure—and the alienated subject’s reintegration 
with the outer world through a transformative aesthetic experience in nature—is a characteristic 
feature of the Greater Romantic Lyric, claims M. H. Abrams in Natural Supernaturalism.  
Abrams argues that 
[t]he major lyric innovation of the Romantic period… the extended poems of description 
and meditation, are in fact fragments of reshaped autobiography, in which the poet 
confronts a particular scene at a significant stage of his life, in a colloquy that specifies 
the present, evokes the past, and anticipates the future, and thereby defines and evaluates 
what it means to have suffered and to grow older.  In some of these poems the 
confrontation occurs at a time of spiritual crisis which is called “dejection” (the acedia, 
deiectio, or spiritual aridity of the Christian experts of the interior life); and the ancient 
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struggle for the blessedness of reconciliation with an alienated God becomes the attempt 
to recover in maturity an earlier stage of integrity with oneself and the outer world, in a 
mode of consciousness for which the standard name is “joy.”  (123) 
Such recourse to self-enclosure in the form Abrams describes was not limited to canonical 
Romantic authors enduring periods of spiritual crisis; as Castellano’s reading of Cobbett shows, 
it may have been partly a result of a novel emphasis on individual action rather than shared 
commoning practices.  Although enclosure had been a continual process from the sixteenth 
century, it rapidly and comprehensively accelerated from about 1760 onward.  Improved 
agricultural efficiency had the collateral effect of displacing small freeholding farmers and 
reducing opportunities for day-laborers and gleaners (Wallace 517).   
Even if the premise of Garrett Hardin’s landmark 1968 essay, “The Tragedy of the 
Commons” has been proven false, Castellano and Hardin would share the view that enclosure 
has unforeseen and potentially devastating effects on communities (Castellano 586).  “The 
Tragedy of the Commons” takes its cues from Malthus and Jeremy Bentham, two political 
economists as influential as they were controversial during the Romantic era.  Hardin argues that 
“freedom in a commons brings ruin to all”: users of a commons acting in their own self-interest 
will contends that coerced is the only solution to the overuse of non-renewable natural resources 
(1244).  Against Hardin’s severely utilitarian proposals (which closely follow Bentham’s vision 
of a surveillance society and Malthus’s draconian measures for ensuring population control), 
Ivan Illich, in his essay “Silence Is a Commons,” contends that enclosure “has denied the people 
the right to that kind of environment on which—throughout all of history—the moral economy of 
survival has been based.  As its effects become measurable, enclosure redefines community.  
Enclosure underlies the local autonomy of community” because it places power squarely in the 
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hands of state bureaucrats and capitalists.  It renders local communities impotent and turns 
people into “economic individuals”—a change feared by Cowper in The Task and Wordsworth 
in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads—who ostensibly cannot be trusted to act according to ethical 
reasoning (Illich 8).  These attitudes were nascent during the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth 
centuries in Britain.  The Romantics recognized that ecological changes such as those effected by 
enclosure meant new kinds of “noise” would need to be acknowledged and redressed for 
aesthetic value to survive. 
Therefore, one possible reading of Cowper’s figure of the lodge in the wilderness—and 
one to which this dissertation returns frequently—connects Romantic themes of solitude, retreat, 
and self-enclosure with the material realities of the enclosure of the commons and rural 
depopulation throughout Britain that occurred during roughly the same period.  The lodge 
Cowper longs for represents an escape from the encroachments of modernity’s depersonalizing 
inventions on his everyday life.  The health of the individual’s interior life bears directly upon 
communities and vice versa; modern warfare, imperialism manifesting as slavery, and mutual 
suspicion between neighbors, Cowper seems to say, has turned civil society into a wilderness.  
At the same time, the Lockean attitude towards understanding land primarily in terms of its 
productive value means that true, “vast wilderness” becomes a dwindling resource.  A similar set 
of concerns motivates Wordsworth’s defense of his poetry in the 1800 Preface to Lyrical 
Ballads, which is premised on the idea that the answers to the emerging and not yet fully 
articulated moral and epistemological challenges of modernity lay in a deliberate reappraisal of 
“low and rustic life,” implicating an acknowledgment of the material hardships endured by the 
rural poor as more and more became displaced due to the disappearance or obsolescence of 
longstanding modes of subsistence and agency.  In the Preface, Wordsworth identifies one major 
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key to moral reform as a revolution in poetic language.  He writes that he has chosen “low and 
rustic life” as the primary subject of his poetry “because in that condition, the essential passions 
of the heart find a better soil in which they can attain their maturity… because in that condition 
of life our elementary feelings co-exist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may be 
more accurately contemplated, and more forcibly communicated.”  His metaphor of better soil 
grows with his argument: “the manners of rural life germinate from elementary feelings” and 
“the passions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature” (Major 
Works, 597).  At the same time, Wordsworth complains of “a multitude of causes, unknown to 
former times… [which] are now acting with a combined force to blunt the discriminating powers 
of the mind, and unfitting it for all voluntary exertion to reduce it to a state of almost savage 
torpor” (MW, 599).  These causes, according to Wordsworth, include urban growth and the 
concomitant abandonment of the countryside, the increasing uniformity of the types of 
modernized labor available in these new urban environments, and the pervasiveness of “the rapid 
communication of intelligence” making new demands on the attention of the individual subject. 
He asks whether we should be paying closer attention to how we pass our leisure time.  The 
literature of the era, and particularly the poetry, suggests that this problem—and it is a major 
problem from Wordsworth’s perspective—affected, in various but related ways, the entire class 
spectrum.  Have the discriminating powers of the mind been blunted irrevocably?  If so, wonders 
Wordsworth, how are we to distinguish between the value of the language of poetry and the 
language of fact, or between moral and scientific knowledge?  The Prelude, Wordsworth’s poem 
on the growth of the poet’s mind, is bound up with a pervasive anxiety, evident from 
Wordsworth’s letters as far back as the early 1790s, over the validity of a poetic vocation in a 
time when poetry’s insistence upon the stagnant and sentimental conventions of the eighteenth 
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century went largely unquestioned.  Wordsworth’s poetry and poetics show how the eighteenth 
century’s attempts to compartmentalize and solve the problem of morality had failed.9  But I 
locate a seedbed for Wordsworth’s critique of the Enlightenment moral project in the didactic 
poetry of his Romantic contemporaries, fragments of which can be found in the troubled 
georgics of Cowper and Bloomfield, in Crabbe’s dreary moral tales, and in the ways Coleridge 
works through his despair over the elusive and consolatory inspiration he “cannot hope from 
outward forms to win” (“Dejection: An Ode,” line 45).   
 
What Is an Ecology of Contemplation? Critical and Theoretical Contexts 
    “Ecologies of Contemplation in British Romantic Poetry” offers new theoretical and 
literary-historical contributions to Romanticism, a field which is enjoying a revival of interest 
because of its relevance to contemporary anxieties about the environment.10  In the Romantic era, 
as much as in our own day, these concerns are also bound up with debates over the place of the 
arts and of literature in the broader culture.  Current urgent debates about the role of the 
humanities in secondary and college-level education are not unrelated to Romantic era reflection 
on the utility, efficacy, and value of poetry in the social sphere.  Drawing not only from 
discourses in literary history, criticism, and theory, but also from political philosophy, 
economics, theology, psychology, and philosophies of education, this dissertation’s 
interdisciplinary approach emphasizes the broader cultural significance of robust academic 
debate on the role of culture in periods of social crisis.  My use of the word “ecology” in the 
context of Romanticism is anachronistic.  Ernest Haeckel coined the term in the 1860s, a full 
 
9 See Adam Potkay, Wordsworth’s Ethics, Johns Hopkins UP, 2012. 
10 For another view on the relationship between contemplation and ecological ethics, one with a stronger emphasis 
on the importance of Aristotelian teleology in this relationship, see Andreas Nordlander, “Green Purpose: Teleology, 
Ecological Ethics, and the Recovery of Contemlpation,” Studies in Christian Ethics, 2020, pp. 1-20.  
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generation after the Romantic period in England.  Ecology comes from the Greek oikos, meaning 
“home”; when we speak of ecology we are speaking of the study of our home, our environment.  
My interest in how ecology and contemplation fit together during the Romantic period consists 
in ecology’s study of the relationality between human and nonhuman organisms and between 
living and nonliving things.  To long for “a lodge in some vast wilderness,” as Cowper did, and 
as Coleridge would do a generation later, became a stamp of Romantic ecology, a seeking for a 
place of repose, set away from a material world that is hostile to sustained attention, to silence, to 
“humble industry” (Bloomfield and Wordsworth), to shelter, and to retreat from public or active 
life.  Coleridge’s noticing a parallel between Cowper and the fourth-century theologian Saint 
Gregory of Nazianzus may be part of Romanticism’s resistance to modern philosophy’s break 
with Aristotelian teleology (Nordlander 8).  Haeckel’s definition of ecology underscores its 
emphasis on survival: ecology, he writes, is “the body of knowledge concerning the economy of 
nature. . . [It] is the study of all those complex interrelations referred to by Darwin as the 
conditions of the struggle for existence” (qtd. in Bate 36).11  The scientific study of the dynamics 
between the human and nonhuman begin to take form during the eighteenth century.  One of the 
forms this takes is what Donald Worster calls “arcadian ecology,” an “a simple, humble life... 
with the aim of restoring... a peaceful coexistence with other organisms” (2).  My reading of 
Romantic poetry seeks to reconstruct the Romantic outlook on poetry as the quintessential 
expression of imaginative creativity, an internally generated process that both responds to and is 
often constitutive of the perceivable external world.  To guide this reading, I draw on scholarship 
 
11 Haeckel’s coinage of “ecology” in this passage dates to a lecture given in 1869, “Ueber Entwickelungsgang und 
Aufgabe der Zoologie,” [enaische Zeitschrift fur Naturtuissenschajt, v, 1870, 353-70; and here translated into 
English by W. C. Allee, et. al., as the epigraph to Principles of Animal Ecology, Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 1949, 
p. [v].   
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from a broad range of methodologies, including ecocriticism and ecopoetics, theories of the 
everyday, attention studies, and new formalism.   
First, scholarship in ecocriticism and ecopoetics has explored Romantic poetry’s 
responses to changes to the real, physical landscape effected by human activity and how the 
Romantics attempted to connect these changes with inner mental and emotional states.  Kate 
Rigby, for instance, notes in Topographies of the Sacred: The Poetics of Place in European 
Romanticism (2004) that recent critical attention to ecology and the environment arises directly 
from what she aligns with the historicist critique of the Romantic ideology of nature; this 
criticism links the poetry of the era with the embodied experiences of its producers.12  With a 
similar emphasis on place, Simon J. White, writing in Romanticism and the Rural Community 
(2013), contends that “all Romantic writing about the countryside is rooted in a knowledge and 
experience of specific places” (13).  White reads Romantic-era literature for the sociopolitical 
implications within depictions of community and rural labor.  These scholars are responding in 
part to the ecopoetics of Jonathan Bate, whose 1991 book Romantic Ecology: Wordsworth and 
the Environmental Tradition marks one of the early iterations of ecocriticism in Romantic 
studies and draws a clear line between contemplation and the perception of physical nature.  
Angus Fletcher, writing in A New Theory for American Poetry (2004), argues that ecopoetic 
thinking is heavily invested in “the broad question of the poet’s way of being in the world, when 
this world is defined as an ecological surrounding” (5).  The renewed attention to labor and 
working conditions in the period differs from the historicism of an earlier generation of critics 
because of its phenomenological rather than material-economic emphases, but also because of its 
 
12 The idea of a uniquely Romantic ideology of nature was major topic of debate during the height of the new 
historicism during the 1980s.  See especially Jerome McGann, The Romantic Ideology: A Critical Investigation, U 
of Chicago P, 1983; Marjorie Levinson, Wordsworth’s Great Period Poems, Cambridge UP, 1986.  
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attunement to affect and the emotions.  As Lauren Berlant puts it, affect enables “a kind of 
intelligence… that works in the present,” which implies that the phenomenon of attention opens 
pathways to otherwise inaccessible affective potentialities, or what Wordsworth calls “present 
gifts of humbler industry” (Berlant 649; Wordsworth, 1805 Prelude, Book 1, lines 143-44).  
Further complicating the materialist concerns of New Historicism in a Romantic context, 
Thomas Pfau’s treatment of emotion as a “climate of history” is representative of the critical 
shift away from materially-based historicist approaches to Romanticism.  The convergence of 
affect and ecology in Romanticism has been studied in a recent collection of essays which has 
also informed my approach, Wordsworth and the Green Romantics: Affect and Ecology in the 
Nineteenth Century (2016). 
Another important critical context for this study is the resurgent interest in the everyday.  
I investigate how these poets describe everyday life, which partly entails studying how they 
navigate the line between literalism and metaphor in their poetry and takes into account their 
invention of new verse forms—for instance, in the conversational styles of Cowper and 
Coleridge—or their recalibration of old forms, as Crabbe and Bloomfield attempt to do with the 
heroic couplet.  Many British poets working during the “Age of Sensibility” and the Romantic 
era shifted away from the mid-eighteenth-century preoccupation with the sublime, instead 
favoring a rehabilitation of the commonplace and quotidian.  The turn to “incidents and 
situations of common life” (Wordsworth again) opens possibilities for, among other things, a 
refinement of realism in depictions of manual labor and domestic life in verse.  Drawing on 
conceptualizations of the everyday in the work of Stanley Cavell (the “extraordinariness in the 
ordinary”), Charles Taylor’s account of the “affirmation of ordinary life” in modernity, Jane 
Bennett’s notion of the everyday as a site of “enchantment,” and William Galperin’s everyday as 
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a “history of missed opportunities,” this dissertation probes the social, political, and aesthetic 
consequences of crossings of the everyday (i.e. that which is overlooked or undervalued despite 
its persistent closeness) with poetic contemplation and receptivity.13     
Frequently, my readings of contemplation borrow from the literature of two related areas: 
studies of idleness and boredom and studies of attention.  These fields often dialogue with voices 
from both ecopoetics and the everyday.  I draw considerably from Willard Spiegelman’s reading 
of the trope of indolence as both a destructive and productive force on the literary subject in 
Majestic Indolence: English Romantic Poetry and the Work of Art (1995), and Kevis Goodman’s 
insistence on reading georgic verse as a marker of historical change through subjective feelings 
rather than the physical world in Georgic Modernity and British Romanticism: Poetry and the 
Mediation of History (2004).  My thinking is also informed by more recent studies on zones of 
attraction between Enlightenment and Romantic attitudes towards the ethics of idleness, 
contemplation, and aesthetic attention, such as Richard Adelman’s Idleness, Contemplation and 
the Aesthetic, 1750-1830 (2011), Lily Gurton-Wachter’s Watchwords: Romanticism and the 
Poetics of Attention (2016), and Lucy Alford’s Forms of Poetic Attention (2020).  Michel de 
Certeau’s politics of “everyday creativity,” a category that invokes such basic functions as 
walking, reading, cooking, and cleaning, but also perhaps sitting by a fireside on a winter 
evening (as with Cowper in The Task), or making an adventure out of sheer boredom in the 
November fields (as with Bloomfield’s hero Giles in The Farmer’s Boy), would also appear to 
carry a consolatory or reanimating potential for the subject weighed down or led astray by 
existential malaise or spiritual torpor. 
 
13 Cavell, In Quest of the Ordinary: Lines of Skepticism and Romanticism, U of Chicago P, 1988, p. 154; Taylor, A 
Secular Age, Harvard UP, 2007, p. 179; Bennett, The Enchantment of Modern Life: Attachments, Crossings, and 
Ethics, Princeton UP, 2011, p. 131; Galperin, The History of Missed Opportunities: British Romanticism and the 
Emergence of the Everyday, Stanford UP, 2017.  
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Finally, my approach is informed by what Matthew B. Crawford calls the “attentional 
commons,” by which he means “those ecologies of attention that are established in skilled 
practices—the kind that pull us out of ourselves and allow us to join the world in a mood of 
appreciative discernment” (28).  Similarly, Jonathan Kramnick has outlined what he labels an 
“aesthetics and ecology of presence” in eighteenth-century literature and philosophy, and notably 
in loco-descriptive and georgic poetry, including Cowper’s The Task.  Kramnick notes that the 
literature of this period is frequently concerned with what he describes as an “ecology of 
consciousness,” emphasizing the fusion of perception and ecology in eighteenth-century poetry 
and how it relates to arguments surrounding reading and disciplinarity within literary studies 
today.  Throughout this dissertation I build upon Kramnick’s idea of an ecology of 
consciousness, which attempts to and emerging as freestanding ecologies of contemplation in 
their projection of a view of poetics resistant to subjective self-enclosure and in favor of a 
relational ethics that recognizes communal bonds as antecedent to social or practical agreements.  
Because much of the loco-descriptive poetry of the late-eighteenth century concerns itself with 
georgic representations of labor as well as the speaker’s skilled engagement with his or her 
physical surrounds, my reading contemplation accounts for ways in which objects, moods, and 
spaces focus the poetic speaker’s mind by acknowledging his or her relationship with the natural 
world.  I read “poring” (Cowper), “gleaning” (Crabbe), “wildering” (Bloomfield), “wandering” 
(Smith), and “lounding” (Coleridge) as embodied processes accompanying and facilitating 
contemplative experiences and argue that these serve as iterations of lodging in the wilderness.  
By pointing to poetic contemplation as a crucial piece in the affirmation of ordinary life lead in 
common with other persons, I argue that the Romantic poetry of contemplation returns us to the 
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worldly, the material, the low and rustic, the everyday forms of human life celebrated in georgic 
and descriptive poetry, without foreclosing the possibility of enchantment. 
 
Boundless Contiguities: Some Versions of the Lodge in the Wilderness 
Each of the following chapters focuses primarily on a specific poet with the aim of 
positioning contemplation and contemplative experience in a matrix of “boundless contiguity,” 
to borrow Cowper’s phrase, that mixes with the features and rhythms everyday life during the 
Romantic period (Task, Book 2, line 2).  Wordsworth makes frequent guest appearances 
throughout these chapters and I read his poetics as conceptual glue for Romantic contemplation, 
as he already has done in this introduction, but one of my aims is to show how Cowper, Crabbe, 
and Bloomfield—as poets who deserve more critical attention given their popularity and 
influence during the Romantic period—propose meeting points for everyday and contemplative 
forms of knowledge in their loco-descriptive poetry.  Coleridge’s writings of 1801 to 1802 offers 
an alternative account of his advocating the ideal form of poetic diction in the blending of 
vernacular and philosophical language in his in chapter 18 of Biographia Literaria.  
Chapter Two, “‘Legs without the man’: Georgic, Acedia, and the Topography of 
Attention in William Cowper’s The Task,” examines moments where work, leisure, and the 
mental and spiritual condition of idleness overlap in The Task. I argue that Cowper’s heterodox 
deployment of the georgic mode in The Task serves to displace his ambivalence towards the 
value of his own work as a poet in response to real and imagined fears of an increasing 
polarization of labor and leisure, as well as the country and the city, at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Cowper’s poetry anticipates a central issue in recent debates in Romantic studies; what 
Willard Spiegelman calls the “majestic indolence” generally indulged in by the Romantics has 
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roots in acedia, literally a “l” ranging from distraction to despair, that this chapter 
contends was aggravated by new anxieties over leisure as a marker of class status, and which 
Cowper addresses by modifying the earlier eighteenth-century poetry’s georgic emphasis on care 
for the land. Reading acedia in Cowper redirects our critical gaze of Cowper onto his 
contemplative ecologies, such as the scene in which the speaker, on a winter morning walk, 
observes his long shadow stretching out upon a field and remarks, “Prepost’rous sight! The legs 
without the man.” A rethinking at the present moment of Cowper’s unresolved crisis of faith and 
his attempts at addressing it in his poetry is not only overdue, but necessary if we hope to gain a 
fuller understanding of the moral and aesthetic challenges to writers and thinkers tasked with the 
choice to embrace or reject the ethos of utility in late-eighteenth-century Britain. 
Chapter Three, “‘Dexterous Gleaner’: George Crabbe, Contemplative Description, and 
the Legibility of the Everyday,” continues this dissertation’s exploration of theories and practices 
of the everyday by investigating the aesthetic tensions between poetic particularization and 
contemplative description in the poetry of Crabbe, paying special attention to ways in which the 
physical and psychical terrain of his didactic narrative verse draws “from the painful realities of 
actual existence, from its every-day concerns, and its perpetually occurring vexations” 
(“Preface” to Tales, in Verse, 10).  In addition to this commitment to realistic and accurate 
description, Crabbe scholars must address the double-challenge of defining Crabbe’s marginal 
canonicity.  Largely overlooked after the nineteenth century, Crabbe was one of the most popular 
poets of his day; Jerome McGann ranks The Borough (1810) alongside Shelley’s Prometheus 
Unbound and Byron’s Don Juan as “one of the three most important works of poetry published 
in the Romantic period” (“Crabbe,” para. 6).14  Crabbe works with similar materials to those low 
 
14 In a footnote to this remark, McGann points out that The Prelude “was not published until after Wordsworth’s 
death and Blake’s masterpieces were not, strictly speaking, ‘published’” (footnote to para. 6). 
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and rustic subjects Wordsworth championed for their closeness to “incidents and situations of 
common life,” but Crabbe offers a sterner, bleaker, rendering of everyday life in the Romantic 
period, one that has garnered little attention, either from materialist and historicist scholarly 
approaches or from theorists of affect and aesthetics.  Highlighting tales and characters that 
appear in Crabbe’s later poetry (especially the fisherman Peter Grimes in The Borough; the 
religious-seeker-turned-con-artist, Fulham, in “The Pangs of Conscience,” from Tales in Verse 
(1812); the long-lost brothers, Richard and George, in Tales of the Hall (1819)) this chapter 
frames Crabbe’s didactic realism as a rejoinder to Romantic-era concerns about the role of 
contemplation in poetry and art during an age of increasing distraction, arguing that even an un-
contemplative poet like Crabbe may clarify the importance to the Romantics of seeking out space 
for contemplation.   
I center my reading of Crabbe on a phrase that appears in Tales of the Hall, a poem John 
Henry Cardinal Newman thought fit to praise as “a Poem, whether in conception or in execution, 
one of the most touching in our language,” and which Francis Jeffery found in his 1819 review to 
be exemplary of the “contemplative turn” in British poetry (Newman 107; Jeffery 120).  In the 
poem, the sailor Richard, a semiautobiographical stand-in for Crabbe, is described as a 
“dexterous gleaner” of knowledge and understanding from the provincial, workaday world of his 
upbringing in a coastal Suffolk borough. While Crabbe admits his interest in poetry as a tool for 
moral teaching, he may be more urgently concerned with how literary thinking might be able to 
recover an embodied understanding of reality with implications for the understanding of moral 
experience through the metaphor of dexterous gleaning.  Gleaning was an integral part of 
agrarian life, as it allowed for the poor, usually dispossessed widows or single mothers and their 
children, to collect the left-behind scraps of the after-harvest, to be consumed directly or resold 
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at the marketplace at discounted prices.  The practice of gleaning was progressively prohibited—
again following a trajectory that runs in parallel with the increased rate of enclosure—in Britain 
during the late eighteenth century, and I argue that Crabbe had a georgic sense of the word in 
mind when he uses it to describe Richard’s immersive and contemplative habits of learning.15  
Keeping the metaphor of gleaning in mind, this dissertation reinforces the view that Romantic 
critiques of leisure and contemplation benefit from considering poetry written by members of the 
laboring class.  Although Lucy Alford’s assessment of contemplation’s importance to poetry 
from the nineteenth century to the present critiques what she identifies as “privileged spaces” for 
contemplative experience, the examples of Crabbe and, in a similar way, Robert Bloomfield, 
show that contemplative spaces in the poetry of the Romantic period need to be assessed using 
different, more period-specific criteria in order to avoid burdening readings of Romantic leisure 
and contemplation with presentist concerns (Alford 72).  
Critical interest in Bloomfield, a laboring-class poet, has resurfaced in recent years, often 
among critics whose principal interests are in ecological, economic, or social history, but 
especially due to Bloomfield’s influence on another Romantic farmer-poet, John Clare. I take 
Bloomfield to offer a formally challenging and serious approach to contemplative poetry in 
Chapter Four, “‘The task that leads the wilder’d mind’: Robert Bloomfield, Georgic Duty, and 
‘studious leisure,” focusing on his wildly popular debut, The Farmer’s Boy (1800).  In The 
Farmer’s Boy, the precarity of rural life and work during a period of rapid parliamentary 
enclosure is epitomized in a scene set on a common where the main character, Giles, takes 
 
15 My reading of Crabbe’s use of gleaning as a metaphor for attention and contemplation is informed by two articles 
by Peter King on gleaning’s decline as a practice due to social and legal changes during the long Romantic period 
(roughly 1750 to 1850): “Gleaners, Farmers and the Failure of Legal Sanctions in England 1750-1850,” Past & 
Present, no. 125, 1989, pp. 116-50; “Legal Change, Customary Right, and Social Conflict in Late-Eighteenth-
Century England: The Origins of the Great Gleaning Case of 1788,” Law and History Review, vol. 10, no. 1, 1992, 
pp. 1-31. 
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shelter from an autumn storm in a rudely-built hut, another iteration of the lodge in the 
wilderness metaphor linking poetry and contemplation.  While “duty” calls Giles back to his 
work, the tensions between landscape and labor in the scene betray an understated discontent 
with the abstracting effects of enclosure.  These sentiments are similarly troubled by trepidation 
over the ethics of engagement with the natural environment.  Minding what John Barrell calls 
“sportive labour,” the tendency in eighteenth-century art and literature to represent rural life and 
farm laborers as bestowed with ample leisure time and harmonious working conditions, this 
chapter also investigates Bloomfield’s notion of “studious leisure,” a notion which functions as 
both a challenge and a redress to the enduring sentimentalism associated with georgic rurality, 
and which recalls a duty to the landscape as always more than merely an object of aesthetic 
pleasure (Barrell 113).   
Bloomfield’s contemplative poetics are informed by his concern over the loss of the 
commons in the wake of enclosure and urbanization; thus, the nostalgia for “humble industry” in 
The Farmer’s Boy persists in tension with Bloomfield’s account of his later experience as a 
leisured tourist of rural landscapes in The Banks of Wye.  “Studious leisure,” an attitude of 
informed receptivity which resists the elitist and class-driven biases of picturesque aesthetics, is 
the proposed tonic for his “wilder’d” subject-position.  By comparing moments of studious 
leisure in Bloomfield’s georgic poetry with similar, more traditionally canonical passages in 
Wordsworth, this chapter attempts to show how Bloomfield’s contemplative ecologies project a 
poetics averse to the destructive tendencies of the subjective self-enclosure frequently associated 
with Romantic perceptions of nature.   
My readings of Cowper, Crabbe, and Bloomfield in these three chapters make the case 
for a rereading of contemplation as an attribute general to the poetry of the Romantic period.  “In 
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the Headlands: Romantic Contemplation on the Commons,” serves as a brief interlude that 
acknowledges this family resemblance in the ways Bloomfield, Wordsworth, and Charlotte 
Smith construct shared contemplative spaces in their poetry.  Through these poets’ variant usages 
of figure of the headland, this interlude addresses potential gaps in the framework I establish in 
the foregoing chapters and fortifies the links between common and wilderness ecologies and 
Romantic conceptions of embodied contemplative subjectivity.  Bloomfield’s georgic “green 
headland[s]” in The Farmer’s Boy are a place for pausing to view and review a working 
landscape.  The setting of Smith’s Beachy Head (1807) is notorious for its associations with 
suicide, but Smith’s naturalistic landscape descriptions recalling the assessment of contemplation 
as unattractive and detached from the realities of active life that appears in Burke’s Enquiry and 
other eighteenth-century texts on aesthetics and moral philosophy.  Wordsworth’s ascent of 
Mount Snowdon in the Book of the 1805 Prelude features a passage that seems to borrow 
language from Bloomfield’s while asserting—pace Smith—contemplation’s indispensability to 
lyric expressivity, thereby setting the stage for a case-study of Coleridge, the chief poet-theorist 
of Romantic contemplation, in the ensuing chapter. 
 Chapter Five, “‘So fully lounded’”: Lodging, Self-Enclosure, and ‘Outness’ in Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge’s Contemplative Ecologies,” examines Coleridge’s usage of the Lakeland 
dialect word “lounding,” meaning sheltered, in his letters and notebooks from the period 
spanning roughly 1801 to 1803.  In varying stages of completeness, Coleridge infused his 
records of his excursions with reflections on the faculties of perception, imagination, and 
contemplation.  This chapter reads lounding as a submerged, frustrated ideal in of two of 
Coleridge’s major poems of 1802, “Dejection: An Ode” and “Hymn, before Sun-rise”: the 
enclosed spaces that frequently form the loci of his Conversation Poems reflect Coleridge’s 
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attempts to harmonize the transcendental properties, attributed to the imagination by his idealist 
philosopher contemporaries, with.  My reading compares Coleridge’s interest vernacular origins 
of lounding—minding his remarks on poetry and the idea of the lingua communis in Biographia 
Literaria—with the methodical and philosophical term “outness,” another word that appears with 
increasing frequency in Coleridge’s private writings of the same period which he would later 
define as “but the feeling of otherness (alterity), rendered intuitive, or alterity visually 
represented.”  Comparing lounding with outness illuminates Coleridge’s dilemma in the period 
leading up to his turning away from his poetic vocation and more firmly towards philosophy; it 
also attempts to map the robust contemplative ecologies emerging from his writing during this 
period. 
 A brief coda, “John Stuart Mill and the Utility of Poetic Contemplation,” reorients 
this dissertation’s central argument, that forms of the everyday in Romantic poetry blend the 
intensity of the contemplation of ideas with the substance of perception, by reading Mill’s essays 
on poetry in light of his autobiographical account of personal crisis and subsequent recovery 
through poetic contemplation.  Mill notes poetic contemplation’s “resemblance, and contrast” to 
utilitarian ethics and argues that poetry is distinguished by “the poet’s utter unconsciousness of a 
listener.”  As a reader and critic of Romantic-period literature, Mill provides a framework for 
thinking of poetic contemplation, as it manifests in Romantic poetry, as an attitude weighted with 
ethical significance.  Today, many current scholars of Romantic ecology are quick to point out 
that ecological awareness begins in our approaches to reading: how we attend to persons, objects, 
and texts influences our understanding of our responsibility to them.  Mill’s humanistic vision of 
utilitarianism, which represents a significant revision of Benthamism, borrows as much from 
Wordsworth’s poetry as it does from Coleridge’s political philosophy, and asks whether 
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ecological responsibility is better cultivated in either action or contemplation and remind us that 
the poetry of the Romantic era addresses concerns over the relationship between action and 
contemplation in ways that remain prescient and timely in the twenty-first century.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
“LEGS WITHOUT THE MAN”: GEORGIC, ACEDIA AND THE TOPOGRAPHY OF 
ATTENTION IN WILLIAM COWPER’S THE TASK 
 
William Cowper’s The Task; A Poem, in Six Books (1785) has enjoyed increased 
attention from scholars of Romanticism for its generic hybridity within a stichic blank verse 
framework.  By turns mock-heroic, didactic, georgic, antipastoral, topographical or loco-
descriptive, and meditative, The Task has been invoked as an indicator of its author’s struggle 
against resurfacings of his long-term depressive symptoms, accented by major episodes of 
mental breakdown, most notably in 1753, 1763, 1773, 1787, and 1794.1  I argue in this chapter 
that Cowper’s program for keeping himself busy with a variety of mundane tasks in order to 
avoid facing his psychological malaise opens doors to a much more fruitful account of how The 
Task’s vexed authorial subjectivity reflects the anxieties of poetic production, thereby 
subverting, on a formal level, any clear distinctions between Augustan sensibility and self-
canonizing Romanticism.  As I noted in the Introduction, the current chapter argues that The 
Task is a test case for Willard Spiegelman’s notion of “majestic indolence,” a phrase borrowed 
from Wordsworth’s Prelude, that is rooted in acedia, a close relative of sloth. At the end of the 
eighteenth century, new attitudes towards leisure as an indicator of class status, motivate 
Cowper’s repackaging of georgic themes in more recognizably Romantic versions that 
emphasize individual receptivity and ecological responsibility.  Rather than associating personal 
 
1 For an exemplary, recent reading of Cowper’s history of depression as distinct from a performance of religious 
melancholy, see Buie 103-19.  On the contexts of Cowper’s generic hybridity, see Rawson 370-1.  Cowper’s 
notoriety for blending genres traces back at least as far as William Wordsworth’s preface to his Poems of 1815, 
wherein Wordsworth cites The Task as a blending of what he calls “Idyllium,” “Didactic,” and “philosophical 
satire.” See Wordsworth, The Major Works, 627-8. 
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crisis with Cowper’s major depressive episodes, as has been the critical tendency since the 
severity of Cowper’s mental illness became public knowledge shortly after his death in 1800, 
this chapter reads The Task for moments where the poet’s ideal of rural retirement, which he 
figuratively and literally views as integral to the moral and cultural reform of his British 
countrymen, risks lapsing into moods of neglect, listlessness, or apathy. 
Examining moments where the eighteenth-century georgic ideal of care for the physical 
environment brushes up against representations of acedia in The Task, I argue that Cowper’s 
deployment and reformulation of the georgic mode in the poem serves as a means of resolving or 
offsetting his ambivalent feelings toward the value of his own work as a poet in response to 
changing ideas of value and utility at the end of the eighteenth century.  In the process, Cowper 
offers justifications for his choice of a life of “laborious ease,” but not without betraying a deep 
ambivalence towards his management of the choice and its “usefulness” for his readers.  This 
struggle is especially urgent to chart in a poet like Cowper, a fervent evangelical who believed 
himself to be a reprobate and irrevocably predestined to eternal damnation from 1773 until his 
death in 1800, indulging a mindset that likely contributed to the frequency of his psychotic 
breaks and ongoing struggles with depression.  Cowper’s conviction of his own reprobation 
followed a vivid nightmare during which he heard a voice that announced to him that he had 
fallen from God’s favor, though it had earlier roots.  As his biographer James King chillingly 
puts it, “God’s extreme and incomprehensible animosity toward him became a part of Cowper’s 
everyday life from 1763” (57).  Part of the poet's “task,” as both the poem and his letters of the 
period show, is to reconcile his despair with his faith in the salvific power of God's grace, in a 
modernizing, urbanizing world which seems to have moved on from needing or desiring it.  
Although some recent scholarship has scrutinized moments where Cowper’s poetry treats acedia 
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and how those moments relate to the prominence of the georgic mode in The Task, they have not 
yet been distinguished from Cowper’s struggles with depression or the late-eighteenth-century 
trend featuring performances of religious melancholy.2  With this in mind, I interpret the poem’s 
concern with form and subjectivity in conversation with recent readings focusing on the material 
conditions enabling Cowper to indulge his longing for a “lodge in some vast wilderness” in rural 
retreat, but arrive at conclusions more sympathetic to the poem’s emphasis on an examined 
inwardness as a necessary first step towards social, moral, and political reform (Task, book 2, 
line 1).   
A return at the present moment to Cowper’s unresolved attitude toward leisure and 
contemplative experience—and his attempts at addressing these challenges in his poetry—is not 
only overdue but also necessary if we hope to paint a more complete picture of the moral and 
aesthetic challenges posed by the ethos of utility to practices of everyday life at the close of the 
eighteenth century in Britain.  Staging this investigation prepares a more focused scrutiny of 
contemplative moments in The Task and their bearing on Romantic notions of receptivity to the 
material world.  Ecocritical readings of the Romantic period rely on materialist hermeneutics and 
thus tend to politicize both natural and manmade landscapes; these readings also frequently draw 
on psychoanalytic criticism and—especially since the first decade of the twenty-first century—
affect theory to examine what might be collectively termed as topographies of mind.  While new 
historicism and cultural studies made it difficult for subsequent studies of the Romantic era to 
ignore literature’s political dimensions, often eliding formal-aesthetic methodologies in the 
process, my interests in this dissertation lie chiefly with problems more immediately associated 
with Romantic aesthetics and ethics: this approach will turn up in my treatment of Cowper in the 
 
2 For a perceptive reading of the correlation between georgic and acedia in The Task, see Goodman 98-105. 
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current chapter.  Enlightenment accounts of atomized, autonomous selfhood tend to put forth a 
conception of the person premised on social or economic agreements, but Cowper’s crisis of 
attention, doubtless aggravated by his mercurial position in relation to evangelicalism, tests these 
Enlightenment notions of autonomy and finds them wanting.  The result is that ecologies of 
attention and contemplation in The Task, considered in relation to Cowper’s loco-descriptive 
pedestrianism, explore a form of personhood that frustrates simple distinctions grounded on 
purely rational or empirical logic.  “Forth steps the man, an emblem of myself,” the poem’s 
speaker declares, and the emblematized self in The Task stands in for Cowper’s autobiographical 
reflections and more general social critiques (Book 1, line 213).   
Throughout The Task, the hidden trope of acedia—which, by the eighteenth century had 
long been collapsed under the purview of the deadly vice of sloth—corresponds with the poet’s 
repeated suggestion that the pastoral idyll is an illusion that never existed in any historical 
reality, even if he struggles to accept this reality elsewhere, such as in the “peasant’s nest” scene 
in Book 1.  Pastoral is instead merely a working of, as I observed above, “the poet’s hand / 
Imparting substance to an empty shade,” and Cowper’s analog for this problem takes form in the 
“legs without the man” scene in “The Winter Morning Walk” (book 4, lines 526-27; book 5, line 
20).  The work of poetic composition is, it follows from this example, a georgic act of answering 
the call to duty of labor, as distinct from pastoral repose, yet it can also dignify other forms of 
labor without sentimentalizing or objectifying the performers of that labor.  The shadow of legs 
without the man, placed beside the work being done by the human characters moving about in 
the field, enact what Matthew B. Crawford describes as “those ecologies of attention that are 
established in skilled practices—the kind that pull us out of ourselves and allow us to join the 
world in a mood of appreciative discernment,” in that the poem itself is a form of craft (26).  As 
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was generally the case with eighteenth-century British poetry’s revival, through Dryden, of the 
Virgilian georgic tradition (and as will later be the case with Bloomfield in The Farmer’s Boy 
and The Banks of Wye), a doctrine of duty or moral obligation replaces the Classical emphasis on 
the doctrine of virtue within Cowper’s georgic.  Accordingly, the next section of this chapter 
reviews the poetry of eighteenth-century georgic in conversation with Cowper’s plan for The 
Task.  The progressive substitution of virtue for duty affects Cowper’s responses to 
contemplative experience, whether these experiences take place a fireside on a winter evening or 
on the move during a winter morning walk.  His responses reflect the shift of emphasis, in moral 
philosophy, away from classical notions of the virtues and virtue and towards a conception of 
morals as solutions to egotistical problems of human nature during the eighteenth century 
(MacIntyre 263-82).  Instead of perpetuating incorrect suppositions about pastoral’s potential for 
rejuvenating the mind, the mood, or the spirit, this chapter argues that Cowper’s emphasis on 
quotidian rituals of labor and rest are dignified by the poem’s moments of contemplation.  
Morevover, I argue that the georgic mode turns up a space for a valid aesthetic response to the 
self-enclosure which bars aesthetic pleasure—especially the contemplation of “the Fair”—and 
which is set up by the sloth, apathy, restlessness, hatred of place, and despair resulting from 
acedia. Similarly, Jonathan Kramnick outlines an aesthetics of the handsome in Cowper as an 
“ecology of consciousness,” emphasizing the fusion of ecology and the aesthetics of 
perception in eighteenth-century poetry and the philosophy of mind, as well as  how it relates to 
arguments surrounding reading and disciplinarity today (Paper Minds, 9-13).  Kramnick, writing 
with Anahid Nersessian, concludes that the study of literary form should be understood as its 
own explanation (“Form and Explanation,” 669).   
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This chapter culminates in what I take to be a representative example of Cowper’s 
contemplative ecological attunement, a scene at the beginning of book 5, “The Winter Morning 
Walk,” wherein the poet remarks upon seeing his shadow stretched out beside him in the early 
morning light.  I submit that this scene functions as a freestanding ecology of contemplation by 
projecting a view of poetics which resists subjective self-enclosure in favor of a relational ethics 
that blends georgic subjectivity with meditative receptivity to distinguish between the idle non-
activity of “the indolent vacuity of thought” and the recuperative course of contemplative leisure.  
I look to this scene of assembly—or, if you will, of “re-Cowperation”—of things, persons, 
animals, the landscape, and the poet’s sense of self, which could simultaneously be read as a 
moment of disassembly, to consider some ways it reflects (or shadows) a juncture in the poem’s 
compositional history at which Cowper pauses to reassess its structure and motives.  Finally, I 
will examine the remarks on Cowper’s masterful command of “common language” and “every-
day forms of human life” by two of his prominent nineteenth-century disciples, Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge and George Eliot, to argue that Cowper deserves more credit as a practitioner of 
romantic aesthetics of the everyday, a category of urgent importance to studies in Romanticism.   
 
Eighteenth-Century Georgic and the Ethos of Care 
It is critical for the purposes of my argument to point out that behind Cowper’s mock-
heroic censure of luxury, of refinement, of hypocrisy, and of the anomie effected by the twin-
headed serpent of urbanization and rural flight, hides a streak of savage self-criticism.  In a 1785 
letter to Harriot Hesketh, Cowper declares that the greatest motivating factor to his becoming a 
poet was precisely his “Dejection of Spirits.”  He is already well aware by this point that the only 
prevention against his own tormented thoughts is “constant employment,” for the various types 
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of manual labor he engaged in during the 1770s, including gardening, carpentry, and tending to 
his pet rabbits, “do not engage the mind sufficiently.”  He admits, however, that writing or, more  
specifically, “[c]omposition, especially of verse, absorbs it wholly” (Letters, 2.382-3).  The 
paradox of the poem’s georgic elements could be, as Dustin Griffin suggests, that The Task “of 
course celebrates the life of retirement and ‘repose,’” yet Cowper “takes pains to assert that the 
retired life is in fact a life of activity” (871).  But Richard Adelman takes the critical discussion 
in a different direction, arguing that while Griffin is not wrong in his reading, his perspective 
risks limiting human experience to binary states of either employment or idleness.  Adelman 
submits that Cowper’s “almost unceasing examination of the ideas of employment—tasks—and 
retirement” as well as “types of occupation or attention that fit neither category,” further 
distances Cowper’s conception of contemplative awareness from the negative connotations of 
listless idleness (68).  Leisure remains a problem to be creatively dealt with, but it is treated in 
more expansive, inclusive terms than the sense of leisure frequently appended to the aesthetics of 
the picturesque.  Today, as in Cowper’s time, cultivation and conservation are vital themes in 
agrarian writing, yet, as I will discuss later in this chapter, acedia—traditionally conceived as a 
vice similar to sloth and characterized by a temptation to withdraw from the company of others 
and from the duties of both manual and intellectual labor—thwarts these themes as they pertain 
to stewardship of oneself and of the land, two central concerns of late-eighteenth-century 
aesthetics and ethics.  
The present section examines some of the valences from which emerges the prevalent 
georgic mood in The Task, noting the ways the heightened subjectivity of the poem’s speaker 
vexes and subverts the conventions of eighteenth-century georgic poetry and the role of a poet in 
relation to society.  Cowper frequently touches upon a paradigmatic problem of Enlightenment 
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philosophy, of the divide between thoughts and things, and connects this dilemma with a general 
trend of moral decline driven by deceptive rhetorical practices, both in the pulpit and in the 
public square.  In addition to its interest in detailing the practices and rigors of agricultural labor 
as the standard par excellence of industriousness, the georgic mode, with its insistence on 
engagement with the realities of labor as essentially relational rather than merely socially 
contingent, becomes one way of confronting in verse the Enlightenment privileging of a self-
enclosed, autonomous, rational individual.  In the wake of the Glorious Revolution and the 
Union Act of 1707, eighteenth-century georgic is almost uniformly concerned with how 
agricultural labor reflects the more abstract work of nation-building, but no georgic poem 
approaches The Task in its philosophical questioning of how the individual person, as more than 
an atomized social (as described in the writings of Locke, Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and others) or 
economic agent (Locke again, Adam Ferguson, and Adam Smith), or simply as a subject of the 
crown, fits into this large-scale schematic. 
The prevalence of georgic-descriptive verse in eighteenth-century Britain, and especially 
from John Dryden’s translations of Virgil in 1697 into the 1760s, made it a convenient site of 
cultural and political reflection.  Writes Alan Liu, “Georgic is the supreme meditational form by 
which to bury history in nature, epic in pastoral” (qtd. in Goodman 2).  However, Kevis 
Goodman distinguishes between her own project and that of Liu’s by noting that Liu’s concern is 
to write the “sense of history,” and not the “history of the sense of history” (2).  As far back as its 
classical origins in Hesiod and Virgil, georgic literature has been bound up not only with 
registering history through its effects (in an Althusserian sense) as well as its affects, but also 
with the work of writing itself.  Minding the freely associative structure of the poem, one major 
task of The Task is likewise the very process of poetic composition, following wherever it may 
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lead.  The Latin word for verse—vertere, “to turn”—invites associations between the new 
revelations that turn up with each successive verse of a poem and the turning of the soil in the 
cycle of crop cultivation.  The georgic style thus also implicates the poetic vocation.  Tim Burke 
has introduced the term “georgicism” to describe “processes, of self-generation and the 
generation of the materials for the making of both the self and the work of art” (143).  Burke 
argues that “georgicism's self-made self generates its own world, not merely describing work or 
narrating progress, but enacting and enshrining the process of forging, styling, and repeatedly 
remaking the experiential self” (144).  Georgicism takes a fresh turn at the end of the eighteenth 
century with poets including Cowper and Robert Bloomfield, although Burke locates a more 
anxious emphasis on authenticity in the poetry of Ann Yearsley in the 1780s and William 
Wordsworth in the following decade.  To Burke’s claims I would add that the reformulation of 
georgicism as it appears in these poets suggests a contemporaneous crisis in the nature and 
perceived value of poetic work, and work in general, as more traditional forms of agrarianism 
began being replaced my modern agriculturalism and industrialism. 
Anticipating the problem as I perceive it to manifest in Cowper, we need only look to a 
translation of the opening lines of Virgil's Georgics to identify associations between the georgic 
ethos of care and the slothfulness and lack-of-care or apathy symptomatic of acedia.  In Dryden's 
Georgicks of 1697, his translation of Virgil’s opening invocation retains the emphasis on 
husbandry as the quintessentially georgic form of skilled engagement with close-at-hand things: 
What makes a plenteous Harvest, when to turn 
The fruitful Soil, and when to sowe the Corn; 
The Care of Sheep, of Oxen, and of Kine; 
And how to raise on Elms and teeming Vine: 
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The Birth and Genius of the frugal Bee, 
I sing, Mecaenas, and I sing to thee.   
(Book 1, lines 1-6) 
The care of livestock in this opening invocation (“quae cura boum” in Virgil’s original) is the 
only noun attached to human intervention in processes of agricultural production and stands in 
contrast with the “what” that makes the successful harvest, the reaping and sowing of crops, and 
intervention in the pollination process.  During the Restoration and eighteenth century, the Latin 
word cura, care, became associated with scientific experimentalism and a spirit of curiosity, such 
that, “far from breeding pride, curiosity promoted a humble willingness to invest care and take 
pains in the production of knowledge: the Adamic investigator of nature got his hands dirty in it” 
(Picciotto 39; emphasis original).  Baconian experimentalism appropriated georgic tropes and 
sentiments to advocate a progressive interpretation of the value of manual labor to the discovery 
of empirical knowledge.  This development discloses a reversal of a classical and early modern 
aversion to curiosity as a gateway to lust and pride, and indeed, its most zealous champions 
adopted an early version of scientism that laid the groundwork for extreme systems, such as 
Bentham’s utilitarianism, which saw no practical purpose for aesthetic contemplation.  With the 
arrival of this rethinking of curiosity as a humble inquisitiveness in service of the progress of 
knowledge, a dilemma arose: certain forms of curiosity come to be viewed as potentially 
dangerous to the unadorned tranquility of the contemplative mind and to the understanding of 
cura associated with the georgic mode.   
Part of Cowper’s poem’s stated task is to combat the mindset that celebrated the 
production of knowledge for its own sake, and to reassert the role of human knowledge as a 
prerequisite for wisdom.  This codification of growth is reflected in The Task's Latin motto, 
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printed on the title page, is “Fit surculus arbor,” “a shoot becomes a tree”  (Poems, 2.211).  The 
poet contemplates the differences between knowledge and wisdom extensively in book 6, “The 
Winter Walk at Noon”: 
Knowledge and wisdom, far from being one, 
Have ofttimes no connection.  Knowledge dwells 
In heads replete with thoughts of other men; 
Wisdom in minds attentive to their own. 
Knowledge, a rude unprofitable mass, 
The mere materials with which wisdom builds, 
Till smoothed and squared and fitted to its place, 
Does but encumber whom it seems to enrich. 
Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much, 
Wisdom is humble that he knows no more. 
      (Book 6, lines 88-97) 
 
This is one of the many examples throughout the poem where Cowper distinguishes between 
practical knowledge and wisdom through metaphors of cultivation and growth.  These figures 
will help illuminate my discussion, continued below, of what I call “topographies of attention” in 
The Task. 
Relying on Dryden’s translation as a template, the first major British georgic of the 
eighteenth century, John Philips's Cyder (1708), echoes the Virgilian emphasis on care in its 
opening lines: 
What Soil the Apple loves, what Care is due 
To Orchats, timeliest when to press the Fruits, 
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Thy Gift, Pomona, in Miltonian Verse  
Adventrous I presume to sing; of Verse 
Nor skill'd, nor studious: But my Native Soil 
Invites me, and the Theme as yet unsung.   
(Book 1, lines 1-6) 
Philips sets his Miltonic georgic in a postlaspsarian orchard wherein the curse of labor is a well-
established reality to be enthusiastically embraced.  Cider's distinctive association with England 
and Englishness since the period of Roman colonization, paired with Philips's publication of 
Cyder on the heels of the 1707 Act of Union, broadcasts a georgic patriotism far afield from 
Cowper’s mock-epic genealogy of the sofa.  By renouncing the heroic couplet in favor of blank 
verse, the archetypal English verse form since Milton, Philips also justifies a formal precedent 
for the later georgics of Thomson in The Seasons (1726-1730), William Somerville in The Chace 
(1735), Christopher Smart in The Hop-Garden (1752), John Dyer in The Fleece (1757), James 
Grainger in The Sugar-Cane (1764), Richard Jago in Edge-Hill (1767), and finally for Cowper in 
The Task.3  I single out Dyer’s poem for the purposes of my argument because his aims in The 
Fleece differ markedly from Cowper’s.  While Dyer's invocation again appeals to a spirit of care 
in the metaphor of topsoil, his unironic treatment of his subject rests content in views on utility 
and industry that will become commonplaces during the eighteenth century:  
The care of Sheep, the labors of the Loom, 
And arts of Trade, I sing.  Ye rural nymphs, 
Ye swains, and princely merchants, aid the verse.   
(Book 1, lines 1-3) 
 
3 For a discussion of the respective literary-historical significance of the georgics of Philips and Jago, see Crawford, 
Poetry, 114-66.  
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The estimation of merchants as “princely” would not sit well with Cowper’s speaker in The Task, 
who attributes to advanced forms of mercantilism the destruction of “innocent commercial 
justice,” and the replacement of “the charities of domestic life” with “factories [built] with 
blood,” and “a school where thoughtlessness is taught / On principle” (Task, book 4, lines 676-
90).  Yet even for Dyer, care in the form of husbandry retains centrality.  Cowper’s poem 
furthermore registers—through georgic—the extent and speed of historical change in Britain, 
especially during the latter half of the century.   
Consistent with the dominant aesthetics of the eighteenth-century, georgics like The 
Fleece and The Sugar-Cane, while they diversify the types of labor (mercantilism in Dyer’s case, 
and the labor of slaves, however problematic, in Grainger’s) which qualify as worthy of praise in 
georgic verse, still have far less to say about the work of the mind, particularly in the contexts of 
ecology and perception.  Against these more conventional georgic endeavors, Cowper's mock-
epic invocation of the sofa could be described as anti-georgic simply by its privileging of rest 
and retirement over manual labor, not to mention its emphasis on reflective interiority.  But 
rather than glorifying rest and idleness, Cowper’s history of the sofa instead establishes a pattern 
wherein rest becomes appropriate behavior only after a period of intense physical and mental 
exertion.  Care in work begets care in rest, and vice versa.  To treat periods of leisure 
otherwise—that is, to promote an unreflective type of leisure—would run contrary to The Task's 
didactic interests, stifling the spirit of the poem and its heterodox georgic mode. 
Departing from the trend established in the earlier eighteenth-century georgics, The 
Task’s opening invocation resists making an overt appeal to the ethos of care, focusing instead 
on Cowper’s recent poetic achievements and making a veiled reference to his personal struggles, 
which would not be made public until after his death.  Instead, the speaker announces his 
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allegiance to “the fair,” and suggests throughout the poem that beauty is more easily found in 
nature, God’s work, than in work of human hands, be it the city, the picturesque landscape, or in 
art itself.  “God made the country,” the poet remarks, “and man made the town” (book 1, line 
749).  The opposing forces converge in the poem’s first lines: 
I sing the Sofa.  I who lately sang 
Truth, Hope, and Charity, and touched with awe 
The solemn chords, and with a trembling hand, 
Escaped with pain from that adventurous fight, 
Now seek repose upon an humbler theme; 
The theme though humble, yet august and proud 
The occasion,—for the fair commands the song.  
(Book 1, lines 1-7) 
From the poem’s opening, a mock-epic celebration of indoor sedentariness, the focus quickly 
moves outdoors to describe a series of walks in the country.  Both the structure and themes of the 
poem reflect the “twisted form vermicular” of the four-legged chair, one of the ancestors of the 
sofa (book 1, line 30).  Furthermore, the sofa’s history runs in parallel with a genealogy of 
English kings, beginning with Alfred the Great (seated upon a rudely made chair with no 
adornments) and continuing into Cowper’s present day, by which time the bureaucratic powers 
of Parliament have—so fears the poem’s speaker, at least—rendered the Crown ineffectual at 
best and tyrannical at worst.  Cowper quickly dismisses pastoral conventions as well, as 
imperialistic imagery replaces stock pastoral figures including the “shepherd and his lass” (book 
1, line 36).  Writing from the center of an expanding economic and political empire, Cowper 
recognizes the danger of settling comfortably within the shelter of the idyll.  The poet describes 
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how “the cane from India” gets manipulated to form “[o]f texture firm a lattice work, / That 
braced the new machine, and it became a chair” (book 1, lines 39-43).  The progression of 
innovations culminating in the sofa appeal to the poem’s moral-didactic interests: even in repose, 
motion is desirable—staying still too long leads to torpor, decay, and evil.  Addressing this 
problem, “restless was the chair,” the poet offers, “the back erect / Distress’d the weary loins that 
felt no ease” (book 1, lines 44-5).  The “restlessness” of the chair as a fluid historical object 
compounds the tension between functionality and improvement—or, as we will see, 
“excellence.”  For that same restlessness in rest or repose arouses one of the poem’s crucial 
conceits: 
     So slow 
The growth of what is excellent, so hard 
T’ attain perfection in this nether world. 
Thus first necessity invented stools, 
Convenience next suggested elbow chairs, 
And luxury th’ accomplished Sofa last.   
(book 1, lines 83-88). 
The sofa complicates the poem’s otherwise suspicious attitude toward luxury: does Cowper 
mean for this mock-epic history to be a celebration of repose, a warning against laziness, or a 
subtler combination of the two?  At any rate, slumbering stock figures introduced in the ensuing 
verse paragraph—nurse, coachman, curate, rector, and clerk—have never known “the repose the 
sofa yields,” and each of these characters represents a potential georgic figure that will awaken 
and reappear at a later interval in the poem (book 1, lines 89-102).  For the poet, the comparison 
of these sleeping characters—figures defined by their occupations yet sharing in a common 
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sleep—with his own repose on the sofa, prompts a shift of focus to an unexpected subject: 
recreational walking in a refined landscape.  This shift raises questions about the purpose of 
leisure and poses challenges to predominant eighteenth-century ideas of improvement.   
Receptivity as a necessary condition for contemplation gets the poet off of the sofa and 
moving outdoors through a landscape of both uncontained wilds and meticulously curated 
gardens and colonnades. “Nor rural sights alone, but rural sounds,” have the potential to pull him 
out of his seat and out from his torpor (book 1, line 177).  These sounds “exhilarate the spirit,” he 
declares, not least of all the  
    Mighty winds 
That sweep the skirt of some far-spreading wood  
Of ancient growth, make music not unlike 
The dash of ocean on his winding shore, 
And lull the spirit while they fill the mind, 
Unnumber’d branches waving in the blast, 
And all their leaves fast flutt’ring all at once.  
(book 1, lines 183-89).  
This is a scene, the poet believes in his enjoyment, “where peace for ever reigns” in the 
simultaneous calmness of spirit and fullness of mind (book 1, line 208).  With the word “peace,” 
the poet intends a sonic landscape free from the sounds of human activity, romanticizing the 
sublime elements of nature at the expense of the everyday ugliness of work and sociality.  In 
retirement, the silence outside is not as easily disturbed as the silence within, and the poet’s 
abortive stay at “the peasant’s nest” illustrates this problem.  
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 The opening sequence of The Task has received extensive critical attention, and my 
contribution above repeats much of what has already been noted.  But comparatively little has 
been said about the “peaceful covert” the poet briefly retires to, only to experience the 
difficulties of self-reliant rural sequestration.  This passage portends the “lodge in the 
wilderness” figure at the beginning of Book 2.  The poet hopes to enjoy a life of solitude by 
retiring to a weather-house, described in the text as a “low-roof’d lodge” he names “the 
peasant’s nest” (book 1, line 227).  The poet hopes his retirement to the peasant’s nest might 
allow him to freely partake of “the poet’s treasure, silence, and indulge / The dreams of fancy, 
tranquil and secure,” yet he balks at the possibility of having to suffer the discomforts 
inextricably bound up with rural life (book 1, lines 235-36).  This inconspicuous brand of 
rusticism could prove bearable, but the poet wants little to do with an impoverished lifestyle 
beyond its sentimental trappings.  As Diane Buie suggests in her assessment of Cowper’s 
possibly affected religious melancholy, this may be another deflective performance (104).  While 
initially he delights in the reprieve from the harsh noises of crying infants, barking dogs, and 
loud workers in the town, he remains dependent on the baker to deliver bread to his cottage.  The 
peasant’s nest’s distance from “unpleasing sounds of village or town,” of the georgic activity of 
“clinking hammers, grinding wheels,” becomes a source of distress, silence is dearly obtained for 
the poet here can't even draw clean water by himself or maintain the place—the speaker must 
enlist skilled help.  His resolution, “Society for me!” aside from its exclamatory rejection of 
silent repose, seems to fly in the face of the intended rejection of “London Life” (book 1, line 
249).  The peasant’s nest is not the lodging of a real peasant, and since the poet has renovated 
and renamed the house to suit pastoral sensibilities, neither can any claims be made on it having 
a rustic authenticity.  Beneath all this, I would add, is a streak of savage self-mockery which 
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crops up throughout the poem wherever moments of self-enclosure are extolled, revealing the 
poet’s hidden frustration over his own lack of agency in his “retirement.”  The abrasive noises 
outside the peasant’s nest disrupt the poet’s utopic fantasy, even when improvements to the land 
in service of picturesque ideals, or for that matter, enclosure, attempt to simulate or enforce a 
controlled environment.  Most crucially, these noises of everyday activity are a constant 
reminder of georgic’s essential relationship to the form of The Task.  And the problem of sensory 
data passively received as heard sound correlates with Cowper’s persistent anxieties over losing 
his sanity, and his salvation.  The ultimate emptiness of retreating to the artifice of the “peasant’s 
nest” speaks to this instability.  Its implausibility as a permanent retreat, which was already 
hinted at by its designation as a seasonal “weather-house,” is underscored by the relationship 
between acts of self-enclosure and the presentation of acedia throughout the poem, as the 
following section will demonstrate.  
 
In a Brown Study: Cowper’s Acedia and Romantic Self-Enclosure 
Acedia is often spuriously synonymized with sloth, although it was originally its own 
separate vice.  Easily dismissed as a sin peculiar to cenobitic life, it is typically identified as a 
theological explanation for a variety of what secularization has relegated to the psychological.  
Beginning in the early modern period, acedia was replaced with melancholia, then by ennui, 
saudade, weltzschmerz, malaise, dissatisfaction, and a host of other related terms by the end of 
the eighteenth century, and by the turn of the twentieth century it had been pathologized into 
various depressive mood disorders.  Even as its relevance to eighteenth-century and Romantic 
literature has attracted more attention in recent years, the importance of acedia remains 
understated, especially as it pertains to Cowper.  An early description of acedia comes from 
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Evagrius Ponticus, a fourth-century Christian monk, who writes that acedia is brought about by 
the “noonday demon,” characterizing the sin as “some fever which seizes [the person] at stated 
times, bringing the burning heat of its attacks on the sick man at usual and regular hours” 
(Wenzel 19).  Acedia, then, entails a disgust with the everyday, the quotidian—which in a 
different usage refers to a regularly recurring fever—and a refusal to acquiesce in the lucid, 
inescapable rhythms of earth's diurnal round.  Acedia fits a now-archaic, eighteenth-century 
connotation of “quotidian,” in the sense of a chronic state of emotional or nervous agitation, and 
it underpins what Wordsworth, in “Tintern Abbey,” calls “the fever of the world.”  This may 
have been the sense Cowper’s contemporary Erasmus Darwin had in mind when he described the 
causes and symptoms of tedium vitæ in Zoonomia; or the Laws of Organic Life (1794), where 
that affliction is a synonym of ennui, one of the foremost “Diseases of Volition” (433).  
Likewise, in her literary history of boredom, Patricia Spacks describes acedia as a combination 
of boredom with the sin of sloth; while she is right to include these categories under the umbrella 
of acedia, she is quick to pathologize it as an “incurable condition” stripped of its metaphysical 
essence (11).  This is important when we look at how a habit of industriousness was seen as an 
antidote to boredom and what Spacks calls “psychic malaise” during the eighteenth century (12).  
But although it is close to ennui, acedia is neither boredom strictly speaking, nor even depression 
or dejection, although it does involve a sense of inertia, a feeling that the future is overwhelming.  
By the latter part of the eighteenth century, acedia “became known as an urban disease,” a 
remedy for which “was country living, the regimen of recreation, exercise, and simple diet on 
some early equivalent of a modern health farm” (Spiegelman 14).  This prescription is almost 
identical to Cowper’s proposed defense against the malaises of modernity in The Task. 
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Regarding the revival of interest in acedia in modernity, I am thinking of acedia partly in 
line with Walter Benjamin's outline in “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” but also partly in 
the contrasting outline Josef Pieper offers in Leisure: The Basis of Culture.  Benjamin interprets 
acedia holistically as an idea that carries “assumptions about everything from the moral duty of 
‘man’ in relation to the polis, to the debilitating and fascinating effects of city life on the species, 
to the right and wrong way of writing history itself,” which recalls Goodman’s appraisal of 
georgic modernity as being concerned with the “history of the sense of history” (Meltzer 161; 
Goodman 2).  Writing only a decade after Benjamin, but importantly after the conclusion of the 
Second World War, Pieper's emphasis of cultus as the foundation of any real access to leisure 
understandings periods of respite from work not as opportunities for mere idle rest and 
recreation, which he claims completes an endless feedback loop of “total work,” but for 
contemplation, which he describes as allowing the “inner eye to dwell for awhile upon the reality 
of Creation” (55).  Pieper describes leisure as a mental and spiritual attitude which entails “man’s 
happy and cheerful affirmation of his own being—his acquiescence in the world and in God—
which is to say love,” while idleness is “the inner prerequisite which renders leisure impossible” 
(50-1).  His distinction between idleness and leisure appears similar to Cowper’s in The Task, in 
that the latter is properly ordered toward the contemplation of one’s origins, destination, and 
purpose in the world, while the former is an abnegation of the responsibilities of contemplation 
distinct that is more a mental attitude than a physical state. 
Significantly, for Cowper, self-enclosure need not entail absolute detachment from the 
outside world.  Reclined on his sofa, walking a familiar country lane, tending to his garden, or 
ruminating by the fireside, Cowper takes on both the “noise of history” and the noise of 
modernity as objects not only of moral disquiet but also of critique.  His position is distanced 
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from, yet not necessarily disinterested in, the social realities making pastoral repose possible, 
which is one reason why he can speak of the news as a loophole of retreat.  He is unequivocally 
supportive of self-reliance in the common tasks of domestic economy, yet the actual performance 
of those tasks, as we have seen with the obstacles he encounters at the “peasant’s nest.”  This 
problem frames the opening verses of “The Time-Piece,” the second book of The Task, and 
frame this dissertation’s central claim about “ecologies of contemplation” in British Romantic 
Poetry.  “The Time-Piece” begins:  
Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness, 
Some boundless contiguity of shade, 
Where rumour of oppression and deceit, 
Of unsuccessful or successful war, 
Might never reach me more! My ear is pained, 
My soul is sick with every day’s report 
Of wrong and outrage with which earth is filled. 
There is no flesh in man’s obdurate heart, 
It does not feel for man.   
(Book 2, lines 1-8) 
The Task’s discomfort with public life, which the speaker here implies is aggravated by a new 
dependence upon clock-time (signified in the second book’s title), global commerce, 
imperialism, urbanization, war, the slave-trade, and the same “rapid communication of 
intelligence”—a social ill Wordsworth would soon denounce in his Preface to Lyrical Ballads—
that gratifies the “craving for extraordinary incident” symptomatic of city life.  Small wonder, 
then, that “The Time-Piece,” named for the mechanism often credited with ushering in modern 
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industrial capitalism and clock anxiety, would open with a meditation on pastoral escape.  This 
passage evinces what Anahid Nersessian calls “Romantic difficulty,” a feature that often appears 
as “a poetic mode that reliably baffles hermeneutic scrutiny even as it demands emotional 
response” (452).  According to Nersessian’s reading, the speaker’s attempt at moral simplicity 
dissolves into “a guilt that is genuinely obstinate, a labor that is tragically transitive. The slave is 
tasked to work, the poet is tasked to write, and in the nonidentity of these kinds of doing a 
terrible friction is born” (464).  As Nersessian’s paradigmatic argument relates to my own 
reading, Cowper’s confused moral subjectivity is aggravated by his guilt that although the 
domestic materials he engages with in the poem are products of exploited labor, his struggles to 
undertake the task he has identified for himself becomes the scene of a fierce existential 
dilemma.  
The anxieties he meets with at the convergence of action and inaction intensify in book 3, 
“The Garden.”  Cowper repeatedly resolves that full retreat, desirable though it may be, is not 
only undesirable and ethically irresponsible, but impossible.  In “The Garden,” a book replete 
with georgic descriptiveness and activity, Cowper subtly parodies the “self-sequestered man” 
who would try to evade the socio-political factors sustaining his retirement: “The morning finds 
the self-sequestered man / Fresh for his task, intend what task he may” (book 3, lines 385-86).  
The intended task may be as simple as sipping pure, clean water in the warmth of his home, 
before taking up a book “[w]ell chosen, and not sullenly perused / In selfish silence” (book 3, 
lines 393-94).  The self-sequestered man may then work in his garden before taking in his 
pristinely-manicured grounds, tending with his own hands to his trees within “his well-spread 
walls,” hard evidence of the effects of parliamentary enclosure on the countryside, a process 
which negatively impacted the agency and well-being of the agricultural laborers, who become 
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unwilling social victims.  The echo of Virgil’s Georgics in this sequence, paired with its fanciful 
hedonism, signal that this scene of self-enclosure is not straightforwardly didactic; rather, it 
exposes Cowper’s latent unease with the luxuries of his rustic sequestration, for later in “The 
Garden,” Cowper condemns rich landowners who “little know the cares, / The vigilance, the 
labor and the skill” that “the world’s more num’rous half,” that is, the majority of people, 
undertake to produce luxurious goods” (book 3, lines 544-52).  His self-sequestered man, 
unacquainted with the pains of real toil, immune to the dispossession wrought by the process of 
enclosure abetting the refinement of his landscape garden, and free to assign himself whatever 
task he fancies, acts out the listless meanderings of a mind in a brown study, which the 1785 
edition of Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary of the English Language fittingly defines as “[g]loomy 
meditations; study in which we direct our thoughts to no certain point” (“brown study, n.”).  
Yet Cowper, who very much relied on planned diligence, including a strict daily writing 
schedule of no less than half an hour and as much as two hours, to keep his demons at bay during 
the composition of The Task, sees much of himself in the self-sequestered man (Letters, 2.291).  
The “brown study” scene in book 4, “The Winter Evening,” is at once an embodied mental and 
affective phase, and also a physical space.  The gloom of the parlor where the speaker sits on that 
stormy winter evening 
[s]uits well the thoughtfull or unthinking mind, 
The mind contemplative, with some new theme  
Pregnant, or indisposed alike to all.   
(Book 4, lines 279-81) 
In a shift of focus that seems to sympathize with the self-sequestered man in his garden, the 
speaker anticipates the mockery of readers who “never feel a stupor, know no pause, / Nor need 
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one” (book 4, lines 283-84).  Cowper may also be making a formal commentary on the 
unpredictable structure of the poem in relation to the mental state he illustrates here.  Prompted 
by the appearance at the beginning of “The Winter Evening,” Cowper’s adaptation of the news 
and current events of the winter of 1783-1784, which Goodman calls the “georgic of the news,” 
becomes on one level an ethical problem—how is the random, unconnected stream of 
information the news provides different from the objects passed over by an idle mind, or a mind 
afflicted by acedia?  Cowper admits his own insecurity in the face of this question: 
    I am conscious, and confess 
Fearless, a soul that does not always think. 
Me oft has fancy ludicrous and wild 
Sooth’d with a waking dream of houses, tow’rs, 
Trees, churches, and strange visages express’d 
In the red cinders, while with poring eye 
I gazed, myself creating what I saw.   
(Book 4, lines 284-90) 
The “poring eye” of the cloistered, unmoving speaker in this passage is a departure from the 
“admiration feeding at the eye” of the mobile and attentive speaker up from his sofa and out 
walking in a rural landscape in “The Sofa” (book 1, line 157).  Read in the sense of a pleasure-
inducing state of contemplation, the admiration of the outdoor landscape stands in stark contrast 
to the speaker sitting indoors lost in “indolent vacuity of thought,” encircled by a snowstorm 
raging outside the walls of his cottage, his idle eye poring over the fire enclosed within the hearth 
(book 4, line 297).  In this dissociative state, the speaker sees is himself in the third person, as if 
he were a stranger to himself, wearing “a mask / Of deep deliberation, as the man / Were tasked 
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to his full strength, absorbed, and lost” (book 4, lines 299-301).  The poet imagines a series of 
objects disconnected from his present time and place, but this is not the same active attention that 
characterizes his walks through the rural landscape elsewhere in The Task.  Rather, something 
like Benjamin’s definition of acedia, “a process of empathy whose origin is the indolence of 
heart… which despairs of grasping and holding the genuine historical image as it flares up 
briefly,” works its way into the poet’s mind (256).  Here, the poet’s poring eye gives way to his 
frantic thoughts, and he wonders whether he would be better served by detached absorption in 
his repose: 
 ’Tis thus the understanding takes repose 
In indolent vacuity of thought, 
And sleeps and is refresh’d. Meanwhile the face 
Conceals the mood lethargic with a mask 
Of deep deliberation, as the man 
Were task’d to his full strength, absorb’d and lost.   
(book 4, lines 296-301) 
The word “task’d” in this context is not incidental: judged by its outward appearance, the man 
appears deep in thought, but his mind is a cipher.  Cowper here departs from Locke’s assertion, 
in An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, that “No Man, can be wholly ignorant of what 
he does, when he thinks” (118).  The mental state of the poet here is not one of leisure, but of 
idleness; in fact, it is precisely the image of acedia, updated and secularized for the modern age 
through Cowper and his delineations of its corrupting effects on the individual when confronted 
with both Adam Smith’s homo economicus and the spread of utilitarian conceptions of the value 
of work. 
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Ironically, the sensible world which caused the speaker’s initial fatigue and dissociation 
is precisely what calls him back to attention. In an essentially Romantic intervention of nature, 
the speaker tells us that only the “freezing blast / That sweeps the bolted shutter… restores me to 
myself” (book 4, lines 303-7).  This movement fits the figure of the correspondent breeze that M. 
H. Abrams associates with the “Greater Romantic Lyric.”  Abrams remarks that the monastic 
temptation of acedia, which is characterized by spiritual “aridity,” “interior desolation,” and 
“dejection” in the afflicted individual, mirrors “the familiar romantic pattern of inner depression 
and revival, paralleled to changes in the landscape and in diverse weathers and seasons” (“The 
Correspondent Breeze,” 47).  Abrams’s definition of acedia, while oversimplified, is 
nevertheless a helpful starting point for mapping an ethics of attention to the quotidian in 
Cowper’s poetics.  The free play of fancy on the idle mind in the brown study passage recalls 
one of the poem's central conceits, namely the polite assertion that fancy's submission to the fair 
drives creativity and mental recuperation.  In the poem’s final two books, “The Winter Morning 
Walk” and “The Winter Walk at Noon,” Cowper’s treatment of the language of poetic 
receptivity, with its challenges to the receptive subject in marking the crossings between 
psychical and physical landscapes (as Wordsworth will later articulate forcefully in The 
Prelude), offers models for overcoming acedia, in what this dissertation reads as Romantic 
ecologies of contemplation. 
 
“Legs without the man”:  Topographies of Attention in the Work of Re-Cowperation  
Bringing together the poem’s formal preference for georgic with its author’s fears over 
the acedia brought on by being without a task, the remainder of this chapter argues that The 
Task’s topographies of attention shed light on Cowper’s formal treatment of georgic, mindful of 
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its emphases on care for the land, as a language of recovery.  Following three sprawling books 
celebrating rural pedestrianism and georgic themes of cultivation and virtuous labor while 
simultaneously condemning the preposterous ills of urban modernity, the speaker’s brown study 
in “The Winter Evening” becomes a personal crisis, the knife’s edge between being “task’d” and 
being lost.  However, in “The Winter Morning Walk,” The Task’s fifth book, it seems the new 
day has revived his spirits and his attentiveness, and, as we’ll see, an affectionate sense of humor 
regarding his own mortality which he lacked the night before.  Walking in a field at dawn on the 
frosty morning, the poet remarks upon the redness of the sun and clouds, which fittingly, given 
one of Cowper’s stated aims for The Task, to “discountenance the modern enthusiasm after a 
London Life,” “[r]esemble most some city in a blaze, / Seen through the leafless wood” (Letters, 
II.285; Task, book 5, lines 4-5).  The clouds, in their resemblance to a burning city, and the 
assembly of bald trees below them, are the scene’s first dis-countenanced figures.  Low to the 
horizon, the sun tinges every object with its rosy hue; even the “spiry blade[s]” of frozen grass 
stretch long shadows across the field.  “Mine,” the speaker observes, 
        spindling into longitude immense, 
In spite of gravity and sage remark 
That I myself am but a fleeting shade, 
Provokes me to a smile. With eye askance 
I view the muscular proportioned limb 
Transformed to a lean shank.  The shapeless pair 
As they designed to mock me, at my side 
Take step for step, and as I near approach 
The cottage, walk along the plaister’d wall 
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Prepost’rous sight! the legs without the man.   
(Book 5, lines 11-20) 
The first sense the Oxford English Dictionary gives for the word “preposterous” is now rare: 
“Having or placing last what should be first; inverted in position or order.”  A variation of this 
sense, also archaic, refers to animals: “having parts reversed in position; going tail first.”  
Finally, in the most familiar sense of the word, a thing preposterous is a thing “contrary to 
nature, reason, or common sense; monstrous; foolish, perverse.”  This preposterous sight of the 
legs without the man vexes the second of the Cowper’s central aims for the poem: “to 
recommend rural ease and leisure as friendly to the cause of piety and virtue,” although by Book 
5 this ideal has fallen under suspicion.  What began as a poem mock-heroically recounting the 
history of the sofa, from its humble ancestor consisting of “three legs upholding firm / A massy 
slab, in fashion square or round,” and slowly adding legs, backs, arms, cushions, and ever more 
superfluous luxuries, has here turned back upon the poet himself (book 1, lines 20-21).  He is 
reduced to the spindly vehicles which move him through the landscape in a state of what 
Margaret Koehler has called “mobile attention.”  Koehler notes that Cowper’s pauses indicate 
“entry into a deep scene of receptivity.  This state of attentive receptivity resembles and… is at 
least partly traceable to Thomson and other early eighteenth-century poets who experimented 
with states of mobile, diffuse attention,” but Cowper increases “the pace and facility” of these 
states (185).  Koehler calls Thomson’s approach to landscape synchronic as opposed to 
Cowper’s more diachronic approach (186).  In this opening scene of “The Winter Morning 
Walk,” top half of the speaker’s is shadow nowhere to be seen due to the acute angle of the sun 
and the intrusion of the “plaister’d wall.”  The speaker has become, quite literally, a fleeting 
shade; only the shadow of his legs remains visible.  But those legs, like the spiry blades of grass 
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at their feet, have been grotesquely magnified in the negative space between the speaker’s body 
and the surfaces of the ground and the wall. Koehler calls this “one of the poem’s scenes of 
deepest attention,” in that attention “moves away from the obvious: from the sunrise tableau, 
from objects themselves to their shadow forms” (201-2).  The poet’s attention to his shadow 
impresses a sense of two scenes playing out at once, the surface-level scene of a rosy-fingered 
dawn, and the “alternate scene,” viewed “with eye askance,” of shadows. 
And this gets at the main part of my discussion in this chapter, for if we look at this scene 
“with eye askance,” reading for both its surfaces and its shadows, we might see more clearly how 
Cowper departs from the poetry of the eighteenth century’s conventional treatments of attention.  
As David Fairer has compellingly argued, Cowper’s use of the mock-heroic mood in scenes like 
this one actually subvert the preposterous tendencies of satire, “and raised questions of value by 
entangling great and small at the level of the ‘idea’ (image) in the mind” (51).  So much for the 
legs; but what of “the man,” the ensouled person Cowper identifies as distinct from the legs?  
That shade is somewhere without, somewhere beyond the wall, out in the common mingling with 
a host of other figures already off to work in the ruddy light of dawn.  The scene is filled with 
movement, at least beyond the enclosed area where 
The cattle mourn in corners, where the fence 
Screens them, and seem, half petrified, to sleep 
In unrecumbent sadness.   
(Book 5, lines 27-29) 
They await a “slow-paced swain,” who is busy carving out their morning meal from a frozen 
haystack, which, after the swain’s work, stands upright, “[s]mooth as a wall.”  At a farther 
remove, a woodman makes his way towards the tree line and the “forest drear” beyond, 
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accompanied by his dog, to carry out, “[f]rom morn to eve his solitary task” of felling trees.  The 
dog at his heel “snatches up the snow / With ivory teeth, or ploughs it with his snout; / Then 
shakes his powdered coat and barks for joy” (book 5, lines 49-51).  But the woodman pretends 
not to notice, only stopping now and then to adjust and refill the pipe “that fumes beneath his 
nose” and trails a cloud of smoke far behind him.  Meanwhile, a “housewife’s well-known call” 
summons a troop of hens and sparrows, rooks and daws, “half on wing, / And half on foot,” fight 
savagely over the scattered grain (book 5, lines 61-63).  Even the cock, hitherto the regalest bird 
of the mob, resigns itself to “sad necessity… foregoes / His wonted strut,” and “seems to resent / 
His altered gait, and stateliness retrenched” (book 5, lines 73-76).  For better or for worse, these 
animals have, like the speaker, been dis-countenanced; the hard lines Cowper draws between 
labor and play, bounty and retrenchment, freedom and enclosure, rigidity and movement, fatigue 
and recovery, juxtaposing competing vectors of growth and decline to pull Cowper’s train of 
thought through a staggering range of subjects, causing the poet himself to remark upon his 
volume’s “twisted form vermicular,” which is as much as a comment on the crafting of the poem 
as the soulcraft involved in its production by the poet himself. 
These persistent anxieties over the nature and purpose of poetic craft, brought to light in 
scenes like the one that opens “The Winter Morning Walk,” are central to this chapter’s 
explications of the relationship between georgic and acedia in Cowper’s poetry.  Cowper’s 
lifelong struggles to fend off madness and despair, known only to his inner circle during his 
lifetime, are now the stuff of legend.  Despite its triumphalist tone, articulated the loudest in the 
poem’s appeals to the life of rural repose and contemplative leisure, Cowper’s letters reveal that 
the composition of The Task often caused him as much distress as it relieved.  On February 22nd, 
1784, he writes to William Bull that he has finished four books and part of a fifth, but that 
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writer’s block has stalled the poem’s progress.  “The Ice in my Ink,” Cowper complains, “is not 
yet dissolved” (Letters, 2.217).  In October of that year, writing to his friend William Unwin 
while the poem, now completed, was under revision, Cowper asserts that “[i]nterior mischiefs 
must be grappled with. There is no flight from them” (Letters, 2.288).  In the same paragraph, 
Cowper, ever concerned with style, explains his choice of blank verse for the poem, noting 
redundantly, but not insignificantly, that blank verse must “be singularly perspicuous [that is, 
clear and unambiguous], to be so easily comprehended.”  On the 30th of October, Cowper admits 
to John Newton that “almost to the last I was doubtfull whether I should bring [The Task] to a 
conclusion.  Working often in such distress of mind as while it spurred me to the work, at the 
same time threat’ned to disqualify me for it” (Letters, 2.291).  In all of these letters, as with many 
others, Cowper’s preoccupations with form are knotted up with his frustrations over achieving 
clear and authentic language. 
Remarks on Cowper’s masterful command of “common language” and “every-day forms 
of human life” by two of his prominent nineteenth-century disciples reflect the importance of 
reading Cowper as a practitioner of the romantic aesthetics of the everyday, and throw into relief 
the challenges he faced in crafting a long blank verse poem out of what began as an offhand 
invitation to write about a sofa.  Samuel Taylor Coleridge, writing in the Biographia Literaria, 
withholds no praise for Cowper, hailing him as “the first who combined natural thoughts with 
natural diction; the first who reconciled the heart with the head” (Coleridge 1.25).  If Cowper 
really does achieve the union of natural thoughts with natural diction, then, by Coleridge’s 
standards, it is because he hits upon not the “real language of men” championed by Wordsworth, 
but the “ordinary, or lingua communis,” which Coleridge asserts is not relegated to the “low and 
rustic life” where Wordsworth would locate it, but rather transcends class distinctions, existing 
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“every where in parts, and no where as a whole.”  Cowper’s self-caricature in the “self-
sequestered man” and his affection for the characters, both human and animal, in the opening 
scene of “The Winter Morning Walk,” illustrate the approach Coleridge has in mind. 
The second remark may help shed light on how Coleridge’s argument might apply to 
Cowper in The Task.  It appears in George Eliot’s essay “Worldliness and Otherworldliness: The 
Poet Young,” wherein Eliot distinguishes between the dreary moralism she reads in the blank 
verse of Edward Young’s poem, Night-Thoughts, from the genuine sympathy and clarity of 
language in The Task.  By comparing two of the most popular poems of the eighteenth century, 
Eliot aims to establish a formal program for her own brand of realism in fiction, a realism which 
avoids sensationalism in favor of a subject matter recognizing what she calls the “other beauty” 
of “everyday fellow-men.”  Cowper’s “large and tender heart,” Eliot writes,  
embraces the most every-day forms of human life… and he compels our colder natures to 
follow his in its manifold sympathies, not by exhortations, not by telling us to meditate at 
midnight, to ‘indulge’ the thought of death, or to ask ourselves how we shall ‘weather an 
eternal night,’ but by presenting to us the object of his compassion truly and lovingly.  
(40; emphasis original) 
For her, Cowper evinces a singular “truthfulness of perception” springing from his devotion to 
the evangelical revival taking place within the Anglican Church.  “Sympathy,” “compassion,” 
“nearness,” “reverence,” and “intimacy” are just a few of the affective orientations Eliot sees as 
the fundaments of Cowper’s embracement of “everyday forms of human life.”   
Cowper’s letters corroborate what many readers, not least of all Coleridge and Eliot, see 
in his poetry.  In a letter to his friend William Unwin dated October 10th, 1784, Cowper writes, 
“My descriptions are all from Nature…. My delineations of the heart are from my own 
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experience.”  He claims to have imitated no one in the blank verse with which gives the poem its 
form, and “that except the 5th. book, which is rather of a political aspect, the whole has one 
tendency.  To discountenance the modern enthusiasm after a London Life, and to recommend 
rural ease and leisure as friendly to the cause of piety and virtue” (Letters, 2.285).  If this is as 
close as Cowper ever comes to articulating a poetic theory, it only underscores what Coleridge 
and Eliot find unique about his natural diction and sincere articulations of feeling.  It also shows 
how Cowper’s approach to form projects a certain model of personhood onto The Task’s 
speaker.  By pointing to poetic contemplation as a crucial piece in the affirmation of ordinary 
life, Cowper’s mock-heroic treatment of the fleeting shade returns us to the worldly, the material, 
the low and rustic, the everyday forms of human life celebrated in georgic poetry, without 
foreclosing the possibility of enchantment. 
 
The Task’s Georgic of Contemplation 
In a crucial moment near the end of the poem, this language of the everyday merges with 
a mood of contemplative attunement to nature to propose a potential solution to the tension 
between the rural labor of georgic and the listlessness, which commentators from Cowper to 
Benjamin and Pieper have associated with urbanization, of acedia.  Cowper locates it for himself 
in his distinction between knowledge and wisdom in “The Winter Walk at Noon,” the poem’s 
sixth and final book.  The scene opens with the sound of church bells at a distance in a village, an 
echo of the “cheerful bells” from a distant spire he hears in “The Sofa.”  The bells are also 
attuned to the rhythms of the workday for their function as timekeepers, which connects the 
scene with book 2’s title, “The Time-Piece.”  Rather than being a metaphor for mental passivity, 
sound here delivers the poet from his dark night of the soul, symbolized by the division between 
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the diurnal oscillation from night to day: “The night was winter in its roughest mood, / The 
morning sharp and clear” (book 6, lines 1-2).  The poet enters into a glade of oaks and elms that 
in its function as a protective structure reminds him of the comfortable domestic space of his 
rural cottage.  Here, “[t]he roof though moveable through all its length / As the wind sways it, 
has yet well sufficed” to keep his path clear of the silently falling snow (book 6, lines 72-75).  
Cowper acknowledges the value of practical knowledge but specifies that knowledge alone does 
not certify in its possessor either prudence or genius.  Wisdom, conversely, dwells “in minds 
attentive to their own” thoughts (book 6, line 91).  Such wisdom is to be found in still and silent 
contemplation, which “[m]ay think hours down to moments” (book 6, line 85).  In contrast with 
the brooding self-enclosure of the brown study, the out-of-doors setting of this contemplative 
moment reinforces the recuperative potential of mobile attention that acknowledges, in its very 
enactment, the body’s role in the cognizing processes involved in sensory perception. 
After all, the speaker warns that “sloth seduces more” unsuspecting minds than rhetoric, 
for the “insupportable fatigue of thought” is too much for a weak mind (book 6, lines 105-6).  
His fear of indifference to social issues and self-regulation permeates the poem and this passage 
exemplifies that fear.  At last, however, the outdoor scene of the wooded glade, with its 
admixture of rural sights and sounds, proves more permanent than a house built of timber—again 
contrasting the generative work of God with the manipulative and destructive work of man—and 
provides the poet with mental and spiritual wholeness he seeks:  
But trees, and rivulets whose rapid course 
Defies the check of winter, haunts of deer, 
And sheep-walks populous with bleating lambs, 
And lanes in which the primrose ‘ere her time 
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Peeps through the moss that cloaths the hawthorn root, 
Deceive no student.  Wisdom there, and truth, 
Not shy as in the world, and to be won 
By slow solicitation, seize at once 
The roving thought, and fix it on themselves.  
     (Book 6, lines 109-17) 
The major tropes of the poem converge in this scene: the distant village, the sound of bells, the 
return to Koehler’s notion of mobile attention—in most of these cases, walking through a natural 
landscape—and a celebration of the vibrant scenery of the winter landscape after a night of 
“winter in his roughest mood.”  The student of nature is a figure not only for the poet himself, 
but also for Cowper’s ideal reader, who should be attentive to the topographies formed by the 
very reading of the poem.  Unlike the wandering thoughts and “poring eye” of the speaker 
brooding by his winter evening fireside, the task of mobile attention in the poem is itself 
transformed into a georgic act, just as the speaker doing the descriptive work of that mobile 
attention bears witness to the diversity of eighteenth-century georgic’s distinctive marque of 
everyday creativity.  Georgic in The Task finally becomes not merely a celebration of industrious 
labor, but more completely a spiritual pursuit of wisdom and truth facilitated by close contact 
with the natural world, wherein human labor remains subordinate to God’s work.   
 Cowper owed much of his reputation to his own work of refinement—the refinement of 
the loco-descriptive style and of the georgic mode.  This work set Cowper at odds with the 
artificial refinement of polite society, of neoclassical poetics, and of ideologies of landscape 
improvement, three circles that fall prey to Cowper’s alternatingly satirical and humorlessly 
moralistic pen.  But after Cowper, georgic’s prominence in British poetry dissipated abruptly, as 
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the Romantics turned to more lyric forms more concerned with particularization, especially the 
ode, autobiography, and a revivified version of pastoral (Heinzelman 182-83).  Romanticism also 
brought new defenses of indolence, typified in the works of Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley, 
which distance Cowper from its ideals.  Coleridge’s assessment of Cowper as “the best modern 
poet,” however, testifies to the latter’s ability to navigate a variety of subjects and genres, often 
within the same verse paragraph, and to address in verse the conjunctions of spirit, nature, and 
humanity that Coleridge would later expand in his philosophical writings (qtd. in Holmes 195).  
What Cowper offers to present-day readers is a direct confrontation with the crisis of mental and 
spiritual listlessness as it transitions between its status as a moral stigma in the mid-eighteenth 
century and a more recreational site of aesthetic suspension in Romanticism and the nineteenth 
century.  As I will attempt to show in the proceeding chapters, this continues to be the case for 
Crabbe, for Bloomfield, for Wordsworth, and for Coleridge—all for radically different reasons to 
be expounded upon in the following chapters—the reshaping of the British countryside as a 
result of the agricultural and industrial revolutions, in tandem the practical consequences of 
Enlightenment rationalism, also reshaped common conceptions of the ethical and aesthetic 







“DEXTEROUS GLEANER”: GEORGE CRABBE, SKILLED ENGAGEMENT, AND 
CONTEMPLATIVE DESCRIPTION 
 
George Crabbe’s poetry has been largely neglected or dismissed outright by scholars of 
literature and Romanticism, even following Jerome McGann’s assertion that Crabbe’s The 
Borough (1810) is one of the three most important long poems of the Romantic period, alongside 
Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound and Byron’s Don Juan (para. 6). Yet in the early decades of the 
nineteenth century, Crabbe was revered as a leader in narrative verse and one of the most prolific 
writers in any genre of his era, even with a twenty-two-year silence between 1785 and 1807 that 
separated his early career from his late flourish as a chronicler of the lives and misfortunes of the 
rural poor.  In English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, Byron famously refers to Crabbe as 
“nature’s sternest painter, yet the best” (line 858).  Neither of these claims, nor others like them 
(several of which will be rehearsed in the body of this chapter to situate Crabbe’s reputation 
among the literary milieu of the early nineteenth century), make Crabbe’s poetry more readable 
or sought out for much-needed critical revaluation.  To be clear, F. R. Leavis’s lamentation that 
Crabbe “should be left to students of literature, and that he should in the student’s memoranda be 
represented mainly by the titles of his early works,” remains as true today as it was when he first 
voiced it in the 1930s (124).  However, in light of the growth of interest in attention, ecology, 
and form in literary studies of the first two decades of the twenty-first century, I want to revisit 
another claim Leavis makes about Crabbe, “that in the use of description, of nature and the 




In the previous chapter, my reading of Cowper’s life and writing emphasizes his acedia—
the lack of desire to will what is good, or to do good work—and interprets The Task as a test case 
for formal interventions in addressing this affliction in georgic and loco-descriptive blank verse, 
“which takes as its subject matter the skilled know-how of farming,” but that also wanders 
between uneasy self-reflection, ecologically-conscious politics, and an insistence on poetic 
composition as a fundamentally georgic activity (Kramnick 77).  Especially in passages 
describing mental listlessness or highly focused attention, or contrasting these two poles, Cowper 
shows us how contemplation and the georgic can go together on the page and as approaches to 
literary composition.  What Cowper and Crabbe share through their poetry is an intense 
attachment to highly specific places, Cowper to his tranquil retreat in Olney on the banks of the 
River Ouse, and Crabbe to the quiddities and characters of provincial life in the village, the 
parish, the borough, the seashore, or the hall.  Many of Crabbe’s narrative and locodescriptive 
poems are set in squalid seaport towns resembling his own hometown of Aldeburgh in Suffolk, a 
place to which Crabbe makes frequent literal and imaginative returns throughout his life and 
writing.  Also like Cowper, at least like Cowper when he has wandered into certain darker and 
censorious moods in The Task, most notably in books Four and Five of that poem, Crabbe 
vehemently and consistently rejects the false consolation of the pastoral idyll.  Much of his 
significance to Romanticism and to literary history, in fact, originates in his rebuttal to 
Goldsmith in The Village.  But while he agrees with Cowper in his resistance to pastoral 
ideology, and while his poetry heavily favors didacticism over escapism, Crabbe also largely 
rejects the idealization of labor held up by the georgic mode.   
This chapter traces Crabbe’s preferment of truthful description over pleasurable sensation 




during his lifetime, especially the preface to Tales, in Verse (1812), which I read as a reflection 
on the ends—both aesthetic and ethical—of his own poetry, this chapter continues to develop 
argument I have been developing in the preceding chapters about the links between poetic 
contemplation and skilled engagement manifesting not only in the content of poetry but also in 
thinking of poetic composition as a form of contemplative practice.  Crabbe was vocal in his 
insistence that poetry should play a formative role in the moral education (and edification) of its 
readers; his prefaces and letters suggest he was comfortable writing and classifying his poetry as 
primarily didactic, although he resists easy categorization even as he leans on formulaic modes 
of organizing the structures of his narrative poems.  But to read him as a moralist merely is 
reductive and mistaken (White 102).  His critics have acknowledged this while often 
simultaneously decrying his apparent lack of a visionary imagination and have regularly 
subjected him to the double-standard of judging his poetry by the established prejudices of 
Romanticism. 
Although Crabbe may have outwardly hoped to put forth a clear, uncomplicated moral 
message with each of his tales, his speakers and characters seem equally, if not more concerned 
with doing the work of description than prescription.  Perhaps this is nowhere more apparent 
than in the opening verse of The Borough (1810), which begins with the simple command, 
“Describe the Borough.”  In descriptive passages of places and spaces, Crabbe sidesteps the 
problem Coleridge, who, having lost hope in “outward forms to win / The passion and the life, 
whose fountains are within,” grapples with in the first movement of “Dejection: An Ode” and in 
the Conversation Poems.  The difference most critics find irksome is that while Coleridge’s 
major lyric poems trace a progression from creative and visionary frustration, through reflective 




anew the object or cause of that initial frustration, Crabbe’s progression from descriptive 
observation to contemplation is more difficult to notice and analyze because it is subtler and less 
consistent.  Though his letters reveal that he saw his poetry as a powerful vehicle for moral 
education, Crabbe seems less concerned with remedying the savage torpor manifesting in a 
“craving for extraordinary incident” through a reform of language than through a truthfulness of 
characterization and a commitment to particularized, realistic description.  That language had a 
role to play in this rehabilitative project seems, to Crabbe, to have been a matter of common 
sense.  His many lower- and laboring-class characters display moral maturity when certain 
frameworks, such as a well-functioning mutuality between landowners and their tenants, permit 
them the agency to participate in the working of the land and the cultivation of community.1  A 
positive example of this framework is Richard in Tales of the Hall, while a prominent negative 
example is that of Peter Grimes in The Borough. 
Reading Crabbe through this lens begins with a rethinking of his poetics of the everyday 
as a response to Enlightenment theories of conscience, especially as a complication of 
commonplaces appended to contemplation’s importance for theories of sympathy.  Here, as 
much as in other parts of this dissertation, care for oneself, care for others, and care for the 
physical environment form a triad of modes of Romantic receptivity.  In Forms of Poetic 
Attention, Lucy Alford argues that poetry works to undo politicized notions of contemplative 
spaces (e.g. a church, a forest, a mountaintop, a seashore, a museum gallery) as inherently 
privileged (70).  Although Alford’s review of poetic attention predominantly treats modernist 
poetry and only goes back as far as Rimbaud (with occasional nods to Al-Khansāʾ and Bashō), 
the poets of the Romantic era, perhaps none more insistently than Crabbe, sought the 
 




contemplative in mundane and socially undesirable places, spaces, and figures, a byproduct of 
the tension between the everyday and the sublime that emerged during the Romantic era to 
produce what Markus Poetzsch has called the “quotidian sublime.”2 
After analyzing Crabbe’s critique of Romantic commonplaces in his prefaces, my 
readings of his poetry will argue that Crabbe deploys his tale form, fine-tuning his method from 
the unfortunate accounts of births, marriages, and deaths in The Parish Register to the frame 
narratives in Tales of the Hall, as a means of bracketing the trauma in the lives of the characters 
he paints.  For Crabbe, social disadvantage does not erase the staining burden of original sin, but 
his characters tend to transcend their circumstances, albeit clearly, when they strain their 
attention to its limits in contemplation.  A representative example of this attitude can be traced to 
Peter Grimes, whose punishment for the guilt he carries with him until the moment of his death 
is not that he is beset by demons of his own imagination who visit him with “unremitted 
torments,” so much as it is that he will have to endure “all days alike! for ever” (Borough, “Peter 
Grimes,” line 366).  As William Galperin notes, the Romantic era revealed a shift towards 
modern understandings of the everyday, which “names both a site of interest and a 
representational alternative to both the probable and the fantastic,” as opposed to 
“everydayness,” a mid-nineteenth-century coinage, “reflecting developments particular to 
urbanization, industrialization and the rise of capital” (1).  Crabbe’s characters tend to succeed or 
fail in their responses to moral challenges based on their willingness to distinguish between these 
categories.  Another, later example appears in Book 4 of Tales of the Hall, where the sailor 
Richard, a semiautobiographical stand-in for Crabbe, is described by his brother as a “dexterous 
 




gleaner” of knowledge and understanding from the provincial, workaday world of his upbringing 
in coastal Suffolk (TH, Book 4, lines 283-86).   
The later sections of this chapter glean from Crabbe’s extensive body of work avoid 
trying to excuse Crabbe’s poetry of its worst contemporary criticisms, whether—in reviewer 
Robert Grant’s estimation, as “poetry without an atmosphere,” or as William Hazlitt 
characterized it in his essay on Crabbe in The Spirit of the Age, “a dead weight on every 
aspiration of the soul after the good or beautiful” (Grant 293; Hazlitt 53).  Hazlitt goes on to say 
that Crabbe “is a most potent copyist of actual nature, though not otherwise a great poet” (60).  
Yet in this copying of nature, While Crabbe admits his interest in poetry as a tool for moral 
teaching and seems to anticipate and brush off objections like those from Grant and Hazlitt, I 
argue that he may be more urgently concerned with how literary thinking might be able to 
recover an embodied understanding of reality with implications for the understanding of moral 
experience.  Crabbe’s poetics of the everyday, an emergent idea during the Romantic period, 
demonstrates how contemplation and ordinary life complement one another in ways that tend to 
be overlooked.  
 
Crabbe’s Poetics: Painful Realities, Every-Day Concerns, and Perpetual Vexations 
This section notes similarities and differences between the poetics espoused by 
Wordsworth in his Preface to Lyrical Ballads and Crabbe in his prefaces to his later volumes of 
poetry, especially Tales, in Verse. The later sections of this chapter will review evidence of 
Crabbe’s poetics as they apply to passages concerning detached contemplation of and skilled 
engagement with natural environments in Tales of 1812, but also in The Borough and Tales of 




literary vocation between 1785 and 1807.  In the intervening years, Crabbe had secured a living 
through his ordination and had turned his attention to raising seven children, only five of whom 
survived infancy, with his wife Sarah Elmy.  Crabbe’s interests during these years included 
amateur forays into botany, entomology, and geology, but although most of his work from this 
period never saw print, he continued to hone his literary craft.  His return to publishing seems to 
have been necessitated by ongoing financial concerns as his wife’s mental and physical health 
gradually declined from the middle of the 1790s until her death in 1813.  His return to poetry 
was partially motivated by ongoing financial difficulties, although Crabbe’s son, George Crabbe, 
Jr., notes in his biography of his father that the elder Crabbe never stopped experimenting with 
literary writing during his long public silence (Crabbe, Jr. 133-34).  His new output built upon 
the anti-pastoral leanings of The Village and featured more particularized characters modeled 
after Crabbe’s real parishioners in Leicestershire and in Suffolk that earned him his reputation as 
“the Poet of the Poor” (Crabbe, Jr. 12).  
In Romanticism and the Rural Community, Simon White acknowledges the critical 
tendency to read Crabbe—as a chronicler of the lives of the working poor—according to the 
paradigm of Wordsworthian Romanticism, which on its surface suggests immediate similarities.  
Crabbe seems to depict his rural laborers in such hyperbolic terms “in order to make a point 
about the aesthetics of English poetry” (104).  The Village, on these terms, “was meant to shock 
contemporary readers into an acknowledgement that English pastoral poetry had become 
repetitive and overly reliant upon classical models” (104).  Community has clearly broken down: 
“the self-obsessed manner in which the isolated figures represented in [The Village] respond to 
their situation is more shocking than would have been the case had they responded to it 




have often been criticised for failing to offer any imaginative transformation of his 
material. New Historicism has opened our minds to different ways of reading Romantic 
poetry, but we still rank it aesthetically according to the degree to which it is 'Romantic.' 
In other words, we accord greater value to poetry that fits Wordsworth's poetics, as set 
out in the preface to Lyrical Ballads and The Prelude.  (120) 
Crabbe and Wordsworth share obvious similarities in their beliefs about the material content of 
poetry, even though White correctly observes that Wordsworth’s theory of the imagination 
diverges sharply from Crabbe’s.  The latter advocates for exhaustive description, frequently 
associating poetry with painting, and states explicitly in Letter One of The Borough that although 
“The best description must be incomplete,” something like an objective correlative can be 
achieved if the reader is content to, in language reminiscent of Cowper at the beginning of The 
Task, “let fancy form the rest” (Borough, line 298; line 6).   
That Crabbe’s early unsympathetic reviewers seem to take issue with his concept of 
fancy shows that Crabbe was already moving against the current of Romantic theories of mind, 
but more importantly that Crabbe’s style was widely misunderstood in its own time, even as 
Crabbe enjoyed a fairly large and supportive readership.  In his 1810 review of The Borough in 
The Quarterly Review, one to which Crabbe gives extensive attention in the Preface to Tales, 
Robert Grant accuses Crabbe of writing poetry “without an atmosphere” (293).  Grant goes on to 
say that “[e]very object is seen in its true situation and dimensions;—there is neither colour nor 
refraction. No poet was ever less of a visionary” (293).  Whereas other evaluations found his 
commitment to truthfulness in description to be his greatest strength, Grant sees it as a failure of 
imagination on Crabbe’s part.  He argues that “binding down poetry to dry representations of the 




and feel in our daily experience… that we may take shelter from the realities of life in the 
paradise of fancy” (282).  In his Preface, Crabbe responds by taking and using Grant’s words to 
his own advantage to the degree that he prides himself on that for which Grant faults him.  “Pope 
himself,” he offers, “has no small portion of this actuality of relation, this nudity of description, 
and poetry without an atmosphere” (PW, 2.9).  Even in the world of fancy, Crabbe reasons, 
objects must be constructed upon the principles and forms of reality, for we would otherwise be 
unable to imagine them.  His interest lies instead in registering the “painful realities of actual 
existence,” the “every-day concerns,” and the “perpetually-occurring vexations” from which 
Grant and others believe poetry should provide an escape.  He challenges the assumption, one 
that exerted immense pressure during the period in which he lived and wrote, that all poetry must 
necessarily be “visionary” to even qualify as true poetry.  Instead, he aims to excite deeper 
sympathy in his readers by writing about what he thinks will hit closest to home. For, as he 
writes elsewhere in the Preface to Tales, “what is there in all this which may not be effected by a 
fair representation of existing character?” (PW, 2.11).  Crabbe reasons that if poetry sometimes 
lacks atmosphere, this is a necessary feature in poetry dealing with subjects of everyday life: 
escapism is, for him, immature and irresponsible, unbecoming of poetry that aims to construct 
such narratives sympathetically but fairly.  
Aside from sharp responses to hostile critics like Grant, the 1812 Preface to Tales offers a 
detailed outline of his rationale for the predominant subject matter and mood of his poetry.  In 
the original draft of his Preface to Tales, Crabbe tried to answer the question himself by 
comparing the criticism he had received to the controversy surrounding Alexander Pope’s 
reputation in the preceding century.  A withheld passage from the original draft reveals Crabbe’s 




It has been asked if Pope was a poet? No one, I conceive, will accuse me of vanity in 
bringing forward this query, or suppose me capable of comparing myself with a man so 
eminent; but persons very unlike in other respects may, in one particular, admit of 
comparison, or rather the same question may be applied to both. Now, who will complain 
that a definition of poetry, which excludes a great part of the writings of Pope, will shut 
him out? I do not lightly take up the idea, but I conceive that by that kind of definition, 
one half of our most agreeable English versification (most generally held, by general 
readers, to be agreeable and good) will be excluded, and an equal quantity, at least of 
very moderate, or, to say truly, of very wretched composition, will be taken in. (PW, 
2.694-95) 
Wordsworth was not initially a fan of Crabbe, although he grew to appreciate him later in his 
career.  But in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth, too, seems to counter Grant’s 
accusation that “nudity of description” constitutes a “poetry without an atmosphere” that is to be 
avoided.  In his definition of poetry, Wordsworth argues that descriptive verse has a more 
powerful effect than descriptive prose and that it “will be read a hundred times while the prose is 
read once.”  Moreover, Wordsworth defends Pope’s heroic couplets for their ability to relate 
“powerful feelings” even in the presentation of matters of fact: “We see that Pope by the power 
of verse alone, has contrived to render the plainest common sense interesting, and even 
frequently to invest it with the appearance of passion” (Major Works, 611). 
 But at this juncture, friction arises between the poetics of Wordsworth and Crabbe.  Both 
prefaces shift between elucidations of the definition of poetry and the social function and 




Wordsworth makes further distinctions between applications of fact and truth in metrical 
language.  “I wished to draw attention to the truth,” he writes,  
that the power of the human imagination is sufficient to produce such changes even in 
our physical nature as might almost appear miraculous. The truth is an important one; the 
fact (for it is a fact) is a valuable illustration of it. And I have the satisfaction of knowing 
that it has been communicated to many hundreds of people who would never have heard 
of it, had it not been narrated as a Ballad, and in a more impressive metre than is usual in 
Ballads.  (MW, 611-12) 
If Shelley’s famous characterization of poets as “the unacknowledged legislators of the world” 
presumes a revolutionary element intrinsic to the poet’s role in society, Crabbe’s poetry 
legislates for a clear and coherent perception of the everyday realities of life, but his descriptive 
passages complicate Wordsworth’s account of a dichotomy between fact and truth.  On the 
contrary, Crabbe’s ideas of the gray areas between idleness and industry, for example, seem to 
roughly align more closely with those of Cowper than of Wordsworth or Coleridge.  Matthew 
Ingleby reads Crabbe’s attitude toward the undesirable and ugly aspects of the everyday though 
the lens of Michel de Certeau’s politics of “making do” (de Certeau 18).  Ingleby argues that  
[r]ather than only stigmatizing hardship by dichotomizing idleness and industry, or 
performing a forced pit that slips over into disgust, the glimpses we encounter of the 
everyday and domestic practices of Crabbe’s poor… subtly suggest the poet’s 
appreciation of their agency within the environments they inhabit.  (146) 
Jonathan Kramnick sees this problem of making do with limited resources as a significant 
problem in eighteenth-century philosophy and literature, one which continues to inform “how we 




environments” (4).  When Crabbe depicts skilled engagement in natural and built environments, 
he often simultaneously raises questions about the relational ethics framing the actions his 
characters take.   
In his poetry, Crabbe comes close to achieving Wordsworth’s ideal of a revolution in 
poetry driven by subjects drawn from “low and rustic life,” and he does this without needing to 
declare his objectives in a manifesto.  Wordsworth outlines his ideal for a Poet in the Preface to 
Lyrical Ballads as  
a man speaking to men: a man, it is true, with a more lively sensibility, more enthusiasm 
and tenderness, who has a greater knowledge of human nature, and a more 
comprehensive soul, than are supposed to common among mankind… delighting to 
contemplate similar volitions and passions as manifested in the goings-on of the 
Universe, and habitually impelled to create them where he does not find them.  (Major 
Works, 603) 
To these features, Wordsworth adds that a Poet has “a disposition to be affected more than other 
men by absent things as if they were present…” (MW, 603).  In other words, a poet thinks and 
feels things more intensely, and has the ability to conjure those feelings of passion even in 
moments of calm.  Wordsworth’s definition of a poet presents a significant ethical problem: 
“However exalted a notion we would wish to cherish of the character of a Poet, it is obvious, 
that, while he describes and imitates passions, his situation is altogether slavish and mechanical, 
compared with the freedom and power of real and substantial action and suffering” (MW, 604).  
Wordworth’s Poet, like Crabbe’s, wishes to identify his feelings with the real sufferers, even to 
the point where he might “confound and identify his own feelings with theirs; modifying only 




purpose, that of giving pleasure” (MW, 604).  The poet must be aware that no words can compare 
with the true condition of his subject; hence, the importance to Wordsworth of contemplation, 
the unimpeded viewing of the object as thing-in-itself, becomes the purest and loftiest aspiration 
of poetry, but settling into the realm of imagination, where experiences of the sublime and 
beautiful can be recorded and expressed, is equally important because it is more readily 
communicable, if more difficult than the “fancy” Crabbe is generally content to settle for.  
Furthermore, Wordsworth argues that the Poet should think of himself always as a 
translator; only occasionally will he be able to surpass the original. This way of seeing the poet's 
work as a translation of real events suggests that there is an inherent legibility or textuality to 
reality, that it coheres, perhaps not yet teleologically, but certainly in a way that can be made 
somewhat comprehensible and expressible in language.  The poet must keep this role of 
translator “in order to make some amends for the general inferiority to which he feels that he 
must submit. But this would be to encourage idleness and unmanly despair,” and Wordsworth 
defends against this potential pitfall (MW, 605).  He notes that Aristotle called poetry the most 
philosophical of all writing; “it is so: its object is truth, not individual and local, but general, and 
operative; not standing upon external testimony, but carried alive into the heart by passion…. 
Poetry is the image of man and nature” (MW, 605).  The only restriction of a Poet is that he 
respect the dignity of his art, which requires that he give immediate pleasure to a human being. 
Finally, Wordsworth argues that the aim of producing pleasure should not be seen as 
degrading of the Poet’s art.  This conceit suggests that Crabbe, rather than Wordsworth, held 
more widely accepted views on the aims of poetry during the early nineteenth century, and given 
Crabbe’s far greater popularity than Wordsworth during this period, Wordsworth’s defense of 




“but what is propagated by pleasure” (MW, 605). We must also make clear that “[w]e have no 
knowledge, that is, no general principles drawn from the contemplation of particular facts, but 
what has been built up by pleasure, and exists in us by pleasure alone” (MW, 605).  The Man of 
Science, the Chemist, and the Mathematician “know and feel this.”  The Anatomist “feels that 
his knowledge is his pleasure; and where he has no pleasure he has no knowledge” (MW, 605).  
On the other hand, the Poet 
considers man and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each other, 
so as to produce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in his own 
nature and in his ordinary life as contemplating this with a certain quality of immediate 
knowledge, with certain convictions, intuitions, and deductions which by habit become of 
the nature of intuitions; he considers him as looking upon this complex scene of ideas and 
sensations, and finding every where objects that immediately excite in him sympathies 
which, from the necessities of his nature, are accompanied by an overbalance of 
enjoyment. (MW, 605-6) 
And here is where Crabbe and Wordsworth part ways, for although they might have 
coexisted in uneasy tension until here, almost to the point of being fundamentally 
indistinguishable from one another in certain crucial ways, Crabbe prioritizes truthful 
representation over pleasurable effect.  Crabbe’s poetics of the everyday present an alternative to 
Wordsworthian rusticism without throwing out or sentimentalizing emerging Romantic versions 
of social consciousness: 
I must allow that the effect of Poetry should be to lift the mind from the painful 
realities of actual existence, from its every-day concerns, and its perpetually-




which it may contemplate with some degree of interest and satisfaction: but what 
is there in all this which may not be effected by a fair representation of existing 
character? nay, by a faithful delineation of those painful realities, those every-day 
concerns, and those perpetually-occurring vexations themselves, provided they be 
not (which is hardly to be supposed) the very concerns of the Reader? for when it 
is admitted that they have no particular relation to him, but are the troubles and 
anxieties of other men, they excite and interest his feelings as the imaginary 
exploits, adventures, and perils of romance;—they soothe his mind, and keep his 
curiosity pleasantly awake; they appear to have enough of reality to engage his 
sympathy, but possess not interest sufficient to create painful sensations. 
(“Preface” to Tales, in Verse (1812), 10) 
Nearly thirty years earlier, Crabbe had spelled out this attitude regarding the aims of poetic 
description in a quatrain from a better-known text, The Village: 
No longer truth, though shown in verse, disdain, 
But own the village life a life of pain; 
I too must yield, that oft amid these woes 
Are gleams of transient mirth and hours of sweet repose.   
(The Village, book 2, lines 1-4) 
Rather than rejecting pleasure out of a sense of duty to a gloomy, puritanical moralism, Crabbe 
hopes to capture the same sympathetic impulse Wordsworth is after through a translation of 
everyday life into poetry rooted in matters of fact rather than self-reflection.  In this way, Crabbe 
takes on some qualities of Wordsworth’s Man of Science as well as those of the Poet.  But he is 




record everything that has been overlooked.  Crabbe complicates versions of the everyday 
emergent in Wordsworth’s poetry as well as in the novels of one of his most ardent followers, 
Jane Austen.  The Village, often read as a corrective to The Deserted Village, Goldsmith’s 
nostalgic poem of rural depopulation and decline, established Crabbe’s reputation as a contrarian 
voice in the literary world.  Harold Child, profiling the poet in The Cambridge History of English 
and American Literature, underscores the less traveled road Crabbe took: “With the exception of 
Miss [Maria] Edgeworth, there was not any novelist then telling stories that approached the truth 
about humble and ordinary folk; and, in The Parish Register, Crabbe revived an impulse that 
passed on, in course of time, to George Eliot and, after her, to living writers” (“George Crabbe,” 
§ 5, para. 11).  Child’s observation reinforces readings of Crabbe that resist identifying his 
poetics with anti-modern or even anti-Romantic tendencies.  McGann notes that The Parish 
Register and The Borough introduce new formal innovations to poetry through their framing and 
structure, even as Crabbe’s meter remains rigidly committed to the heroic couplet: 
It helps, in trying to understand Crabbe’s verse, to remember that his career, no less than 
Blake’s or Wordsworth’s, is founded on a conscious effort to reconstitute the grounds of 
poetry.  This determination appears very early—in The Village, for example, which is as 
much as anything else a manifesto attacking the “tinsel trappings of poetic pride.”  
Crabbe means to establish new standards of truth in poetry by attacking pastoral verse as 
the epitome of the idea that poetic imagination deals in transcendental orders and desires.  
For Crabbe, it is not that such orders and desires do not exist, but that their poetical 





McGann’s defense of Crabbe’s poetics helps explain the negative reactions to his poetry then and 
now: when Grant and Hazlitt understandably accuse him of being lacking in poetic imagination, 
they really are only disagreeing on ground rules.   
As the 1812 preface to Tales shows, Crabbe's later poetry reveals a “markedly increased 
use of particularized detail both in his descriptions and in his characterization,” and its 
commitment to narrative poetry derived from firsthand gleanings separates it from the majority 
of Augustan verse, even in spite of Crabbe’s habitual reliance on the heroic couplet, the calling 
card of neoclassical poetics (Whitehead 32).  “There can be no doubt,” argues biographer Frank 
Whitehead, “that this proliferation of descriptive detail, whether drawn from firsthand 
observation or from sources in literature, has to be seen as a departure from the main body of 
Augustan critical theory” (32).  Debates over the periodization of the shift from midcentury 
Augustan poetics of sensibility to Romanticism at the end of the 1700s have further confused our 
categorization and reception of Crabbe, but Whitehead’s insinuation that we read Crabbe 
alongside his Romantic contemporaries, rather than as an anachronism sharing more in common 
with earlier authors evoked by his formal and metrical choices such as Dryden, Pope, and 
Young, has gained traction in recent years.  Clare Simmons reminds us that although The 
Borough (1810) appeared “at the height of what Thomas Pfau describes as the period of 
traumatic history within the Romantic period, Crabbe is still read as an Augustan and realist” 
(166).  Within a Romantic framework, should we view Crabbe as a mere relic of Georgian 
sensibility, or should we reconsider what we mean when we apply terms like “Romantic”?  It is a 
problem that generates reflection about the progression of literary studies over the past several 
decades and is a major reason why the study of Crabbe— although new perspectives only trickle 




helped clear the way for thinking about the connections between history, subjectivity, and the 
environment, and some scholars, including the recent example of Simmons, have argued that 
Crabbe’s poetry “repeatedly suggests that individual subjectivity is influenced by time and 
place”; Crabbe’s work “challenges the conception of a self independent from collective memory” 
(166).  Simmons’s work forms part of a recent trend in bringing Crabbe into discussions of affect 
and the environment.  My thinking about contemplation’s increasingly troubled relationship with 
emerging forms of modernity during the Romantic era seeks to add nuance to the critical 
conversation surrounding Crabbe’s social realism and poetics of the “grossness of actual being,” 
which is inseparable from the grossness of the everyday. 
This poetics develops out of Crabbe’s strong aversion to the idealizing tendency of 
pastoral writing, an aversion that helped define Crabbe’s contributions to literary history.  I have 
already noted, in my discussion of Cowper, that Kevis Goodman, building on Alan Liu’s notion 
of the “sense of history” as a significant preoccupation of Romanticism, suggests georgic poetry 
concerns itself with articulating history’s affects.  Crabbe’s style may be antipastoral, and though 
it may occasionally endorse the georgic ethos of industriousness and is often satirical, it is rarely 
detached from the lived struggles of the rural poor.  Rather than being categorically anti-georgic, 
the work of observation and description becomes the locus for a georgics of craft: Crabbe admits 
that he identifies most directly with the characters who, like Richard in Tales of the Hall, are 
“dexterous gleaners” of detail from their environments; often, as I hope I have begun to make 
clear by now, they learn about the world beyond themselves, and determine their own agency 
within that world, through observation or engagement in manual labor.  
In emphasizing this point, I follow the path carved out by Ingleby, who describes 




everyday life.”  Ingleby contends that, for Crabbe, that art of making do “pays homage to the 
creativity of those negotiating the socio-economic conditions of a (fictional) large urbanizing 
sea-port on the German Ocean, but it also returns the reader to the scene of writing, in order to 
remind us of the innovation Crabbe’s coastal documentary project represents for literary and 
cultural history” (148).  Turning to the poetry, the remaining sections of this chapter take 
Ingleby’s important reading of Crabbe through the lens of Certeau’s poetics of “making do” one 
step further by keeping in mind Certeau’s positioning of everyday activity as a paradoxical site 
of resistance.  Whether he writes in heartfelt praise or ironic censure of the deeds of his 
characters, Crabbe does more than merely recognize the resourcefulness and agency of the 
laborers and rural poor and their accidental surrounds when he acknowledges the ways their 
everyday activities are complemented by sundry modes of inwardness and receptivity.  One 
problem that remains is that Crabbe resists Romantic commonplaces associated with not only the 
pastoral, but also the sublime and the visionary imagination that appears in Wordsworth, 
Coleridge, Blake, Shelley, and Keats.  More than merely an overseer of the poor, however, 
Crabbe is an honest translator of their experiences, such that Raymond Williams can describe 
Crabbe’s rejection of conventional approaches to those Romantic commonplaces as, rather, “an 
alteration of the landscape, an alteration of seeing” (88). 
 
Skilled Engagement: Crabbe’s Dislodging of Romantic Commonplaces 
Crabbe’s Romantic contrarianism, aesthetically speaking, His stated aims of chronicling 
the painful realities of everyday life in his preface to Tales, in Verse had long been traceable in 
the poetry published before 1812.  “Central to Crabbe’s moral landscape,” argues James 




orderliness is both good and bad for Crabbe: good rationally, but sometimes bad aesthetically (in 
the sense that Crabbe’s verses frequently pack too many details into a single line at the expense 
of their musicality).  While social victims and figures of dispossession populate The Village’s 
verses, The Parish Register provides a template for the more fully drawn and complex characters 
who struggle against their consciences in The Borough and Tales, in Verse.  In many of these 
cases, the vacant or unreflective mind is perceived as a threat not only to the psychological 
health of the individual, but also as a potentially violent threat to the community.3  In two 
examples, “Peter Grimes” in The Borough, and Fulham from “The Struggles of Conscience” in 
Tales, in Verse, Crabbe demonstrates how disengaged brooding can be indicative of problems 
the extend to the broader community.   
Peter Grimes’s interior turmoil is only made known during his deathbed confession, but 
the ambiguous tale of his life as a fisherman and a misanthrope who is suspected of causing the 
deaths of three boys he takes in and exploits for their free labor.  Fiona Stafford suggests that 
“[i]t is not the physical hardship of his trade that imperils Peter, but rather the internal depths” 
(170).  Young Peter Grimes rebels against his father, who warns him that the same sins will be 
revisited upon him, should he grow old and bear a son.  Peter steals from orchards and farms and 
 
3 For example, Robin Dingly is a representative figure in The Parish Register: 
Then died a Rambler; not the one who sails 
And trucks, for female favours, beads and nails; 
Not one, who posts from place to place—of men 
And manners treating with a flying pen; 
Not he, who climbs, for prospects, Snowden’s height, 
And chides the clouds that intercept the sight; 
No curious shell, rare plant, or brilliant spar, 
Enticed our traveler from his home so far; 
But all the reason, by himself assign’d, 
For so much rambling, was, a restless mind; 
As on, from place to place, without intent, 
Without reflection, Robin Dingly went. 





cares not for the potential consequences.  He desires control and grows to hate all mankind.  He 
goes to London for to adopt a boy from a workhouse. He abuses the boy repeatedly and the boy 
dies after three years.  Soon afterward, another boy dies falling from the mast of Grimes’s boat.  
The community, which serves as a Grecian-style chorus in this letter, is skeptical of Grimes’s 
testimonies of the suspicious deaths of these boys.  Grimes is questioned but not accused of any 
wrongdoing, and before long he gets another boy.  This one is said to have a noble countenance, 
and rumors spread that perhaps he is the bastard son of a nobleman.  The third boy is drowned 
while on a boat London-bound with Peter and this time, the women of the borough openly 
accuse Grimes of drowning the boy.  Grimes finally must defend himself in court, but as with 
before, he eludes guilt.  Though legally cleared of any wrongdoing, he is viewed suspiciously by 
the townspeople and is forbidden from taking any more boy-servants but must instead hire a 
freeman.  The narrator takes an ironic pity for Grimes when no freeman want to work for him 
and he must continue his fishing alone.  His internal struggles intensify now that he can no 
longer prey on the weak: “He toil’d and rail’d; he groan’d and swore alone” (Borough, “Peter 
Grimes,” line 170).  In one of Crabbe’s most heavily cited passages, Grimes remains in his boat 
in an estuary, absorbedly watching the tide monotonously ebb and flow, indulging in a 
melancholic gloom that is matched by the dull and nauseating ecosystem: a blighted tree, “sun-
burnt tar that blisters on the planks” of the boat, “heaps of entangled weeds,” a “lazy tide,” a “hot 
slimy channel,” eels, “gaping” mussels in the mud, “sidelong crabs,” the “tuneless cry” of gulls, 
a marsh, a “salt-ditch,” a stream that “Ran with a dull, unvaried, sadd’ning sound” (Borough, 
“Peter Grimes,” lines 174-202).   
But the story of the community’s response to Peter Grimes’s turmoil mirrors Grimes’s 




of the story of Peter Grimes is his ostracism by the women of the fishing community, and the 
guilt which drives him towards his grave” (332).  Thus ostracized, Grimes persists in this 
suspended state for a full year but attracts unwanted notice when visiting tourists on their 
summer holiday begin to arrive.  Crabbe deftly contrasts two states of inactivity: Grimes’s 
presumably guilt-laden, listless absorption in the creeping tidal waters, and the idle curiosity of 
the “summer-lodgers” who watch him with fear, or at best, concerned pity (line 233).  “Peter 
Grimes” is as much an indictment of the latter manifestation of leisureless inactivity as it is of 
the former.    
The ghost of Grimes’s father appears to him while he is alone, “one hot Noon, all silent, 
still, serene”; in effect, he is a “noonday devil” tempting Grimes into an aversion to work, hatred 
of place, and spiritual dryness, ailments are associated with the condition of acedia, the medieval 
ancestor of melancholy and despair (Borough, “Peter Grimes,” line 298).  “To hear and mark 
them daily was my doom,” he complains, speaking on their encouraging him to drown himself 
(Borough, “Peter Grimes,” line 323).  The narrator comments that Grimes “hid the knowledge, 
yet expos’d his Heart” regarding the true nature of the deaths of his apprentices.  Grimes’s last 
words relate the vision of Hell shown to him by the spirits on the water, and seem to work in the 
same manner: “Still there they stood,” he recounts, 
    “and forced me to behold 
 A place of horrors—they can not be told— 
 Where the flood open’d, there I heard the shriek 
 Of tortured guilt—no earthly tongue can speak: 
 ‘All days alike! for ever!’ did they say, 




 Yes, so they said”—But here he ceased, and gazed 
 On all around, affrighten’d and amazed; 
 And still he tried to speak, and look’d in dread 
 Of frighten’d females gathering round his bed; 
 Then dropp’d exhausted, and appear’d at rest, 
 Till the strong foe the vital powers possess’d; 
 Then with an inward, broken voice he cried, 
 “Again they come!” and mutter’d as he died. 
    (Borough, “Peter Grimes,” lines 362-75) 
Grimes’s pseudo-confession on his deathbed is provoked by the arrival of a priest, which may be 
an instance of Crabbe inserting a version of himself into the poem, especially in light of his claim 
that the inspiration for the character of Grimes came from a local fisherman who was suspected 
of committing similar crimes.  Crabbe frequently inserted autobiographical details and 
experiences into his narratives and authorial proximity to his subject matter will again become 
important later in this chapter in my reading of Richard and George in Tales of the Hall.  We 
might infer from this passage that the horrifying thought of all days being alike forever suggests 
something inexpressible about mundanity, sameness, or stasis, something akin to the cipher at 
the center of many eighteenth-century conceptions of the sublime.  In his bed, Grimes is restless 
in a place of rest; restless on his way to that final commonplace—death; admitting to his guilt 
without confessing the facts yet trying to find a language to expose his heart to a community that 
has effectively exiled him just as he has imposed exile on himself.    
Simmons maintains that Peter Grimes is “the character in The Borough who seems most 




and ecology,” but that Grimes’s exploits “are ultimately shared with the entire community” 
(178).  Fear is the only thing the two sides appear to have in common, and this fear is shared at 
the moment of confrontation not only between the outcast and the group, but with the added 
presence, however imaginary, of the demons in Grimes’s afflicted mind.  The affect of the scene 
is shared, relational, and it is the fright, rather than Grimes’s cryptic words, which seems to bring 
about the transformation, but this transformation is less one of sympathy or justice than of the 
intimacy which shapes community. 
 The twenty-four letters comprising The Borough were subjected to Grant’s acid review 
and the contention that Crabbe’s was “poetry without an atmosphere.”  Crabbe’s response in the 
Preface to Tales, in Verse asserts a commitment to the realities of everyday life, but not all of the 
tales in the new volume followed this rubric in predictable ways.  “The Struggles of 
Conscience,” a spiritual biography of an unremarkable man written in a style popular during the 
eighteenth century, charts the life of a corrupt merchant and his personified conscience 
(Whitehead 94).  While this tale is not overtly contemplative, the reflections it suggests about the 
nature of conscience and interior subjectivity resonate with other tendencies in Crabbe’s poetry 
dealing with the distinctions between action versus busy-ness and idleness versus true rest.  It 
also seems to have Grant’s critique in mind: 
To talk of binding down poetry to dry representations of the world as it is, seems idle; 
because it is precisely in order to escape from the world as it is, that we fly to poetry. We 
turn to it, not that we may see and feel what we see and feel in our daily experience, but 
that we may be refreshed by other emotions and fairer prospects—that we may take 




Rather than fully withdrawing from society, as Grimes did, Fulham, the central figure in “The 
Struggles of Conscience,” the fourteenth tale in Tales, in Verse, tricks himself into exploiting 
others for personal profit.  In his youth, Fulham, the nephew of a toyman (a seller of toys and 
perhaps also cheap jewelry and trinkets) who raises him, dabbles in a dizzying range of Christian 
sects that runs a spectrum between Quakerism on the liberal side and Papism on the orthodox 
side.  Fulham’s conscience is awakened by a particularly affecting preacher, and he and 
Conscience argue with each other for the rest of the tale.  Upon inheriting his uncle’s fortune, 
Fulham vows to live a virtuous life, much to Conscience’s delight.  But by slight degrees, 
Fulham begins to slide into a life of vice: he runs a rigged lottery (lotteries had been outlawed in 
England by a 1698 decree) and overcharges for the goods he sells.  Meanwhile, he hypocritically 
outs other merchants who are rumored to be selling counterfeit or low-quality wares.  After 
several escalating confrontations, Conscience finally yields to Fulham’s resistance, proving 
“That both were weary, than that either lov’d” (Tales, “The Struggles of Conscience,” line 299).  
Eventually, he marries a woman, Martha, whom he believes to be dim-witted.  However, he 
quickly learns that he has a hard time manipulating her psychologically and emotionally.  
Fulham, obsessed with control, worries about this but hopes that the arrangement will eventually 
blossom into love. Conscience is appalled and vows she will obtain vengeance on him. 
Fulham grows up in trifles, makes a living in trifles, and is finally undone by trifles.  
Where Fulham had said earlier that he would run away from prosecution for running an illegal 
private lottery, Conscience now implores him to run away from his failing marriage.  Conscience 
says he needs to let go of trying to be in control of every situation.  Martha expresses “a love for 
pleasure—a contempt for rest” (Tales, “The Struggles of Conscience,” line 383). Fulham devises 




her infidelity, and divorcing her.  He reasons with Conscience that “to think... is not to sin,”  but 
like Robin Dingly in The Parish Register and Peter Grimes in The Borough, this mindset proves 
to be his undoing (Tales, “The Struggles of Conscience,” line 392).  Bainbridge’s contention that 
Crabbe’s unreflective and uncontemplative characters lead themselves into damning 
circumstances again holds true in Fulham’s case.  Conscience brings him anguish with every 
thought: “To thought itself he strove to bid adieu, / And from devotions to diversions flew” 
(Tales, “The Struggles of Conscience,” lines 453-4).  When he’s not devoted to business, food or 
drink in his “active hours,” Conscience haunts him in his quiet:  
He wak’d at midnight, and the fears of sin,  
As waters, through a bursten dam, broke in;  
Nay, in the banquet, with his friends around,  
When all their cares and half their crimes were drown’d,  
Would some chance act awake the slumbering fear,  
And care and crime in all their strength appear:  
The news is read, a guilty Victim swings,  
And troubled looks proclaim the bosom-stings;  
Some Pair are wed; this brings the Wife in view,  
And some divor’d; this shows the parting too:  
Nor can he hear of evil word or deed,  
But they to thought, and thought to sufferings lead.  




These lines bear echoes from Macbeth, and the growing guilt that the usurper-king of Scotland 
feels in his dark nights and at his banquets.  The tale ends with a compunctious Fulham repenting 
of his disregard of Conscience in a manner similar to that at the end of “Peter Grimes.”   
Most of Crabbe’s poetry chronicles the breakdown of rural and provincial communities, 
understood both as ideas and as demonstrable, lived realities.  Conscience is one of the only 
personified figures in Tales of 1812: the rest are mostly “real” people.  Fulham’s confusion stems 
from ignoring Conscience—Crabbe sees this as a symptom of the age: the desire to assert control 
over one’s circumstances lies at the root of broader societal problems.  But the idea of 
Conscience—viewing reality clearly—as a social victim in the same way as one of his real 
characters, is harder to articulate.   Conscience is key to Crabbe’s contemplative poetics, as the 
example of Peter Grimes shows, because it perpetuates Crabbe’s idea that truthful description 
helps order clouded thoughts.  Another claim by Simmons rings true for the cases of both Grimes 
and Fulham: “as much as human violence is written onto the landscape, the ruined subject is 
often physically exiled from the community, his absence marking the shortsightedness (or 
‘wastefulness’) of his choices” (173).  Crabbe commits to working with the remnants that 
comprise the waste.  In this sense, he is like a gleaner who collects the leftover crops after the 
harvest.  The central part of my argument is that Crabbe’s metaphor of the dexterous gleaner in 
Tales of the Hall embodies the spirit of his poetic project.  
 
Contemplative Description as Dexterous Gleaning 
This section turns to the last major work published during Crabbe’s lifetime, Tales of the 
Hall, particularly the idea of gleaning that emerges as a pivotal metaphor within the narrative and 




dexterous is to be skillful, clever, crafty, attentive; it implies a harmony between a clear mind 
and a nimble hand.  Gleaning, likewise, has connotations connecting the body—to glean is to 
gather the crops that the regular harvesters left behind—and the mind—to glean is also to collect 
information in small quantities and bring it together to form something substantial.  What are 
Crabbe’s social victims and ne’er-do-well figures if not gleanings from the scraps of the social 
fabric that have been left behind?  As with the disappearance of the commons in Britain due to 
enclosure, the practice of gleaning declined during the late eighteenth century.  
Crabbe’s idea of the “dexterous gleaner” would be hailed by later nineteenth century 
readers as a central feature of his poetry’s aesthetic and emotional impacts.  In The Idea of a 
University, a collection of discourses first published in 1852, John Henry Newman argues that a 
university’s interests should be primarily intellectual and pedagogical, rather than moral and 
sectarian.  In his sixth Discourse, “Knowledge Viewed in Relation to Learning,” Newman 
worries that ordinary students  
leave their place of education simply dissipated and relaxed by the multiplicity of 
subjects, which they have never really mastered, and so shallow as not even to know their 
shallowness.  
In offering a vision of the university curriculum contrasting this diffuse and instrumental view, 
Newman turns to an account from a narrative poem:  
How much more genuine an education is that of the poor boy in the Poem—a Poem, 
whether in conception or in execution, one of the most touching in our language—who, 
not in the wide world, but ranging day by day around his widowed mother’s home, “a 
dexterous gleaner” in a narrow field, and with only such slender outfit  





contrived from the beach, and the quay, and the fisher’s boat, and the inn’s fireside, and 
the tradesman’s shop, and the shepherd’s walk, and the smuggler’s hut, and the mossy 
moor, and the screaming gulls, and the restless waves, to fashion for himself a philosophy 
and a poetry of his own!  (107-8)   
Newman describes the practical education of Richard, one of the two brothers who features in 
George Crabbe’s Tales of the Hall. There’s an implicit, multi-layered question in Newman’s 
argument: what might it mean to be a dexterous gleaner in Crabbe’s narrow world of creaky 
heroic couplets and self-defeating characters who never seem to be able to help themselves, and 
why does it matter?  Newman slants his reading of the poem to fit his lecture’s context—
necessity impels Richard to attend to the everyday world around him with a heightened attention 
and to be a dexterous gleaner in his education.  If few of the already small community of readers 
who know Crabbe’s work today would agree with Newman’s aside that Tales of the Hall is one 
of the most “touching” poems in our language, it’s still worth testing the importance of the 
metaphor of dexterous gleaning to Crabbe’s poetry and to Romantic views on action and 
contemplation more generally. 
 The passages Newman paraphrases from Tales of the Hall were also dear to Crabbe. 
Tales of the Hall was published on July 3rd, 1819, about six weeks before what would come to be 
known as the Peterloo Massacre.  In a letter to Elizabeth Charter on August 25th, nine days after 
Peterloo, Crabbe confides that he preferred “the Relation of the Brothers, Richard’s Education if 
I may so call it,” to other tales in the collection (Broadley and Jerrold, editors, 235).  Tales of the 
Hall is a frame-narrative comprised of twenty-two sections presented as shared between two 




brother, has purchased Binning Hall in the declining years of his life, and this is the scene where 
the tales are recounted. We learn that George, as the new squire of Binning Hall, is unpopular 
with the locals (much as Crabbe was after he took over as rector of Trowbridge in 1814), but that 
this doesn’t bother him:  
George, a recluse, with mind engaged, was one  
Who did no business, with whom none was done;  
Whose heart, engross’d by its peculiar care,  
Shared no one’s counsel—no one his might share.  
     (TH, book 2, lines 134-37) 
George struggles with the “mental suffering… that nameless ill / That is not madness,” that 
accompanies his sense—in a possible allusion to Shakespeare’s Sonnet 129—of the “loss of 
time, the shameful waste / Of talents” effected by his attitude of detachment (TH, book 7, lines 
433, 435-36, 438-39).  He remarks with keen interest upon Richard’s adventures as a sailor, 
highlighted by a narrow escape from drowning. George wonders how it was that Richard, a man 
of “northern virtues,” who never received a formal education, formed his more pragmatic 
worldview through a life of action. Tales of the Hall is comprised mainly of stories told by two 
brothers, George and Richard, who have reunited after many years apart.  Since their separation 
in youth, their lives have moved in opposite directions.   
Book 4 of Tales of the Hall, “Adventures of Richard,” immediately follows a tale in 
which George details the abusive treatment he endured from his peers and instructors at a 
prestigious school for boys.  The younger Richard, who remained at home, gives an account of 
his life, in which we learn that he acquires practical knowledge of his environment mainly 




death on a stormy sea reminiscent of the scene in Cowper’s “The Castaway,” only Richard’s 
version ends in rescue.  George, who has enjoyed a comfortable life of affluence, study, and 
retirement at Binning Hall, marvels at his brother’s stories, prompting him to remark that  
I see thee struggling in the world, as late  
Within the waves, and with an equal fate,  
By Heaven preserved—but tell me, whence and how  
Thy gleaning came?—a dexterous gleaner thou!  
(TH, Book 4, lines 283-286)  
Richard is the model for mental and physical dexterity, a man who learns with his hands and his 
body, who emblematizes Newman’s distinction between knowledge and skill. George’s label for 
Richard could describe many of Crabbe’s characters and many more passages in his poetry 
where exercises in observation and description.  In the narrative poems, including “Adventures 
of Richard,” these descriptive passages often lead to extensive digressions from the main plot.  
Richard responds that it was their mother who taught him  
    some truths, and bade me seek for more,  
Such as our village-school and books a few   
Supplied; but such I cared not to pursue;  
I sought the town, and to the ocean gave   
My mind and thoughts, as restless as the wave:  
Where crowds assembled, I was sure to run,  
Hear what was said, and mused on what was done;  
Attentive listening in the moving scene,  




When ships at sea made signals of their need,  
I watch’d on shore the sailors, and their speed:  
Mix’d in their act, nor rested till I knew  
Why they were call’d and what they were to do.  
(TH, Book 4, lines 292-304)  
Young Richard appears here to embody what the poet of The Task fears most: to embrace the 
allure of town life and its attendant noise runs in stark contrast to Cowper’s suspicion of crowds.  
Yet Richard’s attraction to the bustling energy of his coastal hometown—a thinly veiled analog 
of Crabbe’s Aldeburgh—grows out of a sense of wonder, as Richard himself explains.  The lack 
of resources impels Richard to attend to the everyday world around him with a heightened 
attention and to be, as George sees it, “a dexterous gleaner” in his pursuit of “truths.”  Richard’s 
restless mind and his pondering over the meaning of men’s words become constant themes in the 
three tales that comprise his life story.4  The sailors provide the plenary example in their speed, 
“Mix’d in their act,” and finished with their duties before Richard even has time to figure out 
why and for what they were summoned.  Rather predictably, Richard himself eventually 
becomes a sailor, taking his restless mind abroad on the equally restless ocean, but his vocation 
is chosen for him out of situation of scarcity.   
Although he describes feeling drawn to the sailor’s life as a boy, he eventually is forcibly 
enlisted on a ship by a press-gang.  At first, Richard and the crew enjoy a relatively 
undemanding life at sea, passing extended periods of idleness while sailing on calm waters.  But 
he and his shipmates get bored, “sick of very ease,” and start wishing for some nasty weather to 
bring some excitement (TH, Book 4, lines 94 ff.).  Upon reflection, Richard wonders whether 
 




“some maddening power my mind possess’d” that made him crave the excitement of a brush 
with death, and a sudden tempest makes it seem as if, at least for a moment, his mind is 
coextensive with his maritime environment (TH, Book 4, line 202).  Like Cowper’s castaway, 
Richard gets thrown overboard into the storm-tossed waves, and his interior condition mirrors his 
external environment: 
My thoughts were all distressing, hurried, mix’d,  
On all things fixing, not a moment fix’d:  
Vague thoughts of instant danger brought their pain,  
New hopes of safety banish’d them again;  
Then the swoln billow all these hopes destroy’d,  
And left me sinking in the mighty void:  
Weaker I grew, and grew the more dismay’d,  
Of aid all hopeless, yet in search of aid;  
Struggling awhile upon the wave to keep,  
Then, languid, sinking in the yawning deep:  
So tost, so lost, so sinking in despair,  
I pray’d in heart an indirected prayer,  
And then once more I gave my eyes to view  
The ship now lost, and bade the light adieu!  
From my chill’d frame th’enfeebled spirit fled,  
Rose the tall billows round my deep’ning bed,  
Cold seized my heart, thought ceased, and I was dead.  




Where Crabbe’s Richard diverges from Cowper’s castaway is the “indirected prayer” he utters in 
his heart.  Cowper’s castaway despairs beyond the possibility of prayer, but perhaps it is an 
unlikely virtue of Richard’s scattered mind that, on the verge of sinking forever into the deep, his 
instinct to pray, even (contra Coleridge’s admonition in the final couplet of “Work without 
Hope”) without an object, marks his final cognitive effort before “thought ceased, and I was 
dead.”5  This unuttered, instinctual prayer portends the breakup of the storm and Richard’s 
rescue by his shipmates, a rescue only made possible by Richard’s “heaven-directed arm,” 
which, reaching out, “unconscious seized” upon a buoyant object thrown onto the water by one 
of the crew (TH, book 4, lines 261-62).   
But rescue is effected by Richard’s relinquishment of any agency as he struggles with the 
waves: through an active verb construction, the inanimate cold of the churning waters seizes, but 
he ceases thinking passively and to the absolute limit (“I was dead”).  Cowper’s Castaway has 
objects thrown his way as well but doesn’t even try to reach for them—just as Cowper, if he 
shares the outlook of the speaker at the end of the poem, seems unwilling to envision a fate better 
than total reprobation for himself: 
No voice divine the storm allay'd,  
         No light propitious shone;  
When, snatch'd from all effectual aid,  
         We perish'd, each alone:  
But I beneath a rougher sea,  
And whelm'd in deeper gulfs than he. 
(“The Castaway,” lines 61-66) 
 
5 The final couplet in Coleridge’s sonnet “Work without Hope”: “Work without Hope drains nectar through a sieve, 




As I see it, Richard’s story of his gleaning from atop the waves resolves on a happier note than 
Cowper’s castaway because Richard is the one being gleaned in his acknowledgment of the 
limits of his agency, while in a Kierkegaardian juxtaposition, Cowper’s Castaway can’t seem to 
let go of that despair wherein he locates the last shreds of his agency.  In other words, the 
examples Richard and the Castaway illustrate the gulf between what Kierkegaard would later 
characterize as the will to infinite resignation (in Fear and Trembling) and the will to despair (in 
The Sickness Unto Death).6  For Crabbe as for Kierkegaard, to will oneself not to will is 
preferable over the will to give up hope.  Receptivity and contemplation are revealed to be not 
merely synonymous with passivity.  Richard’s indirected prayer therefore also lands nearer to the 
Ancient Mariner’s moment of crisis and deliverance from damnation when he contemplates the 
water-snakes (“And I blessed them unaware. / The self-same moment I could pray”) than it does 
to the Castaway’s refusal to either pray or to accept help (Coleridge, Rime of the Ancient 
Mariner, lines 287-88).   
But the persistent temptation to idleness and therefore moral laxity is invited in a return 
to the safety of the “very ease” which bred his idle fantasies of danger in the first place.  Later in 
Richard’s adventures, Richard stands on a coastal heath, looking down at the bay and the large 
fleet docked there. A moment of reflection on contemplation follows:  
For where does man evince his full control  
O’er subject matter, where displays the soul  
Its mighty energies with more effect  
Than when her powers that moving mass direct?  
Than when man guides the ship man’s art has made,  
 





And makes the winds and waters yield him aid?  
(TH, Book 6, “Richard’s Adventures Concluded,” lines 184-89)  
This passage warrants closer scrutiny because it presents a curious paradox: as a sailor, Richard 
actually knows the skill involved in moving ships.  He may view the ships in the bay from a 
privileged distance on the heath, but he’s not a detached observer taking in the scene for 
aesthetic pleasure.  But what Kramnick has identified with an aesthetics of handsomeness, which 
evinces an aesthetic wherein visual perception is undetached from tactile engagement, and that 
“presents the world up close and remade with action,” that is to say, a world that is close at hand 
(3; 78).  Richard’s rhetorical but not enacted questions recall his brother George’s earlier remark 
that “he sees him struggling with the world, / as late within the waves.”  Moreover, if this 
reflective moment from a height isn’t quite on a level with, say, Wordsworth peering down at 
Grasmere Fair from atop Helvellyn in Book 8 of The Prelude, it still invites associations with a 
working definition of contemplation offered by Peter Cheyne, who describes contemplation as 
“an aesthetic access made through the imagination that frames the phenomena and facts of our 
world with the non-natural, immeasurable values with which we seek worth and meaning in 
our shared existence” (2).   
 
Gleaning as Contemplative Ecology: The “contemplative turn” and Crabbe’s Poetry 
One prominent reviewer of Tales of the Hall, writing anonymously in 1819 in the 
Edinburgh Review, writes of a “contemplative turn” prevailing in modern poetry which has the 
effects of stifling sympathy because of its detachment from the concerns of real people (“Review 
of TH,” 120).  But he then offers a view of a healthy form of contemplative observation which 




latent defects in all its members, and compensating the flaws that are detected in the boasted 
ornaments of life, by bringing to light the richness and lustre that sleep in the mines beneath the 
surface” (“Review of TH,” 122).  The author of this review, it turns out, was Francis Jeffrey, he 
of the infamous review of Wordsworth’s Excursion which begins, “This will never do” (“Review 
of Excursion,” 1).  Jeffrey was not alone in holding up Crabbe, rather than Wordsworth, as a 
leader in the contemplative turn in contemporary poetry.  This chapter has attempted to 
understand what Jeffrey saw that has subsequently been subsumed by the lasting impressions left 
by Wordsworth’s Romanticism.  
Dexterous gleaning’s emphasis on skilled engagement fits into Crabbe’s insistence, in his 
preface to the Tales, in Verse of 1812, on registering and describing the “painful realities of 
actual existence,” the “every-day concerns,” and the “perpetually-occurring vexations” of 
common life, which he argues can be honestly addressed in poetry without resorting to an 
escapist or consolatory paradigm, and furthermore helps complicate the relational ethics we’d be 
more comfortable talking about in the contemplative poetics of a Wordsworth or a Coleridge.  
Thinking back to Newman’s praise of Tales of the Hall as, whether in conception or execution 
one of the most “touching” poems in our language, to ask whether contemplative experience in 
the literature of the Romantic period can be partly conceived as a kind of touching, as opposed to 
the otherworldly detachment often held up as a criticism of the more conventionally recognized 
strain of what McGann has identified as the Romantic ideology.  Biographer Frank Whitehead 
remarks, “‘Nature’ for Crabbe embraces the whole of the created universe, including mankind; 
the truth that it offers for our contemplation is inseparable from the objective moral law, and it is 
folly to allow our feelings to falsify or distort this truth” (139).  This may be overstating things, 




knowledge and individual subjectivity challenges what McGann and other New Historicists treat 
as Romantic commonplaces (Whitehead 139).  If we presume to agree with, but then get creative 
with, Jeffrey’s assessments of Crabbe and Wordsworth, that Crabbe sits with the poets of “the 
contemplative turn,” yet also espouses a poetics of “making do,” while Wordsworth’s poetry 
simply “will never do,” perhaps we have more to glean from Crabbe than meets the eye as we 
continue to parse the rightfully expanding canon of Romantic poetry.  In Crabbe’s poetry, 
truthful attempts to describe the painful realities of life can be understood as a form of gleaning.  
Gleaning as a practice, in late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century Britain as well as the 
world over in all ages, is generally the labor of the poorest of the poor, undertaken predominantly 
by widows and children bowed double in the field looking for scraps to resell for cheap in the 
marketplace after the harvest.  This practice grew more competitive after common land was 
enclosed and privatized during the latter half of the eighteenth century, gleaning eventually 
became a criminal offense in certain jurisdictions, notably driven by the Acts of 1786 and 1788.7  
Set against the dominant poetic commonplaces of the Romantic period, Crabbe in his poetry is 
something of a gleaner himself, collecting and repurposing the scraps and afterthoughts of 
society to paint a portrait of the struggles of everyday life in a fallen world.    
 
7 The judgment in Steel v. Houghton et Uxor (1788) before the Court of Common Pleas effectively outlawed 
gleaning as a practice in harvest fields.  Its findings were based on a related case, Worlledge v. Manning (1786).  See 
two articles by Peter King, “Gleaners, Farmers and the Failure of Legal Sanctions in England 1750-1850,” Past & 
Present, no. 125, 1989, pp. 116-50; “Legal Change, Customary Right, and Social Conflict in Late-Eighteenth-







“THE TASK THAT LEADS THE WILDER’D MIND”: ROBERT BLOOMFIELD, GEORGIC 
DUTY, AND “STUDIOUS LEISURE” 
 
A young boy reclines in a lonely corner of an old field, a field left untilled and hardly 
noticed by anyone these past two centuries and more.  This is Suffolk, where the East Anglian 
countryside diminishes into flatness as it fans out towards the peaty lakes known as the Broads, 
across the coastal heaths outside the port towns of Aldeburgh and Southwold, and finally into the 
gray and foamy expanse of the North Sea.  Our old, forgotten field lies a bit further inland, away 
from the more obvious natural beauties and terrors of the coastland cataloged by another Suffolk 
native, George Crabbe, as I explored in the previous chapter.  The Suffolk landscape, as should 
by now be clear, is drastically different from the high peaks and sounding lakes often associated 
with the Romantic natural sublime of Wordsworth and Coleridge.  In the grassy headlands 
edging the outermost furrows of this menial field, the boy prostrates himself on the ground, 
absorbed with utmost seriousness in the scrutiny of a parade of beetles, moths, grasshoppers, and 
other buzzing, fluttering, chirping, lowing tenants of the field.  This boy is Giles, the 
semiautobiographical protagonist of Robert Bloomfield’s long poem, The Farmer’s Boy.  Stolen 
moments of “studious leisure” (a phrase from The Banks of Wye), like this scene with young 
Giles lounging in the headlands, characterize much of Bloomfield’s gentle but sustained 
resistance the expectations that he, as a poet of the laboring class without a formal education, 
should adhere to the conventions of georgic poetry, particularly its emphasis on the technical 





Accordingly, this chapter calls attention to moments in Bloomfield’s poetry where the 
distinctions between his “natural” georgic subjectivity and the aesthetics of philosophical 
reflection, mostly as they have come to be understood within the Wordsworthian tradition, 
collapse into one another.  The former was a stereotype during the Romantic period; the latter is 
a mood we now closely associate with Romantic poetry.  In particular, this chapter examines 
Bloomfield’s economy of contemplative thought and how it anticipates and frustrates the 
Wordsworthian exemplum.  I have been arguing that contemplation is often equated with or 
blanketed under the mental faculty of imagination, and that this contributes to contemplation’s 
being an undervalued category of inquiry in British Romanticism and especially poetry, even—
as I have shown—as the term saw increasing usage not only in relation to aesthetic viewing or 
prayerful meditation, but also in contexts of ethics, politics, and the empirical sciences.  
Recalling Johnson’s definition in the Dictionary of the English Language, for example, 
contemplation denotes as “studious thought on any subject” and “the faculty of study” over “holy 
meditation; a holy exercise of the soul, employed in attention to sacred things,” although many 
poets, including Bloomfield, enjoyed collapsing the distinction between sacred and profane 
objects of contemplation.  Perhaps, then, Bloomfield should be counted as a member of the 
movement developing what Francis Jeffery, reviewing Crabbe’s Tales of the Hall, deemed “the 
contemplative turn” in early-nineteenth-century poetry.  Rather than being purely disinterested or 
detached from the material world, Bloomfield’s “wilder’d” contemplation often weaves fact and 
fantasy together in everyday experience, sometimes with mixed results (BW, book 2, line 294; 
CWRB).1  Furthermore, if contemplation is understood to be exclusively available to those 
 
1 All references to Bloomfield’s poetry in this chapter are from The Collected Writings of Robert Bloomfield (2019), 
published on the Romantic Circles web database.  This title is abbreviated in parentheses to CWRB and cited with 
relevant line numbers.  In parenthetical citations, Letters of Robert Bloomfield, also published on Romantic Circles, 





possessed of the leisure to engage in it, georgic poetry presents a unique example of how 
contemplative receptivity and physical activity occasionally—and powerfully—intersect.   
Bloomfield’s class-based georgic unironically links the “duty” of industrious labor—a 
constant refrain in his breakthrough volume, the georgic-pastoral hybrid The Farmer’s Boy 
(1800)—with “studious leisure.”  In The Banks of Wye (1811), the poet describes the view from 
Piercefield Park (a sprawling country estate that had become a popular tourist destination) of a 
prominent limestone formation known as Wyndcliff.  Awestruck by the scene, he reflects upon 
the powerful natural processes that might have led to Wyndcliff’s taking its current form— 
    CLEFT from the summit, who shall say 
When WIND-CLIFF’S other half gave way? 
Or when the sea-waves roaring strong, 
First drove the rock-bound tide along? 
To studious leisure be resign’d, 
The task that leads the wilder’d mind, 
From time’s first birth throughout the range 
Of Nature’s everlasting change.   
(Book 2, lines 289-96; CWRB) 
Bloomfield’s task in The Banks of Wye is to make something new out of a well-traveled, 
exhaustively chronicled picturesque tour.  While both The Farmer’s Boy and The Banks of Wye 
could be described as poems of practice—instructing their readers how to have a certain 
experience—it’s as though Bloomfield struggles to transfer the confident tone supporting his 





the latter.2  “Wilder’d,” here, is a word pointing to something altogether different than 
“bewildered.”  If I am wildered, the OED explains, I have gotten lost, or I’ve been otherwise 
rendered wild or uncivilized.  Perhaps I had been more refined before, but no longer; or, perhaps 
I never was.  But the context of the poem and the circumstances of its composition suggest that 
Bloomfield felt agitation over the aesthetics of the picturesque—popularly understood as an 
approach to the contemplation of natural scenery based on leisure—in his position as a laboring-
class guest of gentlefolk participating in the tourist consumption of the landscape.  He felt this 
agitation acutely during the 1807 excursion, funded by his friends, which would provide the 
source material for The Banks of Wye, and the limitations of class-based aesthetics proved a 
source of insecurity throughout his literary career.  His mind is wildered not only from the 
challenges of refashioning his poetic subjectivity in the face of this once-in-a-lifetime excursion 
through an unfamiliar landscape, but by the formal challenges he faces in registering his 
experience from his unfamiliar position as a leisured tourist processing what he sees as he sees it, 
rather than a skilled laborer reflecting nostalgically on the rigors of his former life on a Suffolk 
farm.  Although Bloomfield had shifted away from a predominantly georgic mood in the two 
volumes of lyrics that followed The Farmer’s Boy (Rural Tales of 1802 and Wild Flowers of 
 
2 Bloomfield could draw on autobiographical experience for the didactic and georgic passages in The Farmer’s Boy, 
but in The Banks of Wye he relies heavily on popular guidebooks and picturesque aesthetics from authorities such as, 
for example, Thomas Gray and William Gilpin: 
 
Here Gilpin’s eye transported scan’d 
Views by no tricks of fancy plan’d; 
Gray here, upon the stream reclin’d, 
Stor’d with delight his ardent mind.   
(Book 2, lines 429-32; CWRB) 
 
Tim Fulford notes that by the time he underwent his tour of the Wye Valley in 1807, Bloomfield had read Gray and 
Gilpin, as well as William Coxe’s A Historical Tour in Monmouthshire (1801), Charles Heath’s descriptive accounts 
of Raglan Castle, Tintern Abbey, the Wye River and Valley, and Monmouth (published separately between 1792 
and 1804), and the multimodal guidebooks of Sir Joseph Banks and artist Paul Sandby (1771) and Sir George 





1806), the generic shift necessitated by The Banks of Wye—a verse record of a picturesque 
tour—means that “the wilder’d mind” presents a formidable problem.  As the natural landscape 
becomes commodified as a result of its subjected to the unforgiving critical eye of picturesque 
aesthetics, must a laboring-class poet shoulder the burden of viewing it in a way that 
simultaneously acknowledges its aesthetic significance and the economic realities that shape it?  
Trapped in a precarious position as a bard arising from the ranks of the laboring poor, 
Bloomfield treats these problems ambivalently at best in The Farmer’s Boy and The Banks of 
Wye.  
However, as Bloomfield has attracted scholarly notice—a surprisingly recent 
development given the extent his popularity during the Romantic period—the inherent tension in 
Bloomfield’s studious leisure deserves closer examination.  I notice a complement to his idea of 
studious leisure in what, in The Farmer’s Boy, he calls “humble industry” (“Summer,” line 
354; CWRB).  The speaker of this poem worries that the traditional agrarian practices associated 
with humble industry may be lost to the slow violence of refinement.3  Nuancing the moral and 
aesthetic gray area that occupies the gap between the industry/indolence dichotomy is one of 
Romanticism’s central concerns.  The Farmer’s Boy addresses this problem from Bloomfield’s 
persona, constructed for publication, as a “natural genius” in the republic of letters who, although 
he “apparently endorsed the age-old dictum that those engaged in manual work did not possess 
the leisure necessary for formulating accurate political judgments, an idea endlessly repeated in 
loyalist propaganda from the 1790s onward,” and although he maintained a tactful public 
 
3 Rob Nixon conceptualizes “slow violence” as the long-term political, economic, and environmental oppression of 
people and places that have little or no clout in the global political arena.  Nixon interrogates “the complex, often 
vexed figure of the environmental writer-activist” and asks how this figure fits into and helps expand discussions of 
slow violence by positing ways “to adjust our rapidly eroding attention spans to the slow erosions of environmental 
justice” (5; 8).  Bloomfield’s writings attend to the slow violence of the enclosure and improvement of the Suffolk 





reticence on his political and religious views, nevertheless infused his georgic depictions of 
manual labor with moments of deep study—of the natural scenery surrounding the poem’s hero, 
Giles; of social issues that affect life on the farm; of general philosophical ideas (Denney para. 
4).  In The Country and the City, Raymond Williams, discussing poetry of and about laborer-
poets including Bloomfield, argues that, from the late-eighteenth century, poems of rural retreat 
betray “a marked transition from the ideal of contemplation to the ideal of productive virtue, and 
then to its complications” (55).  One of those complications involves the possibility of retrieving 
active or—as Bloomfield puts it—studious leisure understood as a contemplative practice 
available to those lacking an understanding of study as it relates to formal schooling, and leisure 
as a marker of social class.  During a period when the “societal cement was work itself or, more 
specifically, the virtue of industriousness,” as Sarah Jordan argues, idleness came to be perceived 
as a threat to both spiritual and secular security (15-19). 
In the wake of its initial printing in the year 1800, The Farmer’s Boy earned resounding 
praises from such luminaries as the painter John Constable, eventual poet laureate Robert 
Southey, and even William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and John Clare.  At its height, 
the poem’s fame passed beyond British shores: it was printed in Germany and in the United 
States, and was translated into French, Italian, and Latin, the last of which an acknowledgment of 
Bloomfield’s place in the long Virgilian tradition of pastoral and georgic verse.  By 1826, The 
Farmer’s Boy had sold over 100,000 copies, making it the highest selling poem of the Romantic 
era.  It has been called the “foundational text for Romantic-era laboring-class poetry” 
(McEathron 47).  In spite of these early successes, Bloomfield quickly outlived his fame—he 





Muses, his swan song, which appeared in 1822, assures his readers that, contrary to popular 
belief, he has not yet died:  
I have been reported to be dead; but I can assure the reader that this, like many other 
reports, is not true. I have written these tales in anxiety, and in a wretched state of health; 
and if these formidable foes have not incapacitated me, but left me free to meet the public 
eye with any degree of credit, that degree of credit I am sure I shall gain.  (“Preface” to 
May-Day with the Muses, para. 6; CWRB) 
And in the last years of his life, Bloomfield was forced to accept handouts from his literary 
admirers.  In an 1817 letter to the painter Benjamin Haydon, William Wordsworth surmises that 
Bloomfield is “in considerable distress, probably owing to the failure of his Bookseller, by whom 
he has lost several 100 pounds” (“Letter 307”; Letters).  Ironically, even at the moment of 
Wordsworth’s letter, as Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria appeared in print announcing 
Wordsworth as a latter-day Shakespeare or Milton, Bloomfield was still the more widely read 
poet of rurality.  Where they differ, as Coleridge explains, is in how Wordsworth’s 
contemplation of the landscape relies more heavily on the particularization of his own poetic 
persona and its impact on the characters that persona encounters in urban, rural, and domestic 
settings. 
From the beginning, however, Bloomfield’s work met with frequent charges of 
insincerity, his social background and lived experience notwithstanding. In his essay “On 
Thomson and Cowper,” from his 1818 collection Lectures on the English Poets, Hazlitt doles out 
harsh criticism on the working-class poet Bloomfield: “The fault indeed of his genius is that it is 
too humble: his Muse has something not only rustic, but menial in her aspect” (197).  Hazlitt 





first book of The Farmer’s Boy, which announce the poet’s modest aspirations to sing of 
“meaner objects,” “trifling incidents,” “the humblest menial” (“Spring,” lines 13, 19, 20; 
CWRB).  Where the conventions of eighteenth-century georgic call for the turning up of ancient 
history in the tilling of the soil, Bloomfield often avoids the georgic mode altogether, or makes 
his a georgic of the local, with no accounts of “deeds of arms” from bygone days lurking in the 
headlands.  Hazlitt compares Bloomfield’s landscapes unfavorably with those of Thomson’s The 
Seasons, noting that where Bloomfield sees only lambs grazing on a green expanse of turf, 
Thomson imagines the sheep stand over a buried Roman ruin.  According to Hazlitt, Thomson 
“elevat[es] nature” in his rustic scenes, while Bloomfield, who takes Thomson’s poem as a 
model for his own, “never gets beyond his own experience; and that is somewhat confined.  He 
gives the simple appearance of nature, but he gives it naked, shivering, and unclothed with the 
drapery of a moral imagination” (197).  In an allusion that betrays his condescension towards the 
self-taught shoemaker poet of Suffolk, Hazlitt’s characterization of Bloomfield echoes Burke’s 
description of the unlettered and violent mobs of the French Revolution.4  Hazlitt argues that raw 
poetic genius, without the direction offered only by a formal education, is no longer to be 
expected “in modern and more artificial periods” such as his own.   
Lord Byron was even less compromising about the perceived inauthenticity of 
uneducated poets and writers parroting the achievements of leisured minds.  Writing in English 
Bards and Scotch Reviewers, a young Byron sarcastically compares Bloomfield 
 
4 See Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, edited by L. G. Mitchell, Oxford UP, 2009:  
 
But now all is to be changed….  All the decent drapery of life is to be rudely torn off.  All the superadded 
ideas, furnished from the wardrobe of a moral imagination, which the heart owns, and the understanding 
ratifies, as necessary to cover the defects of our own naked shivering nature, and to raise it to dignity in our 





unsympathetically against Robert Burns, reading him as merely the latest of a long line of 
uneducated hacks exploiting a gullible reading audience:  
Oh! Since increased refinement deigns to smile 
On Britain’s sons, and bless our genial isle, 
Let poesy go forth, pervade the whole, 
Alike the rustic, and mechanic soul! 
Ye tuneful cobblers! still your notes prolong, 
Compose at once a slipper and a song; 
So shall the fair your handiwork peruse, 
Your sonnets sure shall please—perhaps your shoes. 
    (English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, lines 787-94) 
While the lines are directed at Bloomfield, who was a shoemaker, and Bloomfield’s brother, 
Nathaniel, Byron’s repulsion by the popular appetite for “authentic” pastoral poetry from authors 
with working-class backgrounds reflects the prejudicial affluent classes privileged enough to 
receive a thorough classical education took against working-class attempts stake a claim in the 
literary marketplace. 
The push to rehabilitate Bloomfield’s reputation has gathered momentum over the past 
two decades and has taken place under the influence of disciplinary fashions that result in his 
writing often being read through lenses of suspicion.  We want his georgics of the Suffolk farm 
(The Farmer’s Boy), his picturesque tetrameter of his tour of the Wye Valley (The Banks of 
Wye), his paean to Jenner and the inoculation of cattle (Good Tidings; or, News from the Farm), 
and his swan song—a nostalgic imagining of harmonious paternalist community (May-Day with 





rural poor as the work of his better-known and better-loved disciple, John Clare.  Recent research 
on Bloomfield places a heavy emphasis on evidence of social protest in his published poetry, 
albeit protest in whispers.5  While my reading of Bloomfield’s poetry shares some common 
ground with the current scholarly consensus, it also suggests that Bloomfield’s idea of studious 
leisure functions both a challenge and a redress to the enduring sentimentalism that came to be 
associated with the ethos of rurality in georgic and loco-descriptive poetry in the Virgilian 
tradition, which he absorbed primarily through James Thomson’s The Seasons and William 
Cowper’s The Task.   
Recent scholarly calls for distinctive, interdisciplinary approaches to “contemplative 
studies” have further augmented the need for clear articulations of Romantic contemplation 
within literary studies.6  Inscribing the precariousness with which they found themselves in 
relation to shared resources, let alone to the progressively detached and mechanized means of 
agricultural production and distribution, many Romantic writers sought out space for 
contemplation against growing anxieties over the moral consequences of being in a state of 
idleness in both physical and intellectual spheres.  For Bloomfield, this entailed an articulation of 
a georgic sense of duty to cultivating studious leisure as itself a craft, attending to the land as 
 
5 See, for example, Ian Haywood’s reading of The Farmer’s Boy as a semi-autobiographical allegory of 
Bloomfield’s “unresolved feelings about separation, loss, and success” (para. 5); Christopher Catanese’s comparison 
of Wordsworth’s and Bloomfield’s responses to the discourse of economic refinement shows that Bloomfield’s 
“inversion of some of [georgic’s] underlying premises” made it possible for him to challenge the “ideological 
pressures that bear upon the interpretive efforts of Romantic-era and modern critics alike” (126).   
6 Much of this scholarship attempts to muddle a binary opposition between contemplation and action, and some even 
contests the reduction of contemplative practice in contemporary life to the eager appropriation and reduction of 
mindfulness in professional and managerial contexts, framing mindfulness as a neoliberal attempt to colonize what 
we might call the contemplative commons.  Recent book-length scholarly discussions of a comprehensive subfield 
of contemplative studies include Louis Komjathy, Introducing Contemplative Studies, Wiley Blackwell, 2017;  
Jennifer Summitt and Blakey Vermeule, Action versus Contemplation: Why an Ancient Debate Still Matters, 





more than merely an object of picturesque enjoyment in need of synthetic refinement or, 
conversely, as a source of economic production. 
 In the passage from The Banks of Wye excerpted above, “studious leisure” is the poet’s 
proposed remedy for a wildering, the thing that will help him find his way.  What should we 
make of this task that leads the wilder’d mind?  Does the mind become tamed and cultivated 
through studious leisure, or is it “resign’d” to remain unaltered in a perpetually wilder’d 
condition?  Where does it fit in relation to poetry from the Romantic era that examines the ethics 
of contemplation, or to quote William Cowper, the spectrum of the poet’s “being task’d to his 
full strength, absorb’d and lost” (Task, Book 4, line 301).  To address these questions, the next 
section of this chapter will look to some moments in The Farmer’s Boy where contemplative 
thought complicates humble industry and Giles’s sense of duty.  This investigation sets the stage 
for my discussion of “studious leisure” as it appears in the passage above in The Banks of Wye 
and in dialogue with The Farmer’s Boy.  I hope to show how Bloomfield’s contemplative 
ecologies project a poetics resistant to subjective self-enclosure, instead favoring a relational 
ethics which recognizes an environment populated by other persons, one in which communal 
bonds are antecedent to social or practical agreements.  I’ll end by reading Bloomfield, in the 
light of Charles Taylor’s notion of the “sanctification of ordinary life,” as an ecologist of 
contemplation (179).7  Melding fact and fiction, as he articulates shared, everyday experiences, 
 
7 See Taylor’s A Secular Age, Harvard UP, 2007:  
 
This is the basis for that sanctification of ordinary life, which I want to claim has had a tremendous 
formative effect on our civilization, spilling beyond the religious variant into a myriad secular forms.  It has 
two facets: it promotes ordinary life, as a site for the highest forms of Christian life; and it also has an anti-
élitist thrust: it takes down those allegedly higher modes of existence, whether in the Church (monastic 
vocations), or in the world (ancient-derived ethics which place contemplation higher than productive 






he articulates a way of being receptive to what Wordsworth calls “present gifts of humbler 
industry.”   
 
Georgic Duty in The Farmer’s Boy 
In keeping with attempts elsewhere in this dissertation to treat poetic depictions of labor, 
leisure, and contemplative experience, my reading of Bloomfield continues the investigation into 
how the imaginative efforts of laboring-class or uneducated Romantic poets carve out a space for 
studious leisure, often even in places where they appeal to popular literary conventions.  The 
Farmer’s Boy’s hero, Giles, is a semi-autobiographical stand-in for Bloomfield himself, who, 
although he had for many years been employed as a shoemaker in London, drew his source 
material from his boyhood memories working on a farm in Sapiston.  The Farmer’s Boy was, 
according to Tim Fulford, “a new kind of Georgic not just because it spoke of rural work from 
the perspective of a labourer rather than a landowner but also because it spoke from the city” 
(“Introduction,” para. 2).  Georgic poetry, especially after Dryden’s translation of Virgil, is most 
frequently associated by critics with agricultural improvement, aided by new advances in science 
and technology, that often crescendos into imperialistic fervor, supporting the interests of the 
landed elites.  Drawing from the quiddities of experience and place, georgic also tends to be a 
more particularized genre than pastoral.  Kurt Heinzelman has argued that the “georgic plot 
within romantic historiography… finds in poetry-writing a culturally safe haven for the laborer’s 
sense of social aspiration and personal aggrandizement,” but that “it also allows the poet to 
abstract and thereby appropriate to himself the work of cultivation” (103).  We see evidence of 
the effects of agricultural revolution on traditional agrarian practices on the margins of The 





often placing Giles in situations where he is forced to “make do,” to borrow a phrase from 
Michel de Certeau, with the everyday resources he has at hand (18).8  His experiences of the 
rigors of farm labor pair with his creative engagement with his local environment to work against 
the symptom described by Wordsworth, in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads, as the “savage torpor” 
of modern life, brought on in part by “uniformity of occupation” and a “craving for extraordinary 
incident” in an increasingly efficient, urbanizing, industrial-capitalist English society, which 
degrades not only the social bonds between persons and communities, the human and the 
nonhuman, but language itself (Major Works, 599).  Furthermore, Bloomfield lived out the 
poetics of making do as he composed the poem, yoking a strenuous form of skilled labor with the 
cognitively demanding work of poetic composition.  Against the general trend Wordsworth 
feared, Bloomfield constructed the heroic couplets of The Farmer’s Boy largely in his head while 
living in London, memorizing each verse as he sweated through his days in a crowded 
shoemaker’s workshop.   
The scene I described in the opening paragraph of this chapter from “Summer,” of Giles 
examining various insects as he lounges in a field, is interrupted by the delightful voice of a 
skylark rising from the corn.  The scene of Giles’s natural observations, culminating in his 
construction of a makeshift telescope to follow the skylark as she flits in and out of the clouds, is 
preceded by the metaphor of “Wisdom’s placid eye,” which delights in “intervals of lonely ease 
 
8 See especially de Certeau’s politics of “making do” in The Practice of Everyday Life. The longer passage reads:  
Innumerable ways of playing and foiling the other’s game (jouer/déjouer le jeu de l’autre), that is, the 
space instituted by others, characterize the subtle, stubborn, resistant activity of groups which, since they 
lack their own space, have to get along in a network of already established forces and representations. 
People have to make do with what they have. In these combatants’ stratagems, there is a certain art of 
placing one’s blows, a pleasure in getting around the rules of a constraining space. We see the tactical and 
joyful dexterity of the mastery of a technique.  (18) 





“Whence solitude derives peculiar charms, / And heaven-directed thought his bosom warms” 
(“Spring, lines 65, 69-70; CWRB).  Hazlitt might have looked to this scene as a place where 
Bloomfield seems not to be “afraid of elevating nature” in the “Summer” section of The 
Farmer’s Boy, where Giles’s gaze moves heavenward from the close-up view of the beetle 
crawling along a blade of grass, to the moth and grasshopper springing laterally across the turf, 
and finally to the startled skylark spiraling from the corn into the clear blue sky dappled with 
clouds.  The beetle, moth, and grasshopper leave the speaker asking rhetorically,  
But what can usassisted vision do?  
What, but recoil where most it would pursue;  
His patient gaze but finish with a sigh,  
When Music waking speaks the sky-lark nigh!  
Just starting from the corn she cheerly sings,  
And trusts with conscious pride her downy wings;  
Still louder breathes, and in the face of day  
Mounts up, and calls on Giles to mark her way. 
Close to his eyes his hat he bends, 
And forms a friendly telescope, that lends 
Just aid enough to dull the glaring light, 
And place the wand’ring bird before his sight.  
(“Summer,” lines 85-96; CWRB)  
The “Music waking” of the skylark, which “calls on Giles to mark his way” by forming the 
makeshift spyglass out of his hat, is one of many moments of everyday creativity in The 





visual passage, to the point that sight almost entirely crowds out the other senses.  It would seem 
the speaker takes “unassisted Vision” to mean that vision which, with the naked eye, would have 
a hard time making out the skylark soaring high above him in the brightness of midday.  But the 
song of the skylark ultimately becomes the object of Giles’s contemplation. The skylark’s aural 
cue draws the boy’s attention upward from the insects crawling in the grain to the skylark 
soaring above the clouds, signalizing a turn away from earthbound things and towards the 
contemplation of the divine, of the world beyond his field, and indeed—as will become clear 
below—beyond his soundscape, embodied in the quintessential Romantic symbol of the skylark, 
a bird that sings only when it is in flight.  It seems strange, then, that Giles is more concerned 
with keeping the skylark in view than with listening to its song.  
What happens next illuminates several of the poem's central difficulties. Becoming 
inattentive to the skylark's song as he continues tracking the bird's movements across the 
noonday sky, Giles falls into a sleep described as free of guilt and care.  The call of the skylark 
had lifted Giles's attention heavenward, but his attempts at tracing of the bird’s inscriptions on 
the sky effects what Wordsworth identifies as “the tyranny of the eye,” whereby visual 
phenomena dominate the sensorium, often, in Wordsworth’s estimation, to detrimental effect.  
Eventually Giles loses sight of the skylark and, forgetful of his workaday duties, succumbs to an 
idle midday slumber.  It is a call of a different sort, the personified call of Duty, which rouses 
Giles from his stolen hour of slumber.  The significance of duty in the context of the poem is 
reinforced by the farmer in “Winter,” when, in an address directed at Giles, he declares that 
“duty’s basis is humanity” (“Winter,” line 106, CWRB).  The farmer’s remark must seem 
confusing for Giles, who spends most of the poem alone in the fields, the livestock and birds his 





Bloomfield implies are becoming scarce as traditional modes of rural life, such as harvest 
celebrations and open fields (as my readings below will show) give way to modern agricultural 
practices.   
Giles’s desire for community is reinforced by the poem’s recourse to georgic approaches 
to knowledge.  However, Bloomfield’s georgic mode is informed not only by the genre’s popular 
eighteenth-century conventions, but also by contemporary problems at the end of the century, 
when expressions of the georgic mode had blended with new thematic and formal developments, 
as I have argued in the chapter on Cowper.  Given The Farmer’s Boy’s obvious structural debt to 
Thomson’s The Seasons, Bloomfield’s deployment of georgic conventions betray a tacit aversion 
to a Lockean sense of duty as a function of industriousness.  This resistance stems from 
contemplative scenes—like the one with Giles and the skylark—that test the limits of sensory 
perception and attention.  In her analysis of The Seasons, Kevis Goodman presents a convincing 
argument that Thomson’s deployment of the Lockean “microscopic eye” in his detailed 
landscape descriptions and his often concomitant “displays of stylized sentimental emotion” 
reflects “an affect of discomfort and troubling of the Lockean idea” which she reads “as 
historical presentness perceived as a problem” (65).  Bloomfield constructs a scene in a manner 
imitative of Thomson’s Seasons, a poem Goodman reads as expressive of the poet’s anxiety 
toward British imperialism, but also toward the similarly imperialistic labor theory of property.  
Bloomfield’s concerns are decidedly rooted in the local, specifically, in somewhat casually and 
tacitly registering the effects of enclosure on Suffolk’s landscape (a practice which, incidentally, 
Locke explicitly endorses as part of his labor theory of property in Chapter Five of his Second 
Treatise of Government), and he will do something similar as he reflects on the disquieting 





and records in The Banks of Wye.9  Bloomfield worries the Lockean attitude toward enclosure 
disrupts and devalues the relationality of the natural ecosystem therein: hence, as Ian Haywood 
notices, the speaker in The Farmer’s Boy frequently invokes georgic conventions to project his 
trauma onto farm animals and wild animals that are slaughtered, chased away, hunted for sport, 
abused, or mistreated in similar ways, thereby displacing onto animals “a discourse of human 
rights and a whole battery of violent effects which seem to evoke the climate of terror in the 
1790s,” but that serves “a political and psycho-biographical agenda” (para. 21).  As it turns out, 
the “bright enclosures” extolled in “Spring” are only so in luster, but the speaker’s attitude 
toward them seems cloudier.   
 The thinly veiled discontent simmering in the “Summer” section of the poem culminates 
in a profile of an anonymous mourner, who reflects on the disappearance of the traditional 
harvest home feast in the wake of the enclosure of the commons.  The mourner’s lament of the 
decline of harvest home is a key moment of change in the poem.  First, we learn that “The hope 
of humble industry is o’er,” calling into question the long-term security of the seasonal rhythms 
guiding the lives of the working poor that the poem’s structure attempts in vain to regather.  
From this point forward, the poem’s scenes of life and labor on the farm are increasingly likely 
to be coupled with reflections pertaining mainly to the collateral damage resulting from 
landscape refinement.  Both Bloomfield and Wordsworth use the phrase “humble industry” to 
describe the attention and care demanded by skilled engagement with the physical world.  In the 
Farmer’s Boy, Bloomfield writes of a “mourner,” who is equated with the “the feelings of the 
 
9 Locke argues from the position that since labor is “the unquestionable property of the laborer,” any common land 
that the laborer works becomes, by extension, the property of the laborer (§ 27; p. 19).  “As much land as a man tills, 
plants, improves, cultivates, and can use the product of,” continues Locke, “so much is his property.  He by his 
labour does, as it were, inclose it from the common” (§ 32; p. 21).  Bloomfield seems to be able to see certain 
upsides to enclosure which his thematic heir, John Clare, could not, but resists Locke’s valuation of an “industrious 





poor” in “Summer” (line 336; CWRB).  The mourner blames “tyrant customs” for accelerating 
social and economic divisions between the leisured and the laboring classes in England 
(“Summer,” line 335; CWRB).  The poor have become  
                   distanc’d in the mad’ning race, 
Where’er Refinement shews its hated face: 
Nor causeless hated;… ’tis the peasant’s curse, 
That hourly makes his wretched station worse; 
Destroys life’s intercourse; the social plan 
That rank to rank cements, as man to man: 
Wealth flows around him, fashion lordly reigns; 
Yet poverty is his, and mental pains.   
(“Summer,” lines 337-44; CWRB) 
The mourner seems to be counted among these cursed peasants, and Bloomfield puts his 
rhetorical questioning into this character (rather than leaving the questions for the narrator to 
mull over).  The mourner’s soliloquy brings the “Summer” section of the poem to a close and 
follows a joyous celebration of community and agrarian simplicity in the harvest home scene.  
All this, the mourner seems to suggest, has remained in the past as broader cultural and economic 
interests have moved on. The mourner laments— 
The hope of humble industry is o’er;  
The blameless hope, the cheering sweet presage 
Of future comforts for declining age. 
Can my sons share from this paternal hand 





No; tho’ indulgent Heaven its blessing deigns, 
Where’s the small farm to suit my scanty means? 
Content, the Poet sings, with us resides; 
In lonely cots like mine the damsel hides; 
And will he then in raptur’d visions tell 
That sweet Content with Want can ever dwell?   
(“Summer,” lines 354-64, CWRB) 
Throughout The Prelude, Wordsworth frequently shifts between two registers, on the one hand 
“dar[ing] to speak in a higher language”  (Book 3, lines 106-7), a realm where forms are more 
integral to sensory experience than substances; and on the other hand returning to the world of 
things, “content … to yield up / Those lofty hopes awhile for present gifts / Of humbler industry” 
(Book 1, lines 142-44).  For Bloomfield, on the other hand, humble industry involves the 
reciprocity expected in the paternalist labor system, in which the landlord shares the profits of 
the harvest with his tenant laborers.  But it is no longer a thing to be hoped for because the land 
is no longer something shared in common within the new economic structure.  Heaven, too, 
seems to the mourner to be on the side of Refinement, conspiring to dispossess the rural poor of 
the materials necessary for their subsistence.  The disappearance of humble industry coincides 
with the disappearance of small farms as oversight was consolidated and privatized due to 
enclosure.   
 A mourner again appears in “Autumn” (perhaps the same one who spoke after the harvest 
home feast), when Giles’s sequestration in an enclosed field is compared to a captive imprisoned 
unjustly.  In this scene, Giles has been tasked with scaring birds—even killing them if he must—





recognizes the contingency of his station.  He has been assigned the role of “bird-boy” 
throughout the poem due to youth and small stature, but he seems to have little interest in 
spending long hours alone, driving off the rooks and jackdaws that might eat the crops and good 
seeds (“Autumn,” line 232; CWRB).  Roasting handpicked berries over a smoldering fire while 
waiting out an autumn storm in a sod-built hovel, Giles expects to be visited by a group of his 
friends to help him pass the otherwise long, tedious hours alone in the field.  But these friends 
never arrive, presumably because “fresh pastimes lure their steps away” (“Autumn,” line 218, 
CWRB).  Stung by disappointment, the antithesis of the delight he felt in watching the skylark in 
“Summer,” Giles’s “fairy revels are exchang’d for rage, / His banquet marr’d, grown dull his 
hermitage” (“Autumn,” lines 221-22; CWRB).  At length, his hovel filling with smoke from the 
roasting berries, “to duty’s call he yields, / And strolls the Crusoe of the lonely fields” (lines 209-
10).  It is crucial that Giles strolls the fields, despite his acknowledgment of his duty to work and 
his presumed imprisonment within a system that devalues both the worker and the land being 
worked and destroys the social bonds between him and his friends who do not appear to be farm 
laborers.  Strolling suggests Giles moves with leisurely steps, blurring the distinctions between 
work and non-work.  But a now-obsolete sense of strolling, still in use during the eighteenth 
century, connoted strolling as a haphazard, listless wandering devoid of any pretense of leisure. 
Cowper’s Crazy Kate, Wordsworth’s Female Vagrant, and even in The Farmer’s Boy, the village 
girl who goes mad, could all, with Giles, be understood to stroll the unpeopled landscapes to 
which they had been banished.  
 Giles’s imprisonment in the field also critiques the art and ethics of skilled engagement 
with the natural environment.  Refinement always does violence to the land, argues Bloomfield, 





contemplation by the leisured elite.  This mindset would lead John Ruskin to argue that the 
modern craze for picturesque landscapes is “incompatible with the duties of life, and the 
accuracies of reflection” (280).  From this view, writes Jonathan Bate, “Romantic contemplation 
of landscape thus begins to look at best peripheral, at worst morbid” (78).  These later sources 
indicate later, more recognizable forms of what is already at stake in Bloomfield’s poetry, which 
worries whether a working landscape, rather than a recreational one, can be worthy of 
imaginative contemplation.  The Farmer’s Boy subtly criticizes the modern gentrification of 
farming, equating this process with both the ills of refinement and the distractive “fresh 
pastimes” that lure Giles’s friends away from the fields.  Like Crusoe on his deserted island,  
The field becomes his prison, till on high  
Benighted birds to shades and coverts fly.  
Midst air, health, daylight, can he prisoner be?  
If fields are prisons, where is Liberty?   
Here still she dwells, and here her votaries stroll;   
But disappointed hope untunes the soul.   
(“Autumn,” lines 223-28; CWRB)   
Giles, of course, is one of Liberty’s votaries, but the untuning of his soul through alienation from 
the working landscape betrays an understated discontent.  And yet, if Liberty’s votaries, 
imprisoned here with Giles in this field, also stroll, then strolling would appear to carry a 
consolatory or reanimating potential for the subject weighed down or led astray by spiritual 
dryness, his soul having fallen out of tune with the fields around him.  The personified Liberty is 
a similar—but not the same—force as studious leisure will be in The Banks of Wye, in that both 





duty to do good work.  Likewise, the untuning of the soul resulting from the frustration of the 
pleasures of leisure is related to The Banks of Wye’s metaphor of the wildered mind seeking a 
task to direct it towards a nobler purpose.  Without a clear task (or in Giles’s case, the isolating 
nature of his task as a bird-boy), Bloomfield worries that one becomes vulnerable to alienation 
from one’s work, disengagement with reality, and uncertainty over how to act in the face of the 
perceived breakdown of humble industry.  While Giles finds himself unable to take pride in 
making a shared repast for other boy-laborers, the lack of a clear task becomes a more urgent 
problem in The Banks of Wye. 
 
The Banks of Wye and Studious Leisure  
Bridget Keegan has written that The Farmer’s Boy “calls us to remember our duties to 
the earth evocatively rather than polemically” (15).  I think this ethos of duty also extends to The 
Banks of Wye through Bloomfield’s reflections on the real and imagined histories of the places 
he encounters on his tour, even though this was a poem trying to capitalize on the craze for 
picturesque tourism.  In The Banks of Wye, Bloomfield continues to ponder those duties to the 
earth of which Keegan writes while maintaining an ambivalence towards the predetermined 
conventions of picturesque reflection.  Fulford succinctly points out that, although the poem 
avoids autobiographical self-analysis, “it nevertheless also considers the effects of the reflective 
mind of recalling a spot marked out by both natural beauty and human history” (“Road Not 
Taken,” 245-46).  In the printed version of the poem, the observations Bloomfield records on a 
ten-day boating trip through the Wye Valley are interspersed with accounts of local history, 
architecture, and geology, along with catalogs of local place names, notable personages, and 





complex cultural geography, and [ . . . ] experiments with alternative narrative personae other 
than that expected of a ‘peasant poet’” (538).  Bloomfield, who spent most of his life in the 
flatlands of Suffolk and in London, had himself “never before see[n] a mountainous country,” 
and many of his descriptions are drawn from the reactions he recorded in situ in his tour journal 
(“Preface” to BW; CWRB).  To “Renounce despair” is one of The Banks of Wye’s central tasks, 
as is seeing things anew, “with raptur’d eye,” a verbal formulation suggestive of the intensity of 
contemplative seeing (Book 1, lines 14, 17; CWRB).  It situates the focused study of the 
landmarks and landscapes he will see on the tour in opposition to the pathless wayfaring of the 
wildered mind. 
Bloomfield’s discomfort with picturesque expectations and his position as a leisured 
observer encourage overdetermined distinctions between meditative leisure and pointless 
idleness.  The beginning and end of the poem draw hard lines between these two modes of 
inactivity: while “ten days leisure ten days joy shall prove, / And rock and stream breathe amity 
and love’” (Book 1, lines 19-20; CWRB), the speaker warns against traveling the Wye as a 
“vacant trifler,” an idler, or a “vicious vain,” who would “[i]n sacrilege presume to move / 
Through these dear scenes of peace and love” (Book 4, lines 433, 436, 437-38; CWRB).  The 
trifling, the idle, and the vain, he warns, will be rejected by “the spirit of the stream” in the river 
itself (Book 4, line 439; CWRB).  Those “to nobler feelings born,” on the other hand, “shall find / 
The blest serenity of mind / That springs from silence” (Book 4, lines 447-49; CWRB).  
Bloomfield’s preoccupations with accurately representing the cultural geography of the Wye 
region and its inhabitants, while simultaneously pursuing an authentic voice to match his subject, 
results in a persistent interest in place-based contemplative thinking.  In Ross-On-Wye, the 





Pomona and Ceres, the Roman goddesses of apples and harvests, to link the Virgilian georgic 
tradition with his hopes of authentic and unaffected contemplative repose: 
Rose-cheek’d Pomona there was seen, 
And Ceres edged her fields between, 
And on each hill-top, mounted high, 
Her sickle wav’d in extasy; 
Till ROSS, thy charms all hearts confess’d, 
Thy peaceful walks, thy hours of rest 
And contemplation. Here the mind, 
With all its luggage left behind,   
Dame Affectation’s leaden wares, 
Spleen, envy, pride, life’s thousand cares, 
Feels all its dormant fires revive. 
    (Book 1, lines 75-85; CWRB) 
Throughout the poem, Bloomfield progressively internalizes the mood of contemplative leisure.  
Returning to the periphrastic gesture I discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the speaker 
concedes that the slow changes of nature go far beyond our comprehension— 
To studious leisure be resign’d,  
The task that leads the wilder’d mind  
From time’s first birth throughout the range  
Of Nature’s everlasting change.   





In this passage, time is perceived on both a human and a geologic scale and the speaker 
maintains a sense of awe at the immeasurable age of the world as evidenced by the things he 
sees.  We tend to equate leisure with “doing nothing,” or at least nothing productive.  Study, 
taken as intellectual work, seems to be the last thing we would associate with leisure, and yet the 
two words are closely related in many ways.  In the 1755 Dictionary of the English Language, 
Johnson’s first definition of “studious” exemplifies this connection: “Given to books and 
contemplation.”  Moreover, leisure’s etymologic roots go back to the Greek word skola, school.  
Studious leisure assumes a poignant significance for Bloomfield, who honed his craft while 
working as a shoemaker and had to compose his couplets in his head while working for lack of 
not only leisure time, but often also the paper on which to write those couplets down.  His “task” 
is not the same as was William Cowper’s, who believed he needed to occupy his mind and body 
at all times to stave off the suicidal depression that plagued him.  Studious leisure allows 
contemplation of the mysteries of the world, including the suggestion here that recent advances 
in the understanding of geologic time (“Nature’s everlasting change”) bring something new to 
bear on the human condition.  But just as Bloomfield never feels entirely comfortable in the 
subject-position of the moneyed tourist in The Banks of Wye, so the contemplative moments in 
his poetry do not pretend to escape the troubling realities of rural life and rural labor. 
 As if in anticipation of Hazlitt’s criticism that, by comparison with his model, James 
Thomson’s The Seasons, Bloomfield lacked both a moral imagination and a historical 
consciousness, The Banks of Wye focuses on the region’s troubled history, which appears in such 
forms as a troop of gleaners singing a plaintive song of loss (Book 1, lines 221-62; CWRB), 
ominous tombstones (Book 1, lines 263-78; CWRB), Roman roads, and ruined cathedrals and 





Bloomfield’s mood of desolation suggests a more complex—although with its interest in the 
present’s continuity with the past, perhaps also more Burkean—moral imagination than Hazlitt 
allows: 
No morning beauties caught the eye, 
O’er mountain top, or stream, or sky, 
As round the castle’s ruin’d tower 
We mus’d for many a solemn hour; 
And, half-dejected, half in spleen, 
Computed idly, o’er the scene 
How many murders there had dy’d 
Chiefs and their minions, slaves of pride; 
When perjury, in every breath, 
Pluck’d the huge falchion from its sheath, 
And prompted deeds of ghastly fame, 
That hist’ry’s self might blush to name. 
   At length, through each retreating shower, 
Burst, with a renovating power, 
Light, life and gladness; instant fled 
All contemplations on the dead.   
(Book 3, lines 271-86; CWRB) 
This contemplative moment is interrupted by the intermittent sunlight breaking through the storm 
clouds, intimating the possibility of salvation in a moment of gloomy meditation.  Insofar as I 





studious leisure, the retrieval of historical memory in this passage resonates with Goodman’s 
assertion “that historical presentness is often ‘turned up’ by georgic as unpleasurable feeling: as 
a sensory discomfort, as disturbance in affect and related phenomena that we variously term 
perceptive, sensorial, or affective” (4).  The idle computations of Bloomfield and his companions 
in this scene offer an exemplary instance of studious leisure in the poem, in that the observers in 
the group are aware that even as strangers to the area, they are implicated in the uncomfortable 
“blush” of its history through their sustained attention to the scene.  Their reflections are not 
limited to any picturesque appeal the ruined castle may offer, but consistent with the sense of 
duty to retain a place-specific sense of the past, as is the case with the mourner’s lament of the 
decline of humble industry in The Farmer’s Boy.  Bloomfield’s contemplative moments resonate 
with his resolve to record the Wye’s organic scenery with a religious seriousness, “[i]n thought 
absorb’d, explor’d, with care,” nuancing the emphasis on particularity and the ethos of care in 
eighteenth-century georgic-descriptive verse (Book 4, line 33, CWRB).   
 
From “wilder’d mind” to “raptur’d mind”: Bloomfield’s Sabbaths 
 Bloomfield’s unique juxtapositions of labor with contemplative experience are often 
boldly drawn and reflective of the heterodox Romantic ideal elevating the significance of 
sublime and religious experiences in nature.  Looking at two final passages makes it clear that 
Bloomfield’s attitude towards studious leisure, and the possibilities it holds for recuperating a 
mind that has become wildered, is present in The Farmer’s Boy but more fully developed in The 
Banks of Wye.  The first passage is from “Summer” in The Farmer’s Boy and describes a 
ploughman pausing to survey the rural landscape on a placid Sunday morning:   





And rip’ening harvest rustles in the gale. 
A glorious sight, if glory dwells below, 
Where Heaven’s munificence makes all the show, 
O’er every field and golden prospect round, 
That glads the ploughman’s Sunday morning’s round, 
When on some eminence he takes his stand, 
To judge the smiling produce of the land. 
Here Vanity slinks back, her head to hide: 
What is there here to flatter human pride? 
The tow’ring fabric, or the dome’s loud roar, 
And stedfast columns, may astonish more, 
Where the charm’d gazer long delighted stays, 
Yet trac’d but to the architect the praise; 
Whilst here, the veriest clown that treads the sod, 
Without one scruple gives the praise to GOD; 
And twofold joys possess his raptur’d mind, 
From gratitude and admiration join’d. 
    (FB, “Summer,” lines 113-30; CWRB) 
The “eminence” upon which the ploughman takes his stand would barely be an eminence at all: 
Suffolk is mostly flat, and Bloomfield did encounter true upland country until climbing Box Hill 
in Surrey in 1803 (Fulford, “Introduction,” para. 4).  Yet the prospect is enough for the 
ploughman, absorbed in contemplation not only of the “smiling produce” of a bounteous and 





topography, to be “raptur’d” in his mind.  Bridget Keegan notes that in this passage, the narrator 
sympathizes with the ploughman’s reflections by demonstrating that he takes an ethically 
appropriate pleasure in looking at a scene.  The ploughman’s pleasure is unrelated to possessing 
the land by means of his labor, as Locke had argued was his natural right.  Keegan argues that 
the ploughman “does possess the aesthetic and moral equipment, irrespective of a formal 
education, to appreciate the natural scene before him and to reflect upon the scene in a wider 
religious context.”  Even the “veriest clown” is capable of giving “gratitude to the creator and 
admiration of the creation” (28).  As Keegan interprets this passage, Bloomfield wants to remind 
us that our ties to the land are not merely economic, but also “aesthetic, emotional, theological, 
discursive and poetic” (28).  For Bloomfield, says Keegan, “poetry is a part of nature’s 
economy... [it] sustains that economy and can keep it healthy” (29).  Poetic diction evokes the 
complexity of our various relationships with the environment and can mark the difference 
between mind that is “wilder’d” and the mind that is “raptur’d.”   The “moral lesson” promised 
at the beginning of “Summer,” offers Kevin Binfield, “is not the reward of leisurely 
contemplation or recollection in tranquility but active engagement” (76).   
In a georgic context, however, active engagement need not exclude leisurely 
contemplation, if leisure is understood not as mere idleness or recreation.  Bloomfield appears to 
understand this in The Banks of Wye.  The fourth and final book of The Banks of Wye begins on a 
serene morning following a Saturday evening storm, with Bloomfield reflecting on the empty 
streets of the market town of Brecknockshire, which he refers by the local shorthand, 
Brecon.  This part of Bloomfield’s tour was an addition to the usual route followed by tourists of 
the Wye Valley, one that took them out of the valley and into the Welsh mountains (Fulford, 





still went out to work on Sunday morning, Bloomfield still struggles to draw hard lines between 
intervals of work and non-work, but the “soothing chimes” of church bells “by thanksgiving 
measure time,” and “hard-wrought poverty awhile / Upheaves the bending back to smile” (Book 
4, lines 1-4; CWRB).  At a church service given in both Welsh and English, his attention is drawn 
more to the radiant light streaming into the church than the hymns being sung—the sunlight, he 
muses, inspires the song: 
Seldom has worship cheer’d my soul 
With such invincible controul! 
It was a bright benignant hour, 
The song praise was full of power; 
And, darting from the noon-day sky, 
Amidst the tide of harmony, 
O’er aisle and pillar glancing strong, 
Heav’n’s radiant light inspired the song. 
    (Book 4, lines 11-18; CWRB) 
Like Giles’s “heaven-directed thought” as he tracks the skylark across the summer sky, 
Bloomfield’s studiousness strives toward the architecture of nature and again corrects his 
wildering.  The chronic disquiet he feels in his unsettled subject-position as a leisured traveler 
fleeing the noise of modern life in the city yields to the “controul” given by worship’s ritual 
movements.  Finally, when he shifts focus from the church service to a visit to nearby Roman 
ruins, his reflections on Sabbath-day leisure draw together natural, liturgical, and historical 
scales of time.  While “[i]n thought absorb’d, explor[ing], with care, / The wild lanes round the 





Sabbath breach?” (Book 4, lines 33-34, 25-26; CWRB).  Although Binfield contrasts “leisurely 
contemplation” with “active engagement” in his reading of The Farmer’s Boy, Bloomfield in the 
Banks of Wye, and largely through the metaphor of studious leisure, seems to show how an active 
form of leisure involves more than merely seeking sublime and picturesque experiences on a 
tour, but is informed by receptivity to “the tide of harmony” where natural and supernatural 
elements meet in worship.  “In leisure,” writes Joseph Pieper, “man oversteps the frontiers of the 
everyday workaday world, not in external effort and strain, but as though lifted above it in 
ecstasy” (73).  Bloomfield’s studious leisure resonates with Pieper’s notion of leisure, which he 
refers to as “active leisure” (72).  On this Sunday morning in Wales, Bloomfield allows his soul 
to be moved by worship, his senses to be moved by music, silence, and light, and his mind to be 
moved by a pervasive sense of British history’s local effects.  
 These two passages reveal the best qualities of Bloomfield’s georgics.  The first passage 
doubles down on the class-based challenges of aesthetic contemplation in pointing to the 
necessity of certain laborers to work on Sunday mornings.  On the other hand, the ploughman’s 
receptivity to the aesthetic qualities of his environment opens new possibilities for a secularized 
contemplative experience characteristic of Romantic lyricism: his view is an analog in miniature 
to Coleridge’s ecstatic experience atop Broad Crag, which Coleridge then transfers to the Alps in 
“Hymn, Before Sunrise.”  The passage from The Banks of Wye, where Bloomfield is a visitor 
trying to wring poetry out of every encounter on his tour, enacts a georgic version of 
contemplation that finds a hybrid way of knowledge by mixing “aesthetic value and antiquarian 
interest” (Fulford, “Introduction,” para. 9).   
Bloomfield may not be the poster-child of green Romanticism, but he might yet qualify 





interest of resources, but also minding the dependence of human communities—even on the 
scale of empires—on the duty to stewardship of the land.  He maintains that studious leisure 
attends an attitude of resignation, which is a gesture of retirement or acceptance of an 
inevitability.  Yet an act of resignation, in the way he describes it, is not a gesture of passive 
acceptance so much as it is an act of welcoming.  It enables the possibility of bringing order to 
the wildered mind through the clarifying receptivity of contemplative thought.  Bloomfield’s 
summation of Giles in The Farmer’s Boy indicates that a studious attitude toward nature is 
central to understanding the georgic ethos infusing his poetry—“Strange to the world, he wore a 






IN THE HEADLANDS: COMMON GROUND AND COMMON LANGUAGE 
 
 As he moved through a picturesque but troubled landscape, Cowper wrote of “admiration 
feeding at the eye” as part of an exercise—a task—that enacted georgic conventions to combat 
acedia and despair.  Crabbe’s tireless chronicling of the hardships and follies of everyday life 
called for “dexterous gleanings” of details from the human and natural ecologies in which his 
subjects lived and acted, tracing moods that become decipherable in the accumulation of precise 
and exhaustive descriptions.  Bloomfield’s georgic ecologies in The Farmer’s Boy and The 
Banks of Wye affect a studious attitude towards nature that focuses the wildered mind into 
contemplative clarity.  For all of these poets, the contemplation of nature is charged with an 
ecological ethics that—contra Locke—resists the reduction of the natural world to its value for 
human beings merely.1  Before moving to a reading of Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s deeply 
philosophical poetics of contemplation in this dissertation’s final chapter, this interlude offers a 
brief reflection on a Romantic metaphor illustrative of the idea of a contemplative ecology.  The 
headland, besides being a compound word with connotations appropriate for this dissertation’s 
interest in the convergence of mind and external nature in Romantic poetry, is also a major 
Romantic trope that has yet to receive extensive intertextual analysis.  This interlude reads the 
headland as a figure for the metaphor of lodging in the wilderness by comparing varying 
representations of headlands in the work of three different poets: Bloomfield, Charlotte Smith, 
 
1 The claim that the contemplation of nature is imperative to recovering a robust ecological ethics is echoed in an 
article by Andreas Nordlander, who locates the root of this thinking in the work of Maximus the Confessor in 
“Green Purpose: Teleology, Ecological Ethics, and the Recovery of Contemplation,” Studies in Christian Ethics, 





and Wordsworth.  All three poets present a headland as a landform onto which they have a 
projected their own thoughts and emotions; each poet addresses the problem of subjectivity in 
relation to the headland, Bloomfield through momentary respite from hard manual labor, Smith 
through melancholy and detachment, and Wordsworth through visionary genius.    
 
 “Welcome, green headland!” Bloomfield’s Turnrows 
Bloomfield’s headland refers to the ground at the edge of a field where a ploughing 
implement turns around.  An agricultural headland typically sits at a higher point than the rest of 
the field because of the accumulation of dirt scraped off the plough over many years and 
therefore provides a slightly better opportunity for viewing a prospect, especially in the mostly 
flat Suffolk landscape Bloomfield intimately knew (Pocock 85).  In the “Spring” section of The 
Farmer’s Boy, Giles guides a team of plough-horses as they seed a field, pausing to rest on a 
“green headland” at the field’s edge:   
Again disturb’d, when Giles with wearying strides 
From ridge to ridge the ponderous harrow guides; 
His heels deep sinking every step he goes,  
Till dirt usurp the empire of his shoes.  
Welcome green headland! firm beneath his feet;  
Welcome the friendly bank’s refreshing seat; 
There, warm with toil, his panting horses browse 
Their shelt’ring canopy of pendent boughs, 
Till rest, delicious, chases each transient pain, 





Hour after hour, and day to day succeeds; 
Till every clod and deep-drawn furrow spreads 
To crumbling mould; a level surface clear, 
And strew’d with corn to crown the rising year; 
And o'er the whole Giles once transverse again, 
In earth's moist bosom buries up the grain.   
(“Spring,” lines 81-94; CWRB)  
For a farmer’s boy, it would be hard to do better than to steal a contemplative moment at a 
headland, the turnrow left unplowed at the edge of the field, which here becomes a figurative and 
literal site for contemplation of the working landscape.  In farming, headlands are useful in their 
uselessness, the border ground between furlongs, separating arability from infertility, cultivation 
from waste.  The green headland at the field’s edge becomes the site of contemplation for the 
inner headlands of the psyche, where “delicious” rest alleviates “transient pain.”  But the 
presence of a headland likely indicates Giles’s field comprises part of a pre-enclosure ridge-and-
furrow system.2  The soil would have felt “firm beneath his feet” because the soil would have 
been more compacted on the headland than on the actively cultivated field.  Bloomfield’s 
recollection of the green headlands and their promise of a moment’s repose from the exhausting 
labor of harrowing betrays a nostalgia for a feature of the working landscape that, by 1800, had 
almost completely disappeared.  The pre-enclosure landscape Giles works in, according to Simon 
White, “signifies a social system rooted in commonality and tradition, indeed for laboring people 
‘open fields and commons’ represented ‘the collective memory of the community’” (12).  As 
we’ve already seen in the scene where he sits alone in his hovel in the field, the community 
 






around Giles may already be breaking down, and collective memory of the place would also 
have been lost with it.  What remains after enclosure is a different kind of headland, in a different 
landscape entirely, one which Bloomfield might not have even personally seen until after The 
Farmer’s Boy brought him fame along with social and geographic mobility. 
 
“Wildly wandering here”: Charlotte Smith’s Cautionary Headlands 
 For Charlotte Smith, as for Bloomfield, a headland serves as a place for processing 
collective memory, but Smith’s headlands comprise part of a coastal geological formation rather 
than a byproduct of agricultural activity.  What these different types of headlands share is a place 
of prominent elevation at the edge of two ecosystems. While Bloomfield’s agrarian headlands, 
purposefully managed to produce crops, indulge in a nostalgic longing for harmonious agrarian 
forms of life, Smith worries that retreating to contemplation upon the mostly wild and 
uncultivated headlands avoids confronting those same painful realities Crabbe strives to catalog 
in his didactic tales.  Contemplation, for Smith, is often synonymous with disinterested thinking 
and disengagement: her headlands tend to probe the dangers of contemplative withdrawal from 
the active life (Labbe 149).  In two poems, “On Being Cautioned Against Walking an Headland 
Overlooking the Sea, Because It Was Frequented by a Lunatic” (Sonnet 70 of her Elegiac 
Sonnets) and Beachy Head, Smith associates contemplative retreat with passivity and detachment 
and juxtaposes it with harmful melancholy, figurations of madness, and radically unstable 
subject-positions. 
The octave of Sonnet 70 stages a hypothetical situation in which a “solitary wretch”—





headland, carrying on an inscrutable muttering directed at the churning waves he looks down 
upon from the cliff’s edge: 
Is there a solitary wretch who hies 
   To the tall cliff, with starting pace or slow, 
And, measuring, views with wild and hollow eyes 
   Its distance from the waves that chide below; 
Who, as the sea-born gale with frequent sighs 
   Chills his cold bed upon the mountain turf, 
With hoarse, half-uttered lamentation, lies 
   Murmuring responses to the dashing surf? 
     (Sonnet 70, lines 1-8) 
In the sestet, the speaker’s sympathy for the wretch takes cues from the Enlightenment notion of 
humanity in a state of nature, where  
In moody sadness, on the giddy brink, 
   I see him more with envy than with fear; 
He has no nice felicities that shrink 
   From giant horrors; wildly wandering here, 
He seems (uncursed with reason) not to know 
The depth or the duration of his woe. 
     (Sonnet 70, lines 9-14) 
Wordsworth would likely be unable to resist engaging with such a figure, but Smith’s speaker 
keeps her distance from the solitary wretch.  Aided by terrifying images of “chiding waves,” 





a deep “woe” pervading the scene, the speaker projects her own melancholy onto the wretch and 
whatever he may be feeling, and she furthermore presumes him to be unable to comprehend his 
own predicament.  The irony of the speaker’s reflections on the wretch’s state of mind (or 
mindlessness) in Sonnet 70 is that the wretch actually becomes the object of her contemplation.  
She observes him from far enough away that she appears not to be at risk of the imminent danger 
the wretch faces.   
The speaker’s description of the wretch, “uncursed with reason,” anticipates Smith’s 
articulations of a theory of happiness rooted in a vain desire for a return to the state of nature in 
Beachy Head.  Curiously, however, the speaker describes the wretch as “measuring” the distance 
between the brink of the cliff and the rocks below.  This seems to suggest that the wretch does, 
after all, possess a rational, calculating mind.  Could this be another instance of projection?  The 
speaker’s conviction that the “solitary wretch” is insane is rests upon the flimsy evidence: his 
“half-uttered lamentation” to the waves far below could just as easily be half-heard or 
indiscernible to the speaker, given the “frequent sighs” generated by the “sea-born gale” in 
which they find themselves.  The clearest evidence of that the wretch is actually what the speaker 
thinks he is may be supplied by the natural accidents of geology and weather upon headland 
itself: the speaker implies that if the wretch is “wildly wandering here,” he must be enduring a 
mental state equivalent to the speaker’s.  In Smith’s poems, according to Ingrid Horrocks, 
wandering 
is a key trope through which she registers her growing sense of the failure of social 
sympathy, evocatively extending the translation she has already begun of wandering into a 
metaphor for alienations of all kinds—from a figure of contemplation and embodied 





Sonnet 70 confirms Horrocks’s claim by showing precisely how the expectations set up by the 
title are subverted by the speaker’s contemplation of the solitary wretch—a word charged with 
potential for eliciting sympathy due to its associations with misfortune and victimhood—
believed but not proven to be a lunatic based on his alienation from human company.   
To the headland of Beachy Head, Smith assigns a more robust set of associations: no 
longer merely a dangerous place that mirrors the speaker of Sonnet 70’s turgid inner state, this 
headland serves as a repository of Britain’s national memory and natural history.  Whereas in 
Sonnet 70, the speaker projects her feelings onto a “solitary wretch” standing on the edge of a 
cliff, Beachy Head opens with the speaker reminiscing about reclining “On thy stupendous 
summit, rock sublime!” (line 1).  From the headland, the speaker recalls watching the sun rising 
as if emerging out of the sea, apostrophizing Beachy Head in a variation on a familiar poetic 
image:  
Imperial lord of the high southern coast! 
From thy projecting head-land I would mark 
Far in the east the shades of night disperse, 
Melting and thinned, as from the dark blue wave 
Emerging, brilliant rays of arrowy light 
Dart from the horizon; when the glorious sun 
Just lifts above it his resplendent orb. 
   (Beachy Head, lines 11-18) 
These lines mark the end of the fixed subject-position of the speaking “I” in the poem, which is 
well known for its almost constantly shifting subjectivities.3  In the following stanza, it is already 
 






afternoon and the first-person perspective has gently given way to a long description of the boats 
moving on the water.  Among these boats are “a fleet / Of fishing vessels” and a “ship of 
commerce” carrying spices, silk, cotton, diamonds, pearls, and other merchandise from Asia: 
“These are the toys of Nature,” we are told (BH, lines 38-39, 55).  The sea represents action, 
commerce, and imperial interests, while “aspiring Fancy fondly soars” in the starry evening sky 
above the waters (BH, line 85).  Atop the headland, however, the landscape remains pastoral and 
disconnected from the concerns of the modern economy.  While for Bloomfield, contemplation 
bore overtones of studiousness, Beachy Head’s personified Contemplation defers the task of 
recording to Memory: 
Contemplation here, 
High on her throne of rock, aloof may sit, 
And bid recording Memory unfold 
Her scroll voluminous— 
   (BH, lines 118-21) 
Lily Gurton-Wachter reads Beachy Head as probing the practical implementations of 
contemplation as a form of attention.  Gurton-Wachter argues that Smith equates Contemplation 
with aloofness as opposed to the “more minute vigilance” of Memory, noting that Smith 
positions Contemplation at a far remove from its object to argue that the poetry of “the prospect 
view and the kind of aloof Contemplation that it makes possible is not enough for documenting 
history” (131).   Moreover, since Gurton-Wachter’s reading of Smith is premised on her reading 
of attention during the Romantic period, it focuses on the juxtaposition of Contemplation with 





the process of knowledge retention in the Essay Concerning Human Understanding (Book 2, 
chapter 10, §§ 1-2; 149-50).   
By contrast, Jacqueline Labbe points out that Contemplation’s significance within the 
text of Smith’s poem is augmented by the extensive footnotes Smith appended to the text.  Even 
so, Labbe argues that Smith “situate[es] Contemplation as the poem’s resident genius, figured by 
her own reclining persona” (56).  For Smith, Contemplation assumes primarily passive, feminine 
attributes, while vigilant Memory is an active, critical process better suited to making sense of 
history.  This feminized characterization of Contemplation, Labbe suggests, may indicate on 
Smith’s part “a certain hesitation about claiming the masculinized prospect view” (145).  Even 
so, it is Contemplation who bids “recording Memory” review Beachy Head’s long local history 
of conquest by the Romans, Vikings, and Normans, and continues up through England’s 
contemporary status as the center of the British Empire.  Later in the poem, contemplation again 
plays a significant part in registering, through a familiar georgic trope, the unearthed traces of 
Britain’s forgotten human history: 
As little recks the herdsman of the hill, 
Who on some turfy knoll idly reclining, 
Watches his wether flock, that deep beneath 
Rest the remains of men, of whom is left 
No traces in the records of mankind, 
Save what these half obliterated mounds  
And half fill’d trenches doubtfully impart 
To some lone antiquary; who on times remote, 





Loves to contemplate.  
    (BH, lines 399-408) 
In this passage, contemplation is no longer personified; however, because it is associated with 
the antiquary, who investigates his subject at a distance of two thousand years but also 
presumably conjectures about the human remains buried beneath the turfy knoll from the 
comfort of his own study, rather than out on the knoll.  The shift from a personified 
contemplation to an impersonal contemplating carried out by a disinterested scholar reflects part 
of a larger resistance in Beachy Head to a fixed subjectivity or “I” (Labbe 153).  As is this case 
in Sonnet 70, Beachy Head challenges assumptions placed on contemplation as a privileged and 
detached form of attention through persistent displacement of the speaking subject, displaying 
both positive and negative outcomes of contemplative states.  The volatility of the coastal 
headlands as an environment of physical prominence and detachment as much as of exposure 
and danger underscores Smith’s attitudes toward contemplation.  
 
“Headlands, tongues, and promontory shapes”: The Thirteen-Book Prelude 
Like Bloomfield and Smith, who invoke two different kinds of headland as sites of 
contemplation, Wordsworth’s headlands also represent an advantaged place of viewing, but his 
are also the most abstract.  In the thirteenth book of the 1805 Prelude, Wordsworth takes up the 
denotation of a headland that also appears in Smith’s poetry: a narrow piece of land jutting into 
the sea.  But the headlands in the climactic scene in The Prelude, the epic account of the growth 
of the poet’s mind, turn out to be a projection of the mists that the poet rises above to finally 
view a clear prospect.  Wordsworth has been climbing Mount Snowdon, accompanied by a guide 





dripping mist / Low-hung and thick that covered all the sky” (Book Thirteenth, lines 10-12).  
Suddenly, his head rises above the cloud line and he sees the moon shining over “a huge sea of 
mist, / Which meek and silent rested at my feet” (Book Thirteenth, lines 43-44).  Wordsworth 
assembles an ecology of contemplation using language strikingly similar to both Bloomfield’s 
and Smith’s: 
A hundred hills their dusky backs upheaved 
All over this still ocean, and beyond,  
Far, far beyond, the vapours that shot themselves 
In headlands, tongues, and promontory shapes, 
Into the sea, the real sea, that seemed 
To dwindle and give up its majesty, 
Usurped upon as far as sight could reach.   
(1805 Prelude, Book Thirteenth, lines 45-51) 
All three poets use the metaphor of empire and usurpation to account for a fusion of physical 
nature and the poet’s mind.  While Bloomfield literally roots Giles’s feet in the headlands and 
Smith registers the savage violence of the headlands on England’s southeastern coast, 
Wordsworth’s headlands are the most ethereal, effecting a “self-displacing vision” that Joshua 
Wilner astutely notes is more complex than a mere interchanging of the attributes of the real sea 
with the sea of mist (30).  Meditating on his experience atop Mount Snowdon later in the same 
night, Wordsworth describes what he sees as  
The perfect image of a mighty mind,  
Of one that feeds upon infinity, 





The sense of God, or whatso’er is dim 
Or vast in its own being. 
    (1805 Prelude, Book Thirteenth, lines 69-73) 
While Wordsworth needs to insist on the reality of the sea primarily to elevate his own mental 
powers, Bloomfield welcomes the real headland and sees it as incontrovertibly bound up in the 
rhythms of physical work and rest.  Instead of dirt in his shoes, Wordsworth stands ankle-deep in 
vapor.  Ann D. Wallace reads scenes like this one as part of Wordsworth’s extension of Virgilian 
georgic into what she describes as peripatetic, “a mode that represents excursive walking as a 
cultivating labor capable of renovating both the individual and society by recollecting and 
expressing past value” (510).  Wordsworth’s pedestrian perspective, Wallace argues, is used 
“simultaneously to subvert and confirm the various transformations of industrialization and 
capitalization.”  Enclosure, she says, exerted pressures on practices and representations of 
landscape viewing, farming and walking, as I have been arguing throughout this dissertation.   
 Passages like the account of the ascent of Snowdon frequently lead to charges from 
critics that Wordsworth’s poetry negates or elides physical nature; it is easy to notice the 
similarities between such criticism of Wordsworthian nature and the criticism of contemplative 
retreat as a privileged and aloof state of detachment from real problems.  Reading Wordsworth in 
this way was popular with the materialist readings of the New Historicists during the 1980s and 
1990s and these readings influenced more recent ecocritical interpretations of Wordsworth’s 
poetry.4  Rather than reading an ecology without nature onto Wordsworth’s poetry, it might be 
 
4 For instance, in her critique of the best-known poem from Lyrical Ballads, “Lines Composed a Few Miles above 
Tintern Abbey, on Revisiting the Banks of the Wye during a Tour. July 13, 1798,” Marjorie Levinson notes that 
Wordsworth ignores signs of human activity in the poem’s descriptions of the place, including the textile mills that 
would have been in constant operation at the time the poem is set; moreover, Wordsworth evades or elides social 
and political realities in this and other poems (18).  Alan Liu would take this way of reading Wordsworth further, 
arguing that “there is no nature” in Wordsworth’s poetry (38).  New Historicism’s materialist leanings have 





more helpful to observe that Wordsworth takes nature away only to show how it can be 
recovered through slow and scrupulous reading, or what could be conceived of as a 
contemplative attitude towards language.  This becomes a necessary move in dramatic arc of The 
Prelude.  As an example of what I mean, William Galperin proposes that in Wordsworth’s 
poetry, “the customary practice of narrating what happened invariably opens onto a less 
narratable, more heterogeneous past” (28).  For Galperin, the everyday stands apart from 
“everydayness” as “a history of missed opportunities,” and the long passage I’ve quoted above 
unearths one such history.  It is an example of what Galperin calls a “double take,” where what is 
missed or overlooked—in the Mount Snowdon episode, “the real sea”—emerges, or returns 
“suddenly, even shockingly, close at hand” (36).  Approaching Wordsworthian nature from a 
related perspective, Markus Poetzsch contends that Wordsworth’s sublime rests “at the heart of 
everyday life”—its egotism notwithstanding—with the result that the quotidian sublime becomes 
“productive of a sense of consolation, comfort, even community” (15).  Whether the everyday 
stands in opposition to “everydayness” as Galperin (channeling de Certeau) maintains, or to the 
event, as boredom studies scholar Eran Dorfman argues, the autobiographical subject must still 
“integrate the extraordinary into the ordinary” (Dorfman 181).   
Thus, whether he succeeds at it or not, Wordsworth can claim to draw “interest” out of 
the poetic particularization of common things.  The work of conversion to the love of Mankind 
requires a ritual worship of Nature, and any substantive conversion entails work that is often 
mundane, a constant return to the source, which, if forgotten or neglected, reveals the indolence 
of the heart that is the modern stamp of acedia.  In the previous chapter, I compared 
 
Romanticism as a proving ground for thinking of ecology without nature to push back against underexamined 
assumptions that “nature” and “environment” are things existing outside of our normal consciousness, the “NOT 





Bloomfield’s notion of “humble industry” with Wordsworth’s in Book First of The Prelude; 
below is the expanded passage containing those same lines:  
    And now it would content me to yield up   
Those lofty hopes awhile for present gifts   
Of humbler industry. But, O dear friend,   
The poet, gentle creature as he is,   
Hath like the lover his unruly times—   
His fits when he is neither sick nor well,   
Though no distress be near him but his own   
Unmanageable thoughts.  
(1805 Prelude, Book First, lines 142-49)   
Against those unruly temptations of torpor, escapism, and despair, which put those 
unmanageable thoughts under the sway of acedia, the poet’s turn to “humbler industry,” the 
acknowledgment of the everyday, involves a georgic rejection of the ahistorical tendencies of the 
pastoral mode, even as it reroutes history through autobiographical subjectivity, which edits the 
writer’s authenticity through its own utterance.  When the poet’s interior tumult, recollected in 
tranquility, can be a source of gladness, and the fear ennobling, venerable, his “high beatitude” in 
service to Nature signals the return to what has been overlooked, the ordinary.  But the security 
of this retrieval is challenged by its very inscription, and so Wordsworth must embark upon what 
Geoffrey Hartman called Wordsworth’s via naturaliter negativa as he struggles to integrate the 
broader historical record with his personal history.  “It is not Nature as such,” Hartman says of 
Wordsworth’s tortuous path to Snowdon’s summit, “but Nature indistinguishably blended with 





“present gifts of humbler industry,” Wordsworth says less about the proper orientation towards 
action than he does about the proper orientation towards leisure.  From this early turn in the first 
book of The Prelude, the path to Snowdon involves the fusion of Nature and Imagination and 
takes place as part of a process that tranquilly, but always actively, contemplates emotion, finally 
arriving at a state where “even the grossest minds must see and hear, / And cannot chuse but 
feel” (1805 Prelude, Book Thirteenth, lines 83-84).  In a passage demonstrative of what 
Coleridge calls the “secondary Imagination,” Wordsworth  
The power which these 
Acknowledge when thus moved, which Nature thus 
Thrusts forth upon the senses, is the express 
Resemblance—in the fullness of its strength 
Made visible—a genuine counterpart 
And brother of the glorious faculty 
Which higher minds bear with them as their own. 
    (1805 Prelude, Book Thirteenth, lines 84-90) 
Wilner argues that the imaginative process presented in these lines happens “not by the 
transmission of power from above across a stable hierarchy, but by the gradual reversal and 
displacement of a hierarchical opposition, completed when the transmission of power is located 
entirely within the mist’s ‘usurpation’ from below of the sea’s ‘majesty’” (29).  The 
imagination’s power figures within the “headlands, tongues, and promontory shapes” of 
projecting mist.  Wordsworth’s contemplation of the imagination as he stands in the light above 
the mist serves as a testament to the challenge of analyzing his use of language in the Snowdon 





Wordsworth’s poetic persona as a “spectator, haud particeps,” one who observes an object, 
scene, or event but does not participate, gets called into question when faced with Wordsworth’s 
conception of poetic composition as a kind of georgic activity, such as it does in the passages I 
have highlighted above (BL, 2.150).  Like Wordsworth, Bloomfield and Smith seem to be 
working out similar problems in the practice of poetic contemplation from their respective 






“SO FULLY LOUNDED”: LODGING, SELF-ENCLOSURE, AND “OUTNESS” IN 
COLERIDGE’S CONTEMPLATIVE ECOLOGIES 
 
For Samuel Taylor Coleridge, as for his friend and collaborator William Wordsworth, 
monastic seclusion offered an ideal of what contemplative thought in poetry should look like: 
safely removed from the material concerns of the world, it should nevertheless claim for itself a 
sympathy with ordinary life, wherein care becomes something uncountable.  This version of 
pastoral is characterized by a curious resistance to pastoral’s intimations of Arcadian retreat, as 
its focus on the life of the mind evokes an alternate denotation of the word that is concerned with 
the ecclesiastical tradition of Christian mystagogy.  An entry in Notebook 21, from December of 
1801, encapsulates both the literary and theological dimensions of pastoral.  Here, Coleridge 
copies down the opening verse of Book 2 of Cowper’s The Task: “O for a Lodge in some vast 
wilderness—similar Passage in Greg. Nazianz. Apol. (CN, 21.179)”1  The editor of Coleridge’s 
notebooks, Kathleen Coburn, points out that Coleridge had read the early Christian Saint 
Gregory of Nazianzus’ Oratio apologetica (hence his remark upon the similarities between 
passages in Gregory and Cowper): “This is a passage wherein he [Gregory] expressed the reason 
for his flight into Pontus.  He wished to seek solitude, far from the tumults of his day, wherein he 
would be free to seek God in contemplation” (“Notes,” CN, 21.179).  In Oration 2, Gregory 
 
1 Coleridge, The Notebooks of Samuel Taylor Coleridge: 1794-1804, Vol. 1, ed. Kathleen Coburn (Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1957), §1055.  When citing from the Notebooks, I will use Coburn’s system, giving the number of the 
notebook followed by the entry number.  Throughout this chapter, I will use the standard abbreviations when citing 
from the sixteen-volumes of Princeton University Press’s The Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge (i.e., CN 





writes of his desire “to close the doors of my senses... and, speaking to myself and to God (1 
Corinthians 14:28), to live superior to visible things, ever preserving in myself the divine 
impressions pure and unmixed with the erring tokens of this lower world” (Schaff and Wace ed. 
206).  By perceiving a link between Saint Gregory and Cowper, Coleridge, in characteristic 
fashion, brings together two dissimilar sources in an imaginative synthesis that aims at achieving 
a higher understanding. 
The verse from The Task had been on Coleridge’s mind prior to his copying it down in 
his notebook December 1801.  His earlier incorporation of the line into his own writing connects 
it with his anxieties over making a living as a man of letters without compromising his aesthetic, 
political, and personal commitments.  Some nine months earlier, on March 23rd, 1801, Coleridge 
had complained to Thomas Poole, once again echoing Cowper and Saint Gregory: 
O for a lodge in a Land, where human Life was an end, to which Labor was only a 
Means, instead of it being, as it [is] here, a mere means of carrying on Labor.—I am 
oppressed at times with a true heart-gnawing melancholy when I contemplate the state of 
my poor oppressed Country.—God knows, it is as much as I can do to put meat & bread 
on my own table; & hourly some poor starving wretch comes to my door, to put in his 
claim for part of it.”  (CL, 2.709) 
In Coleridge’s view, labor seems to have been reduced to a means for carrying on more labor and 
has lost touch with its ideal as a means to life.  By “Life,” he presumably means not merely 
survival, or what he refers to in “Frost at Midnight” as “the numberless goings on of life”; rather, 
labor should be a means to a version of a more traditional philosophical notion of human 
flourishing.  To have a “lodge” in a land where labor is done in service to an end higher than 





America to establish a utopian community on the banks of the Susquehanna River.  Coleridge 
had long given up on the possibility of establishing the Pantisocracy in America, but in the letter 
to Poole he retains faint hopes of realizing a slighter version of the scheme in the Lake District.  
Still, he admits, “Society has become a matter of great Indifference to me—I grow daily more & 
more attached to Solitude—but it is a matter of utmost Importance to be removed from seeing 
and suffering Want” (CL, 2.710).  While he would continue his attempts at salvaging the 
Pantisocratic scheme for the next several months, the most important offshoot of Coleridge’s 
echoing of Cowper in the letter has to do with his exhausting struggle to distinguish between his 
psychical and physical experiences, which would become increasingly acute during the next 
several years until he would ultimately reach a mental and physical breaking point in 1804, 
departing for Malta in hopes of recovery.  “My opinion is this,” he confesses in the letter: “deep 
Thinking is attainable only by a man of deep Feeling, and that all Truth is a species of 
Revelation” (CL, 2.709).  Coleridge uses almost precisely this language to describe 
Wordsworth’s poetic powers in chapter 4 of Biographia Literaria.  Wordsworth displays “the 
union of deep feeling with profound thought,” similarly to the way William Cowper and William 
Lisle Bowles display, for the younger Coleridge, “the marriage of natural thoughts with natural 
diction.”  If “natural” language is, as Coleridge argues throughout the second volume of 
Biographia Literaria, inextricably connected with emotional expressivity, it also elicits 
heightened forms of attention. 
For a brief period in 1802, Coleridge’s longings for a dwelling place from which to 
contemplate aesthetic experiences found a name using a quite literal example of “natural” 
language in the Lakeland dialect word lounded, meaning sheltered.  The word appears several 





during a period when he resolved to abandon his vocation as a poet and focus his energies 
instead on criticism, philosophy, and theology.  Reading Coleridge’s moments of lounding 
beside and his ethics of what he calls “outness,” this chapter aims to show that Coleridge’s 
anxieties of self-enclosure a paradoxically generative escape from the confined surroundings 
described in his poems by harmonizing the triad of subjective feelings, “real,” physical 
topographies, and receptivity to the divine.  Lounding is the literal manifestation of longing for a 
lodge in a vast wilderness, and it works suitably in both the physical and the mental senses of 
sheltering.  In using lounding as an organizing concept, I will bring critiques of Coleridge’s 
theories of imagination and contemplation into conversation with readings of Coleridge’s poetry 
emphasizing form, ecology, and attention.  Building upon Raimonda Modiano’s reading of the 
term “nature,” in Coleridge and the Concept of Nature, “as an object of imaginative experience 
(either in immediate encounters by direct observation of the appearances of nature or encounters 
mediated by poetry) and aesthetic contemplation,” my emphasis on lounding attempts to account 
for the embodied, ecological, and relational concerns of attached to Coleridge’s active 
contemplation (6).  This is merely to suggest that lodging in the wilderness can acknowledge 
“the ordeal of capitalism” Anahid Nersessian points to in her recent, neo-materialist reading of 
Cowper’s opening lines of book 2 of The Task as an illustration of what she terms “Romantic 
difficulty,” yet do so without an abstention from social responsibility, much as Cowper’s speaker 
in The Task resolves to do (464).   
Coleridge’s persistent calls, in his critical writings, for reforming poetic diction by 
attending to “natural” and “common” language resonate with analogous discussions of language, 
form, and the aesthetic and intellectual contemplation of “the image of a greater and better 





altogether into worthless thoughts” (MW, 49).  Lounding gives him a name for his desire for a 
lodge in the wilderness and, as I will show in this chapter, can be interpreted as a metaphor 
encoding a range of feelings accompanying his sense of failure as a poet.  While his doomed love 
for Sara Hutchinson and his rapidly declining health are also contributing factors, when 
Coleridge expresses a desire to be lounded, he concomitantly betrays a desire for self-imposed 
isolation from his wife and from society more generally.  Without downplaying the significance 
of these problems, which have received ample critical attention, my reading of his creative 
thinking and his records of sublime experience in nature during this period emphasizes the 
recurrent paratextual features of lounding and outness.  Moreover, while lounding is a healthy 
manifestation of Coleridgean self-enclosure, especially during the summer of 1802, it is always 
juxtaposed with a keen awareness of external nature, unlike some of Coleridge’s more extreme 
solipsistic moments.   
However, Coleridge’s poems during this period repeatedly dwell on the challenges he 
associates with the contemplative removal proposed in lounding.  The “self-incagement”—to 
borrow an image he used to describe his creative paralysis in a letter to William Godwin—which 
crops up not only in the “Letter to ———” and “Dejection: An Ode,” but also elsewhere in his 
poems as well as in his letters and notebooks, demonstrates what the negative side of retreat from 
the active life.  Responding to the common assumption that the fragmentary nature of much of 
Coleridge’s writing betrays this sense of self-enclosure, Anya Taylor notes that “his very 
‘failure’ is… interpreted as a symptom of his protomodern inability to structure wholes, his 
suspicion of closure” (7).  Against this fear of closure and of self-enclosure, the tranquil 
contemplation attendant to lounding seems to encourage the more affirmative ethics of 





self-absorption.  Lounding operates in Coleridge’s letters and notebooks not only as a shelter 
from the “viper thoughts” of dejection, but also as a means for Coleridge to situate himself at a 
definite point in the sublime landscape.  This dissertation has explored similar imagery in the 
poetry of Cowper, Wordsworth, George Crabbe, and Robert Bloomfield, and will look to two of 
Coleridge’s best-known poems—and two of the best-known poems of the Romantic era—to 
establish Coleridge’s significance as a Romantic ecologist of contemplation. 
Coleridge seems to have been unique in that he reveled in the role of “crisis-poet,” 
transforming personal misfortune and self-inflicted torment into canonical flourishes of 
confessional lyricism.  We know well the conclusion to which Coleridge’s superlative crisis 
poem leads.  The “Dejection” ode’s autobiographical preoccupations with the evaporation of the 
poet’s “genial spirits”—to the point that, as many Coleridge scholars have pointed out, it seems 
at times a celebration of artistic failure—mirrors the speaker’s numbness to the phenomenal 
world and to aesthetic receptivity, a problem Rei Terada has identified as a resistance to hard 
distinctions between “spectra” and “impressions,” or phenomenality and perceptual 
dissatisfaction.2  External nature as perceived through the senses proves no tonic for the poet, 
who skeptically concedes that the “passion and the life” of those “outward forms” described by 
the speaker of “Dejection: An Ode” remain unavailable to, or at least inferior to what he would 
later call the “esemplastic” powers of the imagination (see especially BL, 1.168-70).  Even so, 
this should not preclude further discussion about how external nature interacts with the speaker 
in the poem as it figures into his broader concerns over the avenues and challenges for 
unconstrained contemplation, both as an epistemological and a spiritual source.  On the whole, 
Coleridge criticism has made relatively little direct comment about the connections between, on 
 
2 See especially Terada’s chapter, “Coleridge Among the Spectra” in Looking Away: Phenomenality and 





the one hand, the benumbing associations of dejection, and on the other, the “mental cowardice” 
Coleridge describes as a major factor contributing to his “constitutional indolence” in chapter 2 
of Biographia Literaria (1.45).   
The ode form has been called both the most demanding form of lyric poetry and the 
quintessential expression of Romantic imagination; my reading of “Dejection: An Ode” 
considers how the formal conventions of the ode demands of its readers a mode of attention that 
approaches the contemplative through a stubborn acknowledgement of “[t]he passion and the 
life, whose fountains are within.”  Coleridge’s contemplative philosophy treated “Ideas” as 
objective realities, insofar as he believed in and “instist[ed] on the difference between the 
understanding (employing concepts), and the reason, man’s highest faculty,” and so these inner 
wellsprings of recuperative passion find recourse throughout Coleridge’s formal and informal 
writings (Warnock vii).  Safely lounded after his descent from Broad Stand, and writing to Sara 
Hutchinson, his description of his “almost prophetic trance” in the face of a sublime experience 
in nature elevates reason above all phenomena (CL, 2.451).  The chapter ends by speculating on 
how the ideal of lounding figures into Coleridge’s poetry of 1802, particularly as a frustrated 
ideal in “Dejection: An Ode,” and then as a realized ideal in “Hymn, before Sun-rise” to note 
Coleridge’s consistency across his writing to reconcile “philosophical” and “common” language, 
a concern he prioritizes in chapter 18 of Biographia Literaria.   
 
Perception, Imagination, and Contemplation in Coleridge’s Writing 
Because of his prolific philosophical and theological writings, reading for ecologies of 
contemplation in Coleridge presents challenges foreign to the more practical poetic concerns of 





poetic composition.  The opening section of this chapter began to show how Coleridge’s 
perceptions of external objects hinge upon his capacity for clear, sober thinking.  Making sense 
of his lifelong struggle to reconcile the Thoughts-Things dichotomy constitutes a major portion 
of Coleridge scholarship.  Accordingly, my intervention in the long critical conversation on 
Coleridge deals primarily with readings of his theories of perception and imagination, as well as 
recent debates over Coleridge’s philosophy of contemplation as a third category distinct from the 
first two.  I. A. Richards’ Coleridge on Imagination (1934) remains a significant commentary on 
the “Inner Sense of the act of notioning” Coleridge attempted to elucidate in his philosophical 
writing (45).  Richards notes that Coleridge “begins his philosophy with a certain act of 
contemplation, a realizing intuition which brings into existence what he calls ‘the fist postulate 
of philosophy,’ an instrument to be used in his later descriptions (as a geometer may postulate a 
construction of lines as an instrument to be used in geometry)” (45-46; emphasis original).  
However, Richards specifies that the initiating act of contemplation “it not mere theoretical 
apprehension such as can be instigated by words in anyone who is acquainted with a language,” 
nor is it even possible for everyone to enact (46).  Contemplation is a “realizing intuition” and 
“that activity of mind in which knowing and doing and making and being are least to be 
distinguished,” but it can only serve as the basis for philosophical understanding when the inner 
sense has been sufficiently cultivated (47).  For Coleridge, then, at least in Richards’s reading of 
him, it would seem that contemplation demands the furthest reaches of attention, exerting a 
transitive quality that bears major implications for the “secondary imagination” Coleridge deems 
essential to poetic creativity.   
In the opening lines of “The Time-Piece,” the second book of The Task, Cowper’s 





social ills afflicting his countrymen.  Whereas Cowper, in those opening lines, worries about 
wars and slavery, Coleridge’s observations on poverty lead to a censure of the perceived moral 
decline brought on by urbanization.  In the letter to Poole, Coleridge’s language closely 
resembles Wordsworth’s in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads, which had published for the first time 
only two months earlier in January 1801: “the increasing accumulation of men in cities,” 
Wordsworth warns, leads to a “uniformity of occupations,” which in turn “produces a craving for 
extraordinary incident,” and has stultifying effects on the individual imagination and collective 
morality (599).  When Coleridge writes of being lounded, he is often alone in the wilderness and 
in a position to undergo profound aesthetic rapture, yet even in the solitude of the Cowperian 
ideal, Coleridge, like Cowper, ultimately resolves that “Society for me!” is to be desired.  “If we 
look at Coleridge’s poetic work as a whole,” notes Charles Rzepka, the “‘outstarting’ from the 
‘small particular orbit’ of selfhood, this dispersion of the soul, appears to be a reaction against 
the constrictions of the self-for-others” (104).  His theory of the imagination, by extension, takes 
cues from the same conflicted striving for relationality as his Conversation Poems.  
Coleridge’s distillation of his theory of imagination—the “esemplastic power”—in 
chapter 13 of Biographia Literaria is well known, but I repeat it here for its bearing on his less 
discussed outline of the “Order of the Mental Powers,” a synopsis of which will follow that of 
the imagination.  It is not my intention in this chapter to make either his theory of imagination or 
his “Order of the Mental Powers” major objects of scrutiny, but both are important in relation to 
my exploration of the ethics of lounding in his notebooks and letters and how it transfers to his 
poetry.  Coleridge first divides the imagination into two tiers, primary and secondary: “The 
primary Imagination I hold to be the living Power and prime Agent of all human Perception, and 





The primary imagination is rooted in the human mind’s creative perception of its analog in 
God’s creation ex nihilo.  Rather, in Basil Willey’s explanation, Coleridge’s theory of the 
primary imagination asserts that “the mind is essentially and inveterately creative…. [I]n the 
commonest everyday acts of perception we are making our own world” (4).  Like the metaphor 
of the poetic utterance as a “fading coal” Shelley uses in “A Defence of Poetry” to describe the 
mind’s original conception of the idea before it is communicated, the primary imagination’s 
power transcends its expression in language.  In a hierarchical distinction that would persist into 
his later writings (culminating in his proposition for a secular clerisy charged with the 
preservation of cultural and literary knowledge in On the Constitution of Church and State 
(1829), Coleridge suggests that the primary imagination is an act of the mind that in which all 
individual persons can participate, but that the secondary imagination is especially developed in 
the minds of poets.  
Although the primary imagination seems more closely situated to a transcendental 
freedom, the secondary imagination—perhaps because Coleridge places more roundly within the 
confines of human experience—is more essential for poetic creativity because it can be 
consciously controlled by the will.  Although almost as concise as the definition of the primary 
imagination (and this is a probably a major reason for much of the scholarly debate around his 
theory of imagination), Coleridge’s description of the secondary imagination necessitates more 
expansive distinctions: 
The secondary I consider as an echo of the former, co-existing with the conscious will, 
yet still as identical with the primary in the kind of its agency, and differing only in 
degree, and in the mode of its operation. It dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to re-





idealize and to unify. It is essentially vital, even as all objects (as objects) are essentially 
fixed and dead.  (BL, 1.304) 
Critics have debated whether Coleridge intends the secondary imagination to be considered 
superior to the primary imagination with regards to poetic composition.  Anya Taylor’s 
distillation of Coleridge’s fluid notion of the will is especially helpful in parsing the meaning of 
secondary imagination: Coleridge’s “idiosyncratic ‘will’ is the spiritual principle that can direct 
men to lead fully human lives and overcome the difficulties of belief” (7).   
Ranked below the primary and secondary imagination is fancy, “a mode of Memory 
emancipated from the order of time and space; while it is blended with, and modified by that 
empirical phenomenon of the will, which we express by the word CHOICE.  But equally with 
the ordinary memory the Fancy must receive all its materials ready made from the law of 
association” (BL, 1.304).  Coleridge views fancy as symptomatic of the more self-indulgent, 
contrived, and sentimental inventions of Augustan style, undeserving on its own of the praise due 
to true creativity.  Despite its demotion to the lower levels of mental faculties, fancy retains 
importance for its function as an associative power.  The “conscious will” of the secondary 
imagination brings these two elements together; however, the secondary imagination 
nevertheless differs sharply from fancy in that the former “‘dissolves’ the habits of empirical 
perception in order to recreate the customary relations between thoughts and things in order to 
return the self to its true origins in the divine and living Law of reason” (Schlutz 229). 
Developed later than his theory of the imagination and fancy, “Order of the Mental 
Powers” has more obscure and complex origins and is often relegated strictly to Coleridge’ prose 
writings on religious and ethical thought.  It is brought into conversation with his poetry with 





this hierarchical structure after his demarcation the imagination in Biographia Literaria, and 
both of these formulations appear long after the years 1801-1802 with which my analysis in this 
chapter is primarily concerned.  As such, I treat Coleridge’s insinuations about contemplation’s 
role in the “Order of the Mental Powers” mainly as useful points of comparison in my reading of 
lounding.  As it appears in “Aphorism VIIIb” in Aids to Reflection (1825), Coleridge separates 
the mind into the categories of Understanding and Reason.  The Understanding is, first of all 
discursive; second, “in all its judgments refers to some other Faculty as its ultimate Authority”; 
and third, and most succinctly, “Understanding is the Faculty of Reflection” (AR, 223).  Reason, 
on the other hand, is “fixed”; furthermore, “Reason in all its decisions appeals to itself, as the 
ground and substance of their truth” (AR, 223).  The third and final remark on Reason is also the 
longest:  
Reason of Contemplation.  Reason indeed is much nearer to SENSE than to 
Understanding: for Reason (says our great HOOKER) is a direct Aspect of Truth, an 
inward Beholding, having a similar relation to the Intelligible or Spiritual, as SENSE has 
to the Material or Phenomenal.  (AR, 223-24)  
According to Peter Cheyne, the two-level theory of the mental powers Coleridge outlines in Aids 
to Reflection distinguishes between what Cheyne describes as “pure” contemplation and 
“inchoate” contemplation.  Pure contemplation constitutes a characteristically Coleridgean 
reconciliation of opposites.  In Cheyne’s words, it is “an energic activity within a higher 
passivity—a stretching to hear—as the will opens and attunes to the ideas” (180).  A lesser but 
more readily attainable version, “inchoate” contemplation is “open to all without effort, though 
inaccessible to will” (171).  Under this rubric, the mundane habits and cycles of everyday life 





 The central problem faced by the speaker of “Dejection: An Ode” shows how the “inward 
Beholding” associated with contemplation can easily go awry when the subject struggles, as 
Coleridge did, against the temptation to solipsism.  As much of Coleridge’s poetry, including the 
ode to Dejection, was composed in reaction to a piece Wordsworth had composed and shared 
with him, so Coleridge’s early writings on contemplation react to iterations of contemplative 
experience in Wordsworth’s writing, especially in his poetry.  Commenting of the “excellencies” 
of Wordsworth’s poetry in chapter 22 of the Biographia Literaria, Coleridge highlights  
a meditative pathos, a union of deep and subtle thought with sensibility; a sympathy with 
man as man; the sympathy indeed of a contemplator, rather than a fellow-sufferer or co-
mate, (spectator, haud particeps) but of a contemplator, from whose view no difference of 
rank conceals the sameness of the nature; no injuries of wind or weather, of toil, or even 
of ignorance, wholly disguise the human face divine.   The superscription and the image 
of the Creator still remain legible to him under the dark lines, with which guilt or 
calamity had cancelled or cross-barred it.  (BL, 2.150)  
A “spectator, haud particeps” is one who watches or observes but does not participate.  In most 
of Wordsworth’s poems describing encounters—real or imagined—with dispossessed figures or 
victims of other forms of oppression, the speaker worries how his intervention or nonintervention 
will be received by the other person in the encounter.  “The Ruined Cottage,” “The Female 
Vagrant,” “Resolution and Independence,” “Simon Lee,” and “The Discharged Soldier,” among 
many other prominent examples, feature speakers who struggle with versions of this ethical 
dilemma.  “Here the man and the poet lose themselves in each other,” Coleridge continues, “the 
one as glorified, the latter as substantiated.  In this mild and philosophic pathos, Wordsworth 





Coleridge sees Wordsworth’s poetry’s attitude of detachment as one of its greatest strengths.  
Furthermore, his criticism of Wordsworth elsewhere suggests that he may be speaking out of 
both sides of his mouth.  In a late entry in Table Talk, recorded near the end of his life, Coleridge 
describes Wordsworth as “spectator ab extra,” opining that Wordsworth “ought never to have 
abandoned the contemplative position which is peculiarly—perhaps I might say exclusively—
fitted for him” (Table Talk, 2.178).  Yet Coleridge, more fully than Wordsworth, seems to have 
lived that dissonance between contemplation and participation.  In the ensuing section, I will 
show how lounding functions as a watchword for Coleridge’s personal branding as a “spectator, 
haud particeps,” accentuating the ways in which lounding welcomes contemplative experience 
grounded within a particular natural landscape. 
 
Lounding as Lodging 
Late in the spring of 1802, Coleridge began using the Lakeland dialect word, “lounding” 
(variably spelled “lownding”), meaning sheltering, in his notebooks.  On Thursday, June 8th, 
Coleridge uses the word for the first time while he recollects and records what he sees from the 
shore of Grisedale Tarn, located about eleven miles south of Greta Hall, on what was apparently 
a windy evening: 
Grysdale Tarn, rolling towards its outlet like a sea/the Gust on the broad Beck snatching 
up Water made the smooth & level water as full of small breakers, & white waves, as the 
rough & steep part/The Spray fell upon me, lownded in the Rock, like rain/The Sun 
setting behind the hill behind me made a rainbow in the Spray across the Beck (20 yards 





Here, as he will use the word later in the summer and beyond, lounding evokes feelings of 
protection and tranquility, as well as stillness in an environment of action and movement.  It is 
not, however, an attitude of retreat, but is rather one of receptivity.   
Coleridge’s most notable use of the word occurs in the famous long letter to Sara 
Hutchinson, composed from August 1-9, 1802, in which Coleridge recounts to Sara his 
audacious climb, on August 5th, down from Scafell via Broad Stand, a steep and dangerous 
buttress wall of boulders between Scafell and Scafell Pike.  Coleridge claimed that this 
experience formed the basis for the spiritual and perceptual transport he describes in “Hymn, 
Before Sunrise,” published in September of 1802, a few weeks before “Dejection: An Ode.”  In 
“the Sca’ Fell Letter,” as it would come to be known, Coleridge boastfully muses on an activity 
he calls a “sort of Gambling, to which” he is “much addicted”: 
When I find it convenient to descend from a mountain, I am too confident & too indolent 
to look round about & win about ’till I find a track or other symptom of safety; but I 
wander on, & where it is first possible to descend, there I go—relying upon fortune for 
how far this possibility will continue.  (CL, 2.451) 
Before Coleridge, as is well known, few climbers, if any at all (save for a few local shepherds), 
had ever attempted Scafell.  Regardless of whether the crude mountaineering strategy he reports 
here is exaggerated to humor and impress Sara Hutchinson, we know from what befalls him as 
he attempts to descend Broad Stand this on this occasion his boast holds up.  The notebook 
entries and letters recounting his fell-walking experiences are filled with similar accounts of 
potentially fatal danger and frequent injury.  Furthermore, despite the initial surprise of 
Coleridge’s juxtaposition of confidence with indolence, the pairing is no accident, least of all for 





thrives best when concerning itself with the reconciliation of contradictions.  Fell-walking for 
Coleridge—in a manner not unrelated to his increasing dependence on opium—was one mode of 
escape from the problems of home and the study.  Dejection, literally a casting or throwing 
down, is figuratively linked in this incautious episode with the literal act of descent.  This leads 
to the Broad Stand description of the descent down seven-foot drop-offs of ledge.  Vardy notes 
that Coleridge, knowing he cannot go back once he's begun to jump down, “has come to this pass 
through being ‘too indolent,’ propelled by a chemical cocktail of endorphins, adrenaline, and 
dopamine.  He is out of his mind—undone by sublimity and power.... His danger lies in his 
physical trembling translating itself into fear, and the recognition that he cannot go back sets this 
possibility in motion—retreat to a safe place is no longer an option” (para. 9).  He must either 
jump down and risk death, or “remain where he is, crag fast, and await a grim end” (para. 9).  
But he lies down and an experience of religious ecstasy washes over him.   
In another letter to Sara, dated August 25th, he reflects on his anxiety during another 
difficult descent from a craggy fell: “I have always found this stretched & anxious state of mind 
favorable to depth of pleasurable Impression, in the resting Places & lownding Coves” (CL, 
2.456).  His delight at this new dialect word would seem to answer to the desire, recorded in his 
notebook less than a year earlier, for that “Lodge in some vast wilderness” which Cowper also 
sought in The Task.  Remarkably fully aware of the historical significance of what he is 
experiencing, Coleridge recounts the place he finds at Flatern Tarn on the top of a green hill:  
And here I am lounded—so fully lounded—that tho’ the wind is strong, & the Clouds 
are hast’ning hither from the Sea—and the whole air seaward has a lurid Look—and we 
shall certainly have Thunder—yet here (but that I am hunger’d & provisionless) here I 





now at this moment writing to you—between 2 and 3 o’Clock as I guess / surely the first 
Letter ever written from the Top of Sca’ Fell! (CL, 2.456) 
Coleridge projects his own pleasurable feelings out onto the landscape despite its menacing 
appearance (of the variety that the speaker of “Dejection” struggles to locate).  His loundedness 
moves beyond mere physical shelter from the elements and reflects his concomitant state of inner 
tranquility.  As he jumps down a sequence of rocky ledges between six and seven feet in 
height, becoming more fatigued with each drop.  Lying on his back to rest, he begins “according 
to my Custom to laugh at myself for a Madman, when the sight of the Crags above me on each 
side, & the impetuous Clouds just over them, posting so luridly & so rapidly northward, 
overawed me.”  Finally, the experience of the sublime results in spiritual recuperation: “I lay in a 
state of almost prophetic Trance and Delight—and blessed God aloud, for the powers of Reason 
and the Will, which remaining no Danger can overpower us!”  Taylor’s description of 
Coleridge’s concept of the will as “the spiritual principle that can direct men to lead fully human 
lives and overcome the difficulties of belief” becomes important here.  The powers of Reason 
that Coleridge would later outline the “Order of the Mental Powers” receive a practical 
application here: Reason is truly “of Contemplation… having a similar relation to the Intelligible 
or Spiritual, as SENSE has to the Material or Phenomenal” (AR, 223-24).  The rapturous feeling 
Coleridge describes in his lounded moment on Scafell is largely absent from his poetry of 
dejection.  When he transfers this feeling to the “Hymn before Sunrise,” as I will suggest later in 
this chapter, he reverses his earlier stance on the tension between thought and sense.  But it is 
important for my purposes to first turn to the earlier ode to Dejection and mark the differences 






“Dejection”: A Node? “A starling self-incag’d” and the “lonely house”  
It was not long before his unprecedented summit of Scafell that Coleridge compared 
himself with a starling in a much less positive framing.  The theological language Coleridge 
frequently employs in his poetry helps to strengthen this linkage of external and internal forces.  
M. H. Abrams points to a specific instance of Coleridge's employment of “the technical language 
of theology,” citing a letter from 25 March 1801 to William Godwin in which Coleridge writes 
of his “intellectual exsiccation,” a state of acute writer’s block which Abrams goes on to describe 
“a prose rehearsal for Dejection” (“The Correspondent Breeze,” 47).  Abrams, for one, notes the 
reality of this affliction, particularly in the cases of Romantic poets:   
Even the typical procedure in Romantic wind-poems of beginning with the description of 
a natural scene and then moving to inner correspondences had precedents in prose and 
verse.  During the Middle Ages the mode of self-inquisition and spiritual inventory, of 
which Augustine’s Confessions became a prime exemplar, led to the identification of a 
standard condition of apathy and spiritual torpor called “acedia,” or “aridity,” or “interior 
desolation,” closely related, according to Cassian, to another state of the soul called 
“dejection” (tristitia).  The descriptions of this interior condition and of its relief were 
sometimes couched in natural and seasonal metaphors: winter, drought, and desert, as 
against spring, the coming of rain, and the burgeoning plant or garden.  (“The 
Correspondent Breeze,” 47) 
Abrams notes how this tendency is welling up in Coleridge's thought during the years preceding 
the “Dejection” ode.  The intellectual exsiccation Coleridge complains of in his letter to Godwin 
is of a piece with the struggle Cowper and Wordsworth faced with acedia.3  On the other hand, 
 
3 Kierkegaard would later describe the same phenomenon under the rubric of the sickness unto death, “[t]o despair 





unlike Cowper, whose mind needed constantly to be “task’d to its full strength” to fend off 
despair, Coleridge succumbed to the temptation to try and study too much, a temptation that lead 
to an imbalance of ora et labora and otium and negotium, to frustration, to the confusion and 
ultimately the loss of meaning.  
By winter of 1801 to 1802, as his association of Cowper with Saint Gregory of Nazianzus 
demonstrates, these imbalances between “Thoughts” and “Things” proved overwhelming for 
Coleridge.  In the letter to William Godwin from January 22, 1802, he worries his creative 
powers have declined to the extent that   
Partly from ill-health, & partly from an unhealthy & reverie-like vividness of Thoughts, 
& (pardon the pedantry of the phrase) a diminished Impressibility from Things, my ideas, 
wishes, & feelings are to a diseased degree disconnected from motion & action.  In plain 
and natural English, I am a dreaming & therefore indolent man.  I am a Starling self-
incag'd, & always in the Moult, & my whole Note is Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and 
tomorrow.  (CL, 2.782-83) 
Coleridge's complaint to Godwin, which in context is intended as a halfhearted apology for not 
being able to attend a party, is also a confession of aimlessness in his literary pursuits, framed as 
a failure of both will and imagination; this letter is representative of how his anxieties over his 
own perceived indolence dictate the way he registers his own psycho-spiritual condition. This 
follows the letter to Godwin from almost a year prior in which Coleridge writes of his 
“intellectual exsiccation,” a state of acute writer’s block in which Coleridge seems to have 
considered giving up poetry altogether for a time (CL, 2.713).  In a notebook entry recorded 
shortly after his momentous descent from Scafell, he writes of himself in a notebook entry as “A 





detestably ugly” (CN, 8.55).  Shortly after this he attempts to put this self-conception into verse: 
he paints himself as 
    A Man 
Happily made, but most unhappily thwarted,  
And oft there came on him--&c  
And sudden Thoughts that riv'd his heart asunder  
By the road-side, the while he gaz'd at flowers[.] 
     (CN, 16.18) 
In these lines, Coleridge situates himself in a somewhat more realized space, but even with his 
gaze turned from hideous human faces to roadside flowers, and even with the shift from prose to 
verse, the ongoing conflict between thought and sensory impression seems to intensify his 
dejected mood.  These reflections, privately recorded in his notebooks, recall the very public 
crisis of “Dejection: An Ode,” where Coleridge tries to find words for a “wan and heartless 
mood” that has corrupted the “shaping spirit” of his imagination, spoiled by “viper thoughts, that 
coil around [his] mind,” to the point that he can only “see, not feel,” the moon and stars in the 
evening sky.  
In keeping with one of the broader aims of my dissertation for examining juxtaposed 
figures of lodging and wilderness in the poetry of the Romantic era to draw connections between 
the lyrical and the contemplative, I want to focus on a particular image in “Dejection: An Ode” 
that has received little attention: the “lonely house” on the mountain.  Although I do not believe 
this image should be read as an explicit figure of lounding, its position in a critical moment of 





religious rejuvenation he claims to experience there through the transference of the experience to 
the more sublime Alpine landscape. 
The central struggle of “Dejection: An Ode” is well known: consumed by “abstruse 
Research,” the speaker complains he has lost his “shaping Spirit of Imagination.”  The 
“Dejection” speaker describes the torment that Coleridge in “A Letter to ———” claims only 
Sara Hutchinson would have recognized in him, as a feeling progressively dissipating from a 
“dull pain” in the first stanza, into “A grief without a pang, void, dark and drear, / A stifled, 
drowsy, unimpassioned grief” in the second.  (The letter to Sara Hutchinson, of course, contains 
dozens of lines that would eventually be appropriated into the later poem.)  It finally reaches its 
nadir in the third stanza with the concession, “I may not hope from outward forms to win / The 
passion and the Life, whose fountains are within” (“Dejection,” lines 45-46).   
The speaker’s dejection is different from but related to the melancholic—but nevertheless 
highly generative—paranoia of his earlier, radical phase, especially of 1797-1798.  “France: An 
Ode,” a major composition from this earlier period, differs most notably from “Dejection” in its 
speaker’s addresses to abstract personified ideas—“Liberty,” “Blasphemy,” “Freedom,” 
“Wisdom,” “Priestcraft,” “Love,” “Joy,” and of course, France herself.  But the speaker also 
seems comfortable apostrophizing natural objects and powers—clouds, waves, woods, the sun 
and sky, and storms.  Furthermore, the poem was reprinted in The Morning Post on October 14th, 
1802, a mere ten days after “Dejection: An Ode” appeared in the same publication, and a little 
over a month following “Hymn, Before Sun-Rise.”  The speaker confirms that he finds no 
difficulty in responding to the feelings impressed upon his mind by the natural world: 
      How oft, pursuing fancies holy, 





      Inspired, beyond the guess of folly, 
By each rude shape and wild unconquerable sound!   
(“France: An Ode,” lines 11-14) 
By contrast, in the Dejection ode, the speaker’s initial skepticism towards the mise-en-scene he 
describes, figured in the poem as “Reality’s dark dream,” arises out of a deeply self-critical, 
almost manic attitude which would come to typify Coleridge’s enormously ambitious literary 
and philosophical projects, as well as the self-imposed, unrealistic deadlines frequently 
accompanying them, for at least the next decade and a half.    
In Natural Supernaturalism, Abrams describes the conventions he observes in the 
“circuitous form” of the Conversation poem: “Typically this type of lyric begins with a 
description of the landscape, moves into a sustained meditation which involves the speaker’s 
past, present, and future, and ends in a return to the outer scene, but on a higher level of insight.”  
“Dejection: An Ode,” Abrams argues, “constitutes a brief crisis-autobiography which parallels 
the two books of Wordworth’s Prelude on ‘Imagination, How Impaired and Restored,’ except 
that Coleridge both begins and ends in a state of imagination impaired, and foresees no 
possibility of recovery from his personal crisis of isolation, apathy, and creative sterility” (275).  
The Dejection speaker seems to have become habituated to a condition of psychic inertia, which 
Coleridge and the other Romantics—and Keats’s case is the most illustrative—arrive at 
negatively, its symptoms mirroring what we might today equate with clinical depression or 
related forms of mental illness.  Keats’s “drowsy numbness” might even be an attempt to do 
Coleridge one better, in that the lack of any feeling, even a painful one, is inhibitive to “a life of 





Coleridge, for his part, remarked on many occasions that he would be terrified of a life of 
pure sensations.  In his seminal study on the English ode, Paul Fry maintains that Coleridge and 
Keats both agree in their motivation to “resist a full acknowledgment of the passive and 
depressive basis of inspiration” (233).  Coleridge often falls into this mood when he’s in a 
bounded (not necessarily lounded) space, whether indoors or outdoors, often while engaged in 
the act of poetic composition.  To use Coleridge’s own terminology, it might arise out of a 
failure to elevate his mind to the level of clarity required by the secondary imagination.  Willard 
Spiegelman goes so far as to say that poetry for Coleridge “leads into strong, or strongly 
negative, feelings, for which the only antidote is provided by metaphysical research and self-
forgetfulness” (70).  To apprehend the importance this observation more fully, we must turn to 
Coleridge’s accounts of fell-walking, and his encounters and attending to geospatial 
environments generally.  Either way, recollecting a “stretched and anxious state of mind” in a 
lounded space, one that would otherwise offer tranquility and repose, seems unproblematic if we 
only read Coleridge’s letters and notebooks, but his lyrics of dejection suggest a more 
complicated story.  
The first three stanzas of “Dejection: An Ode” clearly show the failure of the poet’s 
“genial spirits,” collocating these with the imagery of forms of self-enclosure gone awry, with an 
instance chiasmus replete with stilted pauses, hyphens, and parentheses providing a visual 
figuration of self-enclosure on the page: 
For lo! The New-moon winter-bright! 
And overspread with phantom-light, 
(With swimming phantom-light o’erspread 





    (“Dejection,” lines 9-12) 
The poet identifies with the “old Moon in [the new-Moon’s] lap, foretelling / The coming on of 
rain and squally blast” (lines 13-14).  The night is “tranquil,” but the winds “ply a busier trade / 
Than those which mould yon clouds in lazy flakes” (lines 3-5).  The three types of wind that 
appear here mirror the three tiers of Coleridge’s later distinctions between the primary 
imagination, secondary imagination and fancy.  The shaping wind of line 5 is nevertheless at 
leisure, while the wind of the secondary imagination blows an Aeolian lute into life (lines 6-7).  
The speaker wishes for the storm to bring his dull pain back to quickness in life and movement 
(lines 19-20).  The fourth stanza initiates a call to action, positioning receptivity as a form of 
sacrifice: “O Lady! We receive but what we give” (“Dejection,” line 47).  
The speaker insists that Joy, a powerful emotion issuing forth from the soul itself, is the 
salve for dejection.  Joy, he says, 
                is the spirit and the power, 
Which wedding Nature to us gives in dow’r 
      A new Earth and new Heaven, 
Undreamt of by the sensual and the proud— 
     (“Dejection,” lines 67-70) 
In “Dejection” and elsewhere access to this preternatural joy seems to be blocked by a 
preliminary movement of self-enclosure; until, that is, the poet forces himself to attend to the 
world beyond his head, and this turn seems to provide a momentary stay against the affective 
uncertainty of the poem.  The return to stasis begins with an incremental self-forgetting—or, 





impressions and transcending through an act of attention the Cartesian divide between mind and 
world: 
Hence, viper thoughts, that coil around my mind, 
Reality’s dark dream! 
I turn from you, and listen to the wind, 
      Which long has rav’d unnotic’d. 
     (“Dejection,” lines 94-97) 
Here in the Ode, the speaker actively rejects these asphyxiating thoughts and turns deliberately 
toward the contemplation of the wind. This shift of attention from internal chaos to an external 
object, even a sublime one like the raving wind, is reminiscent of the affirmative melancholia 
which Flatley defines as affective mapping.  Flatley explains that “affect indicates something 
relational and transformative.  One has emotions; one is affected by people or things” (12).  
Affect is social, but mental cowardice, or acedia, tempts Coleridge into a solipsistic mood, the 
self-enclosure that is cut off from community and relationality, a turning away from the world 
and from the balance and safety of the lounded space.  This struggle continues, well documented 
and apparently partially understood and accepted by Coleridge himself, until the end of his life. 
Mapping is also social, not only affectively, but also in the way Coleridge represents his 
perceptions in his letter to Sara Hutchinson, in this case, through figures and place-names, but 
also by veiling meaning in metaphoric language that cuts in more than one direction.   
Two contrasting figures of lodging further complicate matters.  The first assumes a 
supernatural (or at least superstitious) posture, hinting—as I will suggest below—at the 





the poem.  In an apostrophe to the Wind, the speaker alludes to a “lonely house” that has come to 
carry associations with a coven: 
Thou Wind, that rav’st without, 
      Bare crag, or mountain-tairn, or blasted tree, 
Or pine-grove whither woodman never clomb, 
Or lonely house, long held the witches’ home, 
      Methinks were fitter instruments for thee, 
Mad Lutanist! who in this month of show’rs, 
Of dark brown gardens, and of peeping flow’rs, 
Mak’st Devils’ yule, with worse than wint’ry song, 
The blossoms, buds, and tim’rous leaves among.  
     (“Dejection,” lines 99-107) 
Who, exactly, believes this lonely house to be the dwelling place of witches?  The unspecific 
nature of the “lonely house” remains unchanged from its earlier appearance in line 191 of “A 
Letter to ———,” nor does it neatly collocate with the allusion to Milton’s “Il Penseroso” that 
precedes it in the image of the pine-grove “Whither woodman never clomb.”  In Milton’s poem, 
“the rude Ax with heaved stroke, / Was never heard the Nymphs to daunt, / Or fright them from 
their hallow’d haunt” (“Dejection,” lines 135-37).  Therefore, although Coleridge clearly has this 
section of “Il Penseroso” in mind, the “witches’ home” is more than likely his own invention.  
There seems to be some connection between Coleridge’s “lonely house” and the “little child” of 
the seventh stanza: 
      ‘Tis of a little child 





Not far from home, but she hath lost her way: 
And now moans low in bitter grief and fear, 
And now screams loud, and hopes to make her mother hear. 
     (“Dejection,” lines 121-25) 
In contrast, the depersonalized Lady to whom much of “Dejection” is addressed sleeps in a 
dwelling that the speaker hopes will be watched over by the stars of a calm night sky: 
And may this storm be but a mountain-birth, 
May all the stars hang bright above her dwelling, 
Silent as though they watch’d the sleeping Earth! 
     (“Dejection,” lines 129-31)  
The speaker ultimately wishes a form of loundedness upon the Dear Lady he has been addressing 
throughout the poem.  Even in the ambiguity of the figure of the terrified little girl, alone in the 
wilderness like so many of the dispossessed female characters popular in Romantic poetry of the 
struggles of life during a period of rapid rural flight, grief seems to have been returned to the 
body—it is no longer a “grief without a pang”; even if it cannot be understood to be consolatory, 
it is nevertheless affirming of the connection between thoughts and things Coleridge feared to 
have lost.  The work of lounding is, finally, against the dissociation of mind and body and 
towards a recovery of skilled engagement with the environment close at hand.  What becomes 
clear from this reading is that the speaker is never fully cut off from human community: there is 
always the possibility of “one of the central, recurring events of Coleridge’s poetry: the abrupt 
and anxious confrontation with the eye of another” (Rzepka 105).   
In Sibylline Leaves, “Hymn, before Sun-rise” is placed first in the section dedicated to the 





first poem in the collection’s final section, “Odes and Miscellaneous Poems.”  In one obvious 
respect, this is a sensible choice due to the rhyme scheme Coleridge attaches to the poem, but the 
classification among the other “miscellaneous” poems suggests that “Dejection: An Ode,” the 
meditation par excellence on meditative frustration and failure, belongs in an altogether separate 
category than the other Conversation Poems.  The grouping of “Hymn, before Sun-rise” with the 
poems of Conversation under the category of “Meditative Poems” suggests that Coleridge’s 
poetics, even in the solitude experienced by the poet of the “Hymn,” is inherently relational and 
reliant upon his fledgling theory of outness, as I will argue the next section. 
 
Contemplation and Outness in “Hymn, before Sun-rise” 
Alan Vardy, following the lead of A. P. Rossiter, remarks that the “Hymn, Before Sun-
Rise” “assumes the universal affective power of sublimity, thus making it possible, according 
to Coleridge, to geographically relocate the originary moment on Scafell. The poem is also,” 
Vardy continues, “the site of religious recuperation, or less generally, aesthetic evasion—
substituting piety for crisis” (para. 1).  By the end of 1802, Coleridge was no closer to finding the 
solace he sought from his physical and mental ailments.  In December, he records what appears 
to be an idea of a character sketch for a future creative project: “A Man melancholy mad with the 
Ideal—his contemplation of human faces, all warped, & all detestably ugly” (CN, 8.55).  The 
very next entry compounds the sense of the distorted reality that torments him in his dejection: 
“Take away from sounds &c the sense of outness—what a horrid disease every moment would 
become/the driving over a pavement &c—apply this to sympathy--& disclosure of Feeling—” 
(CN, 8.56).  Taken together, these two successive notebook entries cast “the sense of outness” as 





“Outness is but the feeling of otherness (alterity), rendered intuitive, or alterity visually 
represented” (OED).  The absence or loss of this feeling of otherness, or that which exists 
externally from the mind, constitutes a major epistemological and ethical problem.   
Coleridge’s reflections on outness become more fully formed in a much later notebook 
entry in which he links outness with the creative powers involved in the genesis of poetry he 
elsewhere ascribed to the consciously willed creative powers of the secondary imagination: 
All minds must think by some symbols—the strongest minds possess the most vivid 
Symbols in the Imagination—yet this is a want, ποθον, desiderium, for vividness of 
symbol: which has something that is without, that has the property of Outness (a word for 
which Berkeley preferred to “Externality”) can alone fully gratify even that not fully—for 
the utmost is only an approximation to that absolute Union, which the soul sensible of its 
imperfection in itself, of its Halfness, yearns after…  (CN, 3.3325) 
Acknowledging outness, in this sense, involves a simultaneous acknowledgment of an internal 
lack and a need for a relational encounter with other human beings.  Rzepka contends, following 
Coleridge’s logic, that “Bishop Berkeley’s dictum, esse est percipi, “to be is to be perceived,” 
becomes the appropriate motto for Romantic epistemology” (11).  For Coleridge, symbol and 
imagination each lend clarity to the encounter with the other but also express an awareness at the 
reciprocal nature of such a transaction.  Even the detached “spectator ab extra” Coleridge sees in 
Wordsworth should, through awareness of his own consciousness, be able participate in 
relationship with another through the contemplative act.  So Coleridge can write, “My nature 
requires another Nature for its support, & reposes only in another from the necessary Indigence 
of its Being… the same Soul diversely incarnate” (CN, 21.407).  In the introduction to their 





of this problem in Coleridge’s requirement that the healthy imagination be equally and 
simultaneously active and passive: 
if the mind is full only of a consciousness of itself, an active tyranny of self-
consideration—it will become self-enclosed and solipsistic or, if the power flows all in 
the other direction, the mind will become a passive automaton responding only to the 
stimuli of nature and circumstance.  There is a mediating balance of active and passive 
that keeps the mind healthy because it keeps the imagination healthy.  This is the key to 
what for centuries were referred to as the “diseases of the imagination,” a gross 
imbalance in the mediation of self and nature, ending, as its two extremes, in either a 
sharp self-concentration, self-delusion, and paralysis or in an equally self-destructive 
disregard for one’s own person.  (“Editors’ Introduction,” BL, lxxxiv) 
Where the speaker of “Dejection” would fall into these dissipating features of self-enclosure, the 
speaker of “Hymn, Before-Sunrise” is more hopeful.  And whereas an impersonal and uncertain 
“Joy” is the refrain of the recuperative thrust of the Dejection ode, the poet of the “Hymn” 
unhesitatingly praises God for his transcendent experience. 
As a poem of address and apostrophe, the relaxing of the dejected mood through an 
ecstatic experience of the mountain sublime is detectable in “Hymn” almost from the outset.  No 
human figures appear in this poem; the speaker is in solitude amidst a “silent sea of pines” (line 
6).  His absorption in beholding the mountain is an emblem of lodging in the wilderness: 
O dread and silent Mount! I gaz’d upon thee,  
Till thou, still present to the bodily sense,  
Did’st vanish from my thought: entranc’d in prayer 





     (“Hymn,” lines 13-16)     
These lines are continuation of the lyrical and affective trajectories begun with the turning away 
from “viper thoughts” in “Dejection: An Ode.”  Here, as in “Dejection,” rescue from the dull 
pain of depressive paralysis comes on the wings of the shaping powers of the imagination.  As 
the roaring wind in “Dejection” replaces thought with feeling, the silence of the mountain in the 
“Hymn before Sunrise” gives way to a higher contemplative mood wherein religious faith heals 
the powers of reason and the will.  Hope once again finds an object in sublime experience, and 
Coleridge’s subsequent transferal of this feeling from Scafell to the Alps.  
Alan Vardy’s examination of how Coleridge came to choose Chamounix rather than 
Scafell for his setting for the “Hymn Before Sunrise,” a poem composed in the several weeks 
following Coleridge's Cumbrian tour of August 1802.  He believes the poem   
assumes the universal affective power of sublimity, thus making it possible, according to 
Coleridge, to geographically relocate the originary moment on Scafell.  The poem is also 
the site of religious recuperation, or less generally, aesthetic evasion—substituting piety 
for crisis.  (para. 1) 
Vardy focuses “not on moments of ascension (of the mountain or in the poem), but rather on 
Coleridge's nearly disastrous descent” (para. 1).  True to the nature of the sublime, reverence 
may sometimes arise from physical unease, and indeed, it often does for Coleridge.  In the 
second stanza of the “Hymn,” Coleridge takes recourse to simile, a safer subjective position to be 
in: 
    Yet like some sweet beguiling melody, 
So sweet, we know not we are listening to it, 





Yea, with my life and life’s own secret joy: 
Till the dilating Soul, enrapt, transfused, 
Into the mighty vision passing—there 
As in her natural form, swelled vast to Heaven! 
     (“Hymn,” lines 17-23) 
While the speaker is sings aloud in the sublime landscape, the presence of the mountain in the 
twilit pre-dawn presents an object that can only be cognized in its totality.  Unlike the “lonely 
house” of “Dejection: An Ode,” which the speaker lingers on to suggest its local associations 
with witches, the singer of the “Hymn” can only rouse his soul and Heart to “not only passive 
praise,” not only “Mute thanks and secret ecstasy,” to participate in a song of divine praise 
actively emanating from “Green vales and icy cliffs”: “all join my Hymn” (lines 24-28).    
 Joy in the “Hymn” is not forcibly drawn out from its internal source, as is painfully the 
case in “Dejection,” but instead is taken as given.  In “Dejection,” that joy “ne’er was given, / 
Save to the pure, and in their purest hour” (“Dejection,” lines 64-65).  Compounding the 
difficulty, the speaker confesses that the “joy within me dallied with distress,” but the “Hymn” 
externalizes and the interior “fountains” he seeks to draw joy from take on physical form 
(“Dejection,” line 77; line 46).  Focusing his attention upon “five wild torrents fiercely glad” 
cascading from the silent mountain, the singer asks, 
Who gave you your invulnerable life, 
Your strength, your speed, your fury, and your joy, 
Unceasing thunder and eternal foam? 
And who commanded (and the silence came), 





    (“Hymn,” lines 44-48) 
The answer, in the “Hymn, Before Sun-rise,” is God.  Reading the poem alongside Coleridge’s 
Scafell accounts, the obedient silence of the torrents bracketed by parentheses recalls the inner 
calm and tranquility of lounding.  As with Coleridge’s subsequent brush with death on Broad 
Stand, where he nearly became “crag fast” in the face of an approaching storm, the image of self-
enclosure here avoids the pitfalls of despair and provides the speaker a safe, stable position from 
which to process the overdetermined parts that comprise the mountain sublime.  The “pine-grove 
where woodman never clomb” of “Dejection,” torn through by the wind that raves without like a 
“Mad Lutanist,” becomes, in the “Hymn,” an object of apostrophe, but the pines also reply in 
their own animated song: “Ye pine-groves, with your soft and soul-like sounds! / And they too 
have a voice” (lines 61-62).  The busy winds of the ode vex all meditation, just as the uneasy 
calm of “Frost at Midnight” had done four years earlier.  But in the hymn, the poet envisages 
himself in simultaneously conversation with nature and communion with God.  The madness of 
dejection’s winds blowing through the pine-grove are replaced by the hymn’s life-affirming, 
because soul-like, sounds. 
The final three stanzas of the poem swell in ecstatic intensity until the landscape, 
dominated by the “stupendous Mountain” and thundering praises into the cosmos until it is at last 
completely saturated with transcendent music: 
Rise like a cloud of incence, from the Earth! 
Thou kingly Spirit throned among the hills, 
Thou dread ambassador from Earth to Heaven, 
 Great hierarch! tell thou the silent sky, 





Earth, with her thousand voices, praises God. 
    (“Hymn,” lines 80-85) 
Taken as a whole, the “Hymn” can be read as an experiment in bringing outness to his thoughts.  
Coleridge’s religious encounter atop Scafell is transferred to the experience of the speaker 
beholding Chamounix in the “Hymn.”  In a Notebook entry written not long after the “Hymn,” 
Coleridge offers his thoughts on the transcendental qualities of language: 
Language & all symbols give outness to Thoughts   
/& this the philosophical essence & purpose of Language/ 
     (CN, 8.106)   
For the years 1801 to 1802, when he very publicly dramatized his struggles to maintain a grasp 
on the “genial spirits” of his poetic imagination, Coleridge’s reliance on the geographically 
bounded notion of lounding alongside the abstract yet meaningful metaphysics of outness 
represent major strides towards the wholeness his philosophical and theological writings pursue 
in contemplative practice. 
 
Ego Contemplans and Contemplative Ecology 
Coleridge writes in a Notebook entry that the “Ego contemplans” is, in Coburn’s gloss, 
equivalent to his understanding of “personal identity” (CN, 21.594; “Notes,” CN, 21.594).  
Personal identity is bound up with an ability to contemplate which comes, in Coleridge’s two-
tiered “Order of the Mental Powers,” from Reason.  While this chapter only covers two of the 
poems Coleridge composed during 1802, neglecting “The Picture” and “The Day-Dream,” 
among others, the differences between “Dejection: An Ode” and “Hymn, Before Sun-Rise” 





outness.  While the former would be abandoned shortly after 1802, he would continue to feature 
outness in his philosophical writing for the remainder of his life.  When Coleridge finds himself 
trapped in a self-enclosed state, the ethics of outness, which allow for the recognition of alterity, 
get ignored or even dismissed in favor of an unhealthy self-absorption, such as the kind the 
speaker in “Dejection” wrestles with.  Rzepka’s contention that Coleridge needs a sympathetic 
audience not only to feel affirmed but be drawn out of complete self-enclosure implies that 
Coleridge was as concerned as Wordsworth with creating the taste by which he was to be 
received (103).  Coleridge demands of his own readers a contemplative attitude towards his 
writing, which is partly why he seems to be as elusive as he is effusive.  Thomas Pfau, 
commenting on Coleridge’s ethics of attention, parallels Flatley’s notion of affective mapping 
when he argues that “[o]ur capacity for attention thus reveals much about the overall quality of 
our orientation toward the world, with world here being understood not as an inventory of 
impersonal objects and agendas but as a realm of possibilities” (Pfau 39). 
To bring this chapter to a close, my reading of Coleridge echoes Richard Adelman’s 
summation of Coleridge’s writing: “[t]o be idle but to contemplate intensely, to open oneself up 
to the physicality of the world but to pay close attention to the workings of one’s own mind, to 
locate the image of the divine in one’s own consciousness and thus to consider God himself: 
these are the acts of individual cultivation” (190-91).  Lounding and outness are two robust 
centering points for Coleridgean contemplation during the tumultuous years of 1801 to 1802.  
Romantic self-enclosure creates, or manufactures, the node out of which the poetic imagination 
emerges.  A node can be perceived to collapse inward into a knot, or to branch outward towards 
other possible worlds.  Coleridge can only mitigate his dejection when he elects the latter 





only in the Greater Romantic Lyric exemplified in the Dejection ode, but also in the more 
mundane and workmanlike verses of the other poets this dissertation has treated, Cowper, 
Crabbe, Bloomfield, Smith, and Wordsworth.  Each of these poets, in unique but related ways, 
addresses the problem of the utility of poetry and the social value of the poet in a modernizing 
Britain, and while each arrives at different conclusions, none makes a more explicit or fully 








JOHN STUART MILL AND THE UTILITY OF POETIC CONTEMPLATION 
 
In his 2017 collection of essays and lectures, The Larger Conversation: Contemplation 
and Place, Tim Lilburn boldly asks whether poetry and contemplation are fundamentally the 
same.  “No,” he reasons, “if you think of contemplation as mystical theology, but yes, if you 
think of it as ascetical theology, interior alteration” (169).  The interior alteration Lilburn points 
to, when paired with an experience of noetic transport in nature, has been said to be the goal of 
the Greater Romantic Lyric as it charts the metamorphosis of a feeling.1  Lilburn continues: 
I’m not sure what poetry truly wants, while it is clear what monasticism is after; but I 
have some confidence I know what poetry looks like when it reaches for what it wants: it 
looks empty; it looks erotic; it looks open to all possibility, commodious, surprisable, 
biddable, abashed—in love—just as contemplation looks.  The Romantics exaggerated: 
we are capable of such states, all of us, but we don’t come to them easily, nor are they 
given to a few privileged, beautiful souls.  (169-70) 
Lilburn’s equation of poetry’s essential features with contemplation strikes at the heart of what I 
have been arguing throughout this dissertation.  While his criticism of a prevalent assumption 
about the Romantic belief in individual creative genius has become generally accepted as it 
pertains to the attitudes of most of the canonical Romantic poets, part of my work has shown 
how marginally canonical poets repudiate this assumption.  Reading Cowper, Crabbe, 
Bloomfield, Smith, Wordsworth, and Coleridge, I have observed how deep, prolonged, and 
 
1 On the origin of the Greater Romantic Lyric, see Abrams, “The Correspondent Breeze: A Romantic Metaphor,” in 





frequently profound attention to a feeling, an idea, an object, a space, or a movement (i.e., 
walking through a landscape, working in a landscape, or struggling with violent forces of nature) 
in their poetry forms the basis for action and engagement with the physical world and its 
inhabitants.  Even in my readings of georgic moments in this poetry, which would seem to 
privilege the action of physical labor or the mental labor of composing poetry, the interpretive 
trajectory tends to flow from contemplation into action and rarely the other way around.  But if, 
as I have repeatedly asserted, the Romantics sought to defend the necessity of the contemplative 
as a specific aesthetic and ethical category against the rationalistic excesses of the eighteenth 
century, and sought to democratize it by integrating it with everyday life, a movement in the 
opposite direction—from a privileging of action into an acknowledgment of the need for 
contemplation—may shed further light on this dissertation’s aims.   
Many nineteenth-century figures in the English-speaking literary world could be singled 
out to illuminate such a movement beyond core decades of the Romantic period (the 1790s to the 
1820s).  I am thinking chiefly of the ideologies of Transcendental self-reliance of Emerson and 
Thoreau as well as the anti-self-consciousness of Carlyle, both of which borrow liberally from 
Wordsworth and Coleridge in their aestheticizing of action; so, too, do both leave a place for 
contemplative receptivity.  But no figure more drastically embodies the personal rediscovery of 
poetic contemplation than John Stuart Mill, whose reconciliation of utilitarianism with non-
instrumental thought and action also draws heavily from his reading of Wordsworth and 
Coleridge.2  “Poetry is a comfort for Mill,” argues Nancy Yousef, “not because it ‘expresses 
feelings’ but because it affirms their inexpressibility, articulating the fact that certain parts of the 
 
2 For Mill’s attempt to incorporate into his version of utilitarianism not only Wordsworthian, but also Platonic and 
Aristotelian modes of non-instrumental thinking and acting that he learned from Wordsworth, see Liz McKinnell, 
“‘A Medicine for My State of Mind’: The role of Wordsworth in John Stuart Mill’s Moral and Psychological 





self cannot be articulated” (185).  Mill, Yousef continues, “imagines the possibility of being 
liberated from the engagements and entanglements of life among others to a realm of purely self-
determined experience.  The feeling of poetry, the feeling that is poetry, is as if uninformed by 
the stuff of conscience” (195).  In this closing section, I read Mill’s theory of lyric as 
fundamentally contemplative—noting Mill’s frequent juxtapositions of poetry with a meditative 
disposition—for its insinuations, in his assessment, that poetry invites a therapeutic exercise.  
Ultimately, poetry is more than this for Mill, because it involves viewing a particular kind of 
truth in a limited kind of contemplative framework, wherein one’s feelings are brought under 
control through a metaphor of cultivation: the wilderness of untutored and unacknowledged 
passions becomes a garden of moral certitude and imaginative potential.  Mill’s account in his 
autobiography and in his essays on poetry provides an example of how the cultivation, through 
poetry, of the feelings that lead one back to the love of nature and of mankind, which finds a 
unique expression in Wordsworth and many of his Romantic contemporaries, might be resonant 
in other periods as well.  
 
The Use of Poetry: Mill’s Crisis and Recovery 
Reflecting on his own annus terribilus of 1826-1827, a protracted depressive episode 
during which he struggled to find meaning in his life’s work of social and moral reform rooted in 
the principles of utilitarianism, Mill discovered that his interior state closely resembled what the 
speaker of Coleridge’s “Dejection: An Ode” describes: the same “grief without a pang” I have 
also charted in other poems and poets of the Romantic period.  Mill’s self-described “dry heavy 





in his loss of faith in the secular philosophy of utilitarianism, which to that point had constituted 
nearly the whole substance of his life.  He writes: 
I was in a dull state of nerves, such as everybody is occasionally liable to; unsusceptible 
to enjoyment or pleasurable excitement; one of those moods when what is pleasure at 
other times, becomes insipid or indifferent; the state, I should think, in which converts to 
Methodism usually are, when smitten by their first “conviction of sin.”  (Autobiography, 
112) 
The condition Mill describes also seems similar to Cowper’s recurrent bouts of depression, 
colored as they were by a morbid sense of reprobation inherited from his Evangelism.  Mill 
never made a secret of his lifelong agnosticism, but the analogy he draws between his paralysis 
and the conviction of the converts to Methodism, a sect known for its bold, emotive expressivity 
as it rapidly gained popularity during the early nineteenth century, is significant if considered in 
view of his theory of poetry, which characterizes poetic expression as “feeling confessing itself 
to itself in moments of solitude.”  For what seems like the first time in his life, Mill’s lack of 
feeling during this dark night of the soul obstructs his ability to reason clearly: 
In this frame of mind it occurred to me to put the question directly to myself, “Suppose 
that all your objects in life were realized; that all the changes in institutions and opinions 
which you are looking forward to, could be completely effected at this very instant: 
would this be a great joy and happiness to you?”  At this my heart sank within me: the 
whole foundation on which my life was constructed fell down.  All my happiness was to 
have been found in the continual pursuit of this end.  The end had ceased to charm, and 
how could there ever again be any interest in the means?  I seemed to have nothing left to 





Although the young Mill and his circle of fellow agitators for progressive social and political 
reform in Britain aspired to implement their ideals out of a sense of duty to the common good, 
Mill remarks that during this period of mental crisis, “I became persuaded, that my love of 
mankind, and of excellence for its own sake, had worn itself out” (Autobiography, 113).  
However, largely through his rediscovery of poetry, an art form to which he had hitherto only 
flippantly indulged in reading and composing, Mill claims that he was able to recover his love of 
mankind and recommit his energies towards his intellectual growth.   
Steeped in Bentham’s writings on utility, Mill had absorbed a form of ethical hedonism 
that treated all pleasures on an even plane, differentiated only by duration and intensity.  In 
literary studies, the most infamous assertion attributed to Bentham is his claim, paraphrased by 
Mill, that, “quantity of pleasure being equal, push-pin is as good as poetry” (“Bentham,” 173-
74).  While it is fairly easy to hold up Bentham’s dismissal of poetry and the arts as a strawman 
in discussions of Mill and his defense of poetry, Bentham also scorns all forms of asceticism, 
which for him is the primary obstacle to utilitarianism.  In An Introduction to the Principles of 
Morals and Legislation (1780), Bentham describes the principle of asceticism as opposed to 
increases in happiness and approving of decreases in happiness (9).  In a footnote, Bentham 
notes the links between asceticism and monasticism and dismisses both with a sweep of the 
hand, pointing out the etymological associations of asceticism in the Greek word for exercise and 
insinuating that asceticism is a form of idleness (8).  Bentham says that idleness should not be 
promoted by any institution or government because it amounts to an enforcement of misery upon 
others (12).  Lilburn’s comparison of poetry to asceticism seems almost the complete antithesis 
of Bentham’s utilitarianism in An Introduction Principles of Morals and Legislation.  Moreover, 





aspect of Romanticism that is at once focused on the interior alteration of the individual as well 
as of society: Mill says that he never “ceased to consider the power and practice of analysis as an 
essential condition of individual and social improvement,” but he has learned that the 
“cultivation of the feelings” must also be seriously attended to, and poetry is the most effective 
means of such cultivation (Autobiography, 118).   
Beginning in the autumn of 1828, Mill claims that he found the lasting cure for his 
depression in Wordsworth’s poetry and the states of feeling it conjured in its responses to natural 
beauty.  By turns, these feelings lead from the love of nature to the love of mankind, as Mill well 
understood from his familiarity with Wordsworth.  Mill writes that in the throes of dejection, “I 
needed to be made to feel that there was real, permanent happiness in tranquil contemplation.  
Wordsworth taught me this, not only without turning away from, but with a greatly increased 
interest in, the common feelings and common destiny of human beings” (Autobiography, 121).   
Mill highlights Wordsworth’s “Ode: Intimations of Immortality” as the poem that asserted the 
strongest influence on him.  Incidentally, this was the same poem that, in the spring of 1802, 
prompted Coleridge’s response in “Dejection: An Ode,” the poem Mill quotes from as he 
recounts his own depressive phase.  “Compared with the greatest poets,” says Mill, further 
inflating the metaphor of cultivation in this episode, Wordsworth “may be said to be the poet of 
unpoetical natures, possessed of quiet and contemplative tastes.  But unpoetical natures are 
precisely those which require poetic cultivation.  This cultivation Wordsworth is much more 
fitted to give, than poets who are intrinsically far more poets than he” (122).  In this reflection, 
Mill hits upon one of the core interpretive claims of this dissertation: that contemplation in its 
many forms need not be understood as an experience removed from ordinary life and activity, 





and of the poet shed further light on this claim, and it is to those essays that I will now briefly 
turn. 
 
The Use of Criticism: Mill on Poetry and Contemplation 
 The two essays that comprise Mill’s “Thoughts on Poetry and Its Varieties” are essential 
reading among literary historians, most notably for its appropriations of and departures from 
Wordsworth’s 1800 “Preface” to the second edition of Lyrical Ballads.  Mill’s definition of lyric 
poetry in the essay is deliberately narrow.  The essay contends that the aim of poetry is to arrive 
at a certain kind of knowledge related to the emotions: “The truth of poetry is to paint the human 
soul truly,” whereas “the truth of fiction is to give a true picture of life.  The two kinds of 
knowledge are different, and come by different ways, come mostly to different persons” 
(“Thoughts I,” 94).  He wants to make “a definition in opposition to the usage of language, since 
it is established by common consent that there is a poetry called descriptive.  We deny the 
charge.  Description is not poetry because there is descriptive poetry, no more than science is 
poetry because there is such a thing as a didactic poem” (“Thoughts I,” 94).  Wordsworth and 
Mill share the view that vivid description does not automatically indicate poetic language until 
unless it is attached to intense feelings.  
But no object which admits of being described, or a truth which may fill a place in a 
scientific treatise, may also furnish an occasion for the generation of poetry, which we 
thereupon choose to call descriptive or didactic.  The poetry is not in the object itself, nor 
in the scientific truth itself, but in the state of mind in which the one and the other may be 





These feelings, moreover, develop as the poet contemplates an object.  The feelings of the 
contemplator arise out of the contemplation of the object (in the example Mill offers, a lion) and 
those feelings form the basis of poetic language.  This sets the stage for Mill’s famous distinction 
between poetry and eloquence.  It boils down to this:  
we should say that eloquence is heard; poetry is overheard.  Eloquence supposes an 
audience.  The peculiarity of poetry appears to us to lie in the poet’s utter 
unconsciousness of a listener.  Poetry is feeling confessing itself to itself in moments of 
solitude, and embodying itself in symbols which are the nearest possible representations 
of the feeling in the exact shape in which it exists in the poet’s mind.  Eloquence is 
feeling pouring itself out to other minds, courting their sympathy, or endeavoring to 
influence their belief, or move them to passion or to action.  (“Thoughts I,” 95).   
By likening “all poetry”—by which he means only lyric poetry—to soliloquy, Mill’s theory of 
poetry also posits the poet as a monastic figure, similar to the one idealized in the writings of 
Cowper, Smith, Wordsworth, and Coleridge.  Alone with his feelings, the poet’s defining feature 
is his “utter unconsciousness of a listener.”  In fact, Mill claims that a poet who is conscious of 
an audience ceases to be a poet and becomes a mere orator exercising his eloquence.  “Poetry,” 
he surmises, “is the natural fruit of solitude and meditation; eloquence, of intercourse with the 
world” (“Thoughts I,” 95).  Any language that is directly intended to instruct or to move the 
passions of others, even if set in verse, runs the risk of failing at being purely poetry.  Again and 
again, the ideals of the monastic, the ascetical, and the contemplative seem to subconsciously 
inform Mill’s theory of poetry, and he does not hide the fact that he learned to think of poetry on 






A Step Out of the Lodge 
All that remains to bring my argument to a tentative resting place is to revisit the question 
of who gets access to the contemplation of art and nature.  This was a problem for all the poets 
surveyed in this dissertation and it continues to present a challenge to Romanticists trying to 
simultaneously acknowledge the inherent problems germinating in this literature while 
simultaneously defending its continued study from a sympathetic vantage point.  In the second of 
his essays on poetry from 1833, Mill turns to the maker of poems, taking up the question of 
whether successful and “true” poets are products of natural genius or of prolonged study of the 
craft.  Poets are either born or made, he reasons.  Poetry is either closely connected with one’s 
feelings (“both sensuous and spiritual”) or it is “foreign to the habitual course of their every-day 
lives and characters; a world which, when out of it, or even when in it, they think of, 
peradventure, but as a phantom-world,—a place of ignes fatui and spectral illusions” (“Thoughts 
II,” 124).  Wordsworth, the self-made poet, is more democratic in Mill’s eyes than his contrary in 
Shelley, who, though a poet of supreme natural genius, possesses the much rarer gift of having 
become a poet by nature rather than by culture.  In part, this is because of the demands that 
everyday life places on the would-be poet: “Ordinary education and the ordinary course of life 
are constantly at work counteracting this quality of mind, and substituting habits more suitable to 
their own ends: if, instead of substituting, they were content to superadd, there would be nothing 
to complain of” (“Thoughts II,” 126).  By Mill’s necessarily demanding criteria, all of the poets I 
treat in this dissertation fall short of Wordsworth, the standard-bearer of poets-made.  But in their 
treatment—those painful realities, those every-day concerns, and those perpetually-occurring 





occasionally, accidentally, and fleetingly stumble into a stream of pure, lyric poetry Mill holds 
up.  This is one of the fundamental tropes of Romanticism. 
Contemplation, like poetry, like Romanticism, entails an impractical set of attunements 
and practices and is never entered into without risk.  In eighteenth- and especially in nineteenth-
century literature, contemplation sits in close quarters with brooding and paralysis, boredom, 
ennui, and apathy.  Partly due to pivotal social, economic, and epistemological developments 
during the eighteenth century, it gets pushed to the margins of normative human experience, 
assumed to be aligned more with idle and unproductive brooding than as an essential part of the 
cycle of work and rest.  As Cowper and Coleridge, fully aware of their attachment and 
complicity in many of the social ills of their times, longed to retreat from the corruptions and 
pains of a British society they worried had fallen into moral decline, and into “a lodge in some 
vast wilderness,” so Mill, in his theory of poetry, strongly aligns poetry with solitude and interior 
reflection and transformation.  As for the contemplation of nature, Wordsworth’s influence on 
Mill extends into his ecological thought (Bate 59).  “The thrust of Mill’s reading,” argues 
Jonathan Bate, “is that the beauty, stability, and endurance of nature are necessary prerequisites 
for human social and psychological well-being” (33).  The same can be said for the poetry of the 
British Romantics, for instance, in the lamentations of Cowper, Bloomfield, and Crabbe against 
the whitewashing of natural and working landscapes in an age of enclosure; in the various 
manmade “lounding coves” in the wilderness, including Cowper’s “peasant’s nest,” 
Bloomfield’s “sod-built hovel,” and Coleridge’s “lonely house” on the mountain; perhaps, too, in 
the headlands of Smith and Wordsworth, where sympathy for humanity and nature run up 





Today, many scholars of Romantic ecology are quick to point out that ecological 
awareness begins in our approaches to reading: how we attend to persons, objects, and texts 
influences our understanding of our responsibility to them through ecological stewardship and an 
acknowledgment of those inexpressible parts of the self they conceal.  Mill asks whether that 
ecological responsibility is better cultivated by beginning with ethical action or with 
contemplation, and assumes the paradoxical stance—paradoxical, that is, when compared with 
nearly all the prominent thinkers in the utilitarian tradition that preceded him—that the latter 
option is preferable.   
Finally, the poetry of the Romantic era is often said to be unique in its egotism, even to 
the point that objects in physical nature serve merely as props to reflect or be assumed into the 
poet’s ego, as Lilburn and others continue to point out.  But the real story is more complicated.  
What I have claimed is that this same poetry and the poets who made it are unique in their 
attempts at escaping the emergent modern awareness of subjectivity through self-emptying and 
deep receptivity to those objects.  Of contemplative states, however, Lilburn is right that “we 
don’t come to them easily, nor are they given to a few privileged, beautiful souls.”  The work I 
have done here follows Mill’s opinion that the example Wordsworth provides, of a poet not born 
but made, allows Romanticism to further the difficult task of opening up the canon while 
simultaneously nuancing the conventions and themes associated with the era.  Insofar as it 
responds to the ecological changes and—in many cases relatedly—the emergent spiritual crises 
of the time, the contemplative poetry of the era blazes an early, important trail through the 
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